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and thought that a boy ought to have some
rights. The marshal, after referring to the
Tear Book and telegraphing all oyer the county, learned that the boy belonged in Brunswick. The police placed him in the hands of
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SCHLOTTEKBECK’S

Corn, Wart & Bunion Solvent.
Entirely harmless; is not a caustic.
It removes Corns, Warts, Bunion* and Callou*
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in each bottle.
Hr A CURE IS GUARANTEED
Price 35 cents*
For sale by all DraggiMt*.
Trv it and you will be convinced like thousands

who have used it and now testify to its value.
Ask for Mchlotterbeck’s Corn and Wart
Solvent and take no other.
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the conductor of the Pullman to turn him over
to his anxious parents that were waiting to receive him at his home in Brunswick.

Rates of Advertising: One Inch of space, the
length of column, constitutes a “square.”
$1.60 per square, dally first week: 75 oents per

Officer Allen recently made two seizures of
deer in charge of the American Express Company and bound for Boston. The deer were
tightly packed in boxes, and the express companies had no knowledge of the contents. Under the latest construction of the law, express
or railroad companies have not the right to
transport more than three deer.
Mrs. Lucy Griffin Wakefield, wife of Hon.
Albert G. Wakefield, died Sunday at the age
of CO years. Mrs. Wakefield was the daughter
of the late William Forbes, Esq and was a
lady of due culture and most gentle and amiable character.
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BELFAST.

Schooner Ella, of Bucksport, before reported
sunk with a cargo of lime at a wharf in Belfast, has discharged her cargo and temporarily
repaired the damage. She will proceed to
Bucksport to finish repairs. The damage to
the vessel was but slight, and was caused by
grounding on a broken pile. The cargo was a
total loss.

WEATHER INDICATIONS.
Washington, Oct. 23.
The indications for New England to-day are
generally fair weather, variable winds, stationstationary

ary barometer,

slight

or

Frank Briar, aged 75, was found dead in his
bed at his home in Belfast Saturday morning.
He had been an invalid for about twenty
years, but retired the night before in his usual
health.

rise in

temperature.

BELDING BROS. & CO.
Silk Manufacturers.

DRESS SILKS
Of a superior grade, excellent In quality
and finish.
Serges and Satin Linings for Gentlemen’s <io«hing.

HOSIERY,

Sewing Silk,
MACHINE

Silk

Bangor Schooner Wrecked.

and

Portsmouth, N. H., Oct. 22.—Schooner
Wm. B. Darling of Bangor, from New York
for Bangor, with 200 tons of coal, went ashore
yesterday morning at 1 o’clock on the Western

FLOSSES.

“Superior”
Pure Thread Knitting
Silk.
Kockville, Conn., Northampton, Mass.,

this harbor, and soon became a
total wreck. The crew, consisting of captain
and four men, took to a boat and succeeded in

Philadelphia, Cbit^go,

reaching Kittery Point ^n a thoroughly wet
and exhausted condition, and were kindly

Montreal, Canada.
OFFICES. New York,

Cincinnati, St. Louis, San Francisco. A DAMS
CURTIS, Agents., 105 Summer St., Boston.
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LATEST MARINE NEWS

TWIST,

Embroidery

MI« LS.

+
Special bulletin says the temperature has

risen in New England, Middle and northern
portions of the South Atlantic States,' Tennessee, Ohio and upper Mississippi valley and
Lake region. It has fallen in the Gulf States.
Northeasterly winds prevail in New England,
Middle, South Atlantic and Gnlf States,
Tennessee, Ohio and upper Mississippi valleys
and Lake regien.
Local rains have fallen in
Middle, South Atlantic and Gulf States,
Tennessee, Lake region and Missouri valley.
Local rains are indicated in districts east of
the Mississippi valley, Wednesday, except in
the East Gnlf States.
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CONGRESS STREET,
a complete line of
Bro«. 4c
Co. Superior

offers

Belding:

Knitting: Silk,
$
Warranted made from pure thread silk. It is the
only pure thread Knitting Silk in the market,
oct 19
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Sisters,

near

cared for at the honse of Capt. Solon Frisbee*
The vessel, which was of 114 tonnage and 30
years oid, went
the Sisters, the

pieces soon alter going on
men saving but little of their
personal effects. A heavy gale was prevailing
at the time of the disaster.
to

A Portland Schooner
Damaged.
Providence, E. I., Oct. 23.—The schooner
Diadem of Castlne, Me., dragged anchors in
Duchess Island harbor, Saturdaj night, and
collided with the schooner Ida L. Howard of

Portland.

The Howard

had

her

port

bow

badly stove, bulwarks and rail crushed and
timbers broken.
THE PHILOSOPHY OF HEADACHE.
THE STOMACH, THE BOWELS AND THE
Liver are responsible for every pang
THAT RACKS THE HEAD. REGULATE, TONE
AND HARMONIZE THE ACTION OF THESE
ALLIED
WITH
ORGANS
TARRAST’a
• E* TZER APEHIEST, AND YOU CURE
THE COM PLAINT AT ITS SOURCE. SOLD BY
ALL DRUGGISTS.
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BUXTON.

Fortunate is that neighborhood that can
boast of a good public library. That good fortune is now the lot of Buxton Centre, the Library Association having thrown open their
cosy quarters in the school building Saturday
afternoon for the circulation of their books.
Agitation of the question began in June last
and considerable hard work was done by the
parties interested, of whom Mr. Chas. F. Carr
was a most active worker in
the soliciting of
subscriptions. One hundred and thirty stock
subscribers united in the purchase of a well
selected assortment of bookB; the aim of the
purchasing committee being to select standard
works in each class of good literature.
The
library was also Increased by subscriptions of
books from Hon. Samuel Hanson and Rev. J.
M. Burt of Buxton. Mr. Geo. S. Berry, conductor on the Portland & Rochester made a
generous donation of thirty volumes, all first
olassjworks. Another munificent gift of books
was received from Mrs. AnDie Crane of Brookline, Mass. A room in the North Grammar
school building was nicely fitted up for the
Library Association, the expense being jointly
borne by Hou. Samuel Haoson of Buxton and
Hon. Mark P. Emery of Portland.
The executive committee are C. F. Carr. Aridia Hill
and Wilbur 0. Waterman; Miss Susie Davis is
librarian
The rooms will be open Saturdays,
afternoon aud evening. Those not members
of the society may take out books for five cents
each, the Bame being subject to the society’s

regulations.

A course of six lectures will be opened at
Grange Hall, Buxton Centre Depot, on Wednesday evening, October 31, by Mr. Arthur B.
Morrill, assistant principal in the Portland
High School, on the subject of Electricity.
The lectures will be fully illustrated with expe

rimeuts.

FAIRFIELD.

Mr. A. B. Allen has retired from the Fairfield Journal and that paper will in the future
be conducted by Mr. Benj. Bunker, who has
purchased it.
KKNNEBUNKPORT.

cut-

proceeding.

Two fishermen living in Kennebunkport
went ont fishing in a dory Wednesday of last
week and have not since been heard from. It
is feared they were both drowned (as a strong
northeast wind was blowing when they left the
wharf. One of them has a family.

Steamer Reported on Fire.
New York, Oct. 22.—Steamer Heimdal,
from Copenhagen to this port, with 500 persons
on board, was reported off Fire Island an hour
since signalling for assistance, as she was on
fire.

The boys at the State Collene at Oiono have
contributed and collected from other sources
funds to bnild a gymnasium at the college
grounds, which is now being erected and finished.

water, carried-away bowsprit, shrouds and
The Diadem escaped serious
port davits.
The Howard is leaking 250 strokes
per hour and will repair at Newport before

damage.

ORONO.

LATER.

SEARSPORT.

The iron steamship Heimdal, from Christiansand and Copenhagen, arrived at quarantine this af.ernoon on fire. Three hundred
and three steerage and three cabin passengers
were on hoard, besides the crew, and all wi'h
their baggage were saved. The cargo, consisting of brandy, rags, eggs, matches, camels’
hair and bar iron, is seriously damaged. The
vessel was injured, but will be saved. The
Heimdal is 1323 tons and cost $250,000.
Drowned in a Collision.
Newport, Va., Oct. 22.—A collision oc-'
curred off here this afternoon between the
sloops Sally and Little Josie, in which the
latter capsized and her crew of three men
were drowned.
A missing Crew.
Boston, Oct. 22.—A dory was found on
Sorton Beach, Mass., this morning which answers the description
of one lost from the
schooner Helen M. Crosby. Diligent search is
being made in that vicinity for the crew, who
are natives of Harwich.

The annual meeting of the Wgldo County
Edncationa! Society aud Teachers’ Institute
will be held in Searsport, Friday and Saturday, October 2Gth aud 27th.

MAINE.

WISCASSET.

Mrs.

Mary Grover,

Now is the time to clothe
your feet cheap, and save
money.
480 CONGRESS

ST.,

PORTLAND MAINE.
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GREAT BARGAINS
-AT-

*

(Special Dispatch to the Press.)
Kennbbonknort, Oct. 22.—Two of the oldest residents of this town died to-day.
Oliver
Davis, aged 91 years, 11 months. He was the
oldest citizen of this town, having carried on
the business of a pump and block maker in the
little shop opposite bis residence for about sev-

enty years, and has always beeu noted for excellent work, regular industry and strict honesty. His third wife and two sons survive
him.
Mrs. Mary Downing, a pensioner of the war
of 1812, by virtue of being the widow of the
late Capt. Joshua Donning, aged 91 years 6
months.
an Old 4 itizen of Dexter.
Dexter, Oct. 22,—Capt. Nathaniel Bryant,
a well known resident of this town since
1835,
died yesterday, aged 75.
He was a prominent

Death of

ALGERNON STUBBS'Art Store
00 Temple St,

Democrat, and thirty years ago was widely
known for his extensive farming oporatious.

The Largest Assortment of
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Fine Gold

Boston.

andjironze Frames

A large and new assortment of Pottery
for decoration. Artists’ Materials,
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novelties in my
line.
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Oakland, Oct. 22.—W. V. Leonard, one of
the prominent citizens of this village, committed suicide last evening by shooting himself.
His wife, on retiring at nine o’clock, found
him seated in a chair, dead, shot through the
head, and a pistol lying on the floor by his side.
He had long been a large dealer here in groceries, flour, grain and produce, and was noted
for his close attention to business.
Verdict in Hudson’s Case.

Biddefoed, Oct. 22.—The

inquest to-day

upon the body of James Hudson, of Lewiston,
Bhowed that he fell from the cars while standing upon the steps shortly after the train left
Kennebuuk, and that the Boston & Maine is
blameless in the matter.

Burglary in Fort Fairfield.
Fort Fairfield, Oct. 22.—The store of
Henry Brigham, was robbed Saturday night of
$400 worth of clothing.
Cpou an Officer.
Bangor, Calvin J. Sargent severely assaulted an officer in Ellsworth, and today was
Assault

FIl NECKWEAR.
New and
and in

Elegant Styles,

quantity

and varie-

Charles Custis & Co.,
ocl9

Congress St.
eodtf
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Knocked Overboard aud Drowned.
John Black, of Surry, aged 20 years, was
drowned at Brewer village this afternoon by
falling overboard from the schooner Lizzie
Corcoran, while helping furl her mainsail.
Wintebport, Oct. 22,—Yesterday afternooD,
as the schooner G. W. Cummings, Cant. Hurd,
was

ty unequaled.
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getting under

way,

a

young man, 21 years

old, belonging in Verona, got caught in the
main sheet and was pulled overboard. A boat
with two men went to his assistgpce, but before he was reached he sank and was drowned.
The body has not been recovered.
An Old Lady'* Remarkable Journey.
New York, Oct. 22.—A Cleveland, O. de"A white-haired old
spatch to the Sun says:
lady knocked at the door of the city infirmary
last night, and aBked for a pass that would
take her to her son’s home in Delaware. She
said her name was Elizabeth Pierce, and that
she was 77 years of age.
She recently walked

PUBLIC OPENING
-OF-

%

•Autumn andWlnter Dress Goods,
tfto.,

MONDAY, OCTOBER 1st.
Bison Cloth, Ottoman, Tricotte,
Cardinette, Drap de Alma, Brocade, Bianitz, Plain and Brocade
Velvets, Velveteens and Plushes,
Sealskin and Matelasse Cloakings,
✓'Blankets and Sheeting Flannel,
Hosiery, Gloves, Underwear, Buttons Ac.

J. M. DYER & CO’S
411
octl

Congre§* Street.

oodtl

from Houlton, Me., to Erie, Pa., a distance of
nearly 1,100 miles. It took her eight weeks to
make the journey, and when asked why Bhe
chose to walk, Bhe said she knew of no other
way of going until she reached Erie, where a
her to the infirmary
person took
and

obtained for her a pass to Cleveland. She had
with her a basket, in which she carried, among
other things, a Bible,
She says she gained

strength and comfort on the journey by reading the Bible. Superintendent Mellon of the
infirmary supplied her with money and got a
pass for her to Delaware.

AUGUSTA.

Sunday afternoon, an eastern bound freight
train passed through Augusta. The train men
took from the train and turned over to City
Marshal White a lad five years old. He was
well dressed, and tipped the beam at 35 1-2
The conductor knew
pounds avoirdupois.
nothing about when or where the boy had
On being turned over to
boarded his train.
the marshal he was somewhat indignant, and
far from loquacious, but finally said that his
name was Eddy Nagles, and that he belonged
in Hallowell; that he was taking a vacation;
that he bad not had any before this summer,

wife of W. G. Grover of

Wiscasset, left her home last Friday and
Bath in

went

team, and sent the team back by
stranger. When her folks found she was
missing, they discovered she had left some letters behind stating that they need not look for
her, for they could not find her. She leaves
four children. Mrs. Qrover and her husband
separated last spring, and her intention was to
apply for a bill of divorce this court; but her
huabaud came down from Boston to appear
against her aud she has left for parts unknown.
to

a

a

IN GENERAL.

The Grand Worthy Secretary reports the
Good Templars in Maine in a flourishing condition. The order now has in the State 18,000
live members and over 20,000 on its records in
305 lodgos
The next or annual session will be
held in Bangor in April, 1881.
The prospect now is that only about twothirds as much lumber will be cut on the Keuuoutb auu

Two Aged Residents of Kennebuukport
Dead.

THROUGH A BRIDGE.

its iiiuuianoti

mo

uuuiiug

wiuier as

the low prices which operators
for their lumber. A leading
Augusta operator in lumber says that, practically, lumbermen received nothing for the
stumpage of last year’s cut.
Austin Academy, at Strafford, N. H., is
now ou a substantial footing, having come into possession of 35000, left it by the late Rev.
Daniel Austin of Kittery, Me.
Mr. Horace Whitney, president of the Dover
Stamping Company, a highly esteemed citizeu, died at his home in Cambridge, Mass., on
Friday night. He was born in Kennebunk,
Me., 75 years ago, and from 1835 to 1865 was
in business in Dover, N. H.

usual, owing

to

have received

MASSACHUSETTS.
The Hnrvfird Boat House Accident.
Boston, Oct. 22.—All those injured at the
boat-house accident were doing well at last
Mead is at bis home ou Commonaccounts.
wealth avenue. His left leg is broken, but his
ankles currently reported broken, are all
right. He was badly jammed in the chest,
and hurt internally, also terribly bruised over
the right eye, but his people speak hopefully
of him. White is resting comfortably at his
college room. Dr. Wyman at first thought his
flip bone was broken, but such proves not to
be the case. The patient is very cheerful, but
is so lame that it is painful to move. Allen is
doing well at his uncle’s on Boylston street.
Aside from his broken arm he is all right.
Hamlin reached his home in Roxbury without
much trouble.
His nose is badly bruised.
Curtis, it appears, weot to his home in Boston
unattended, not needing any assistance.. Stewart is at home in South Boston, doing well.
Hardwick has gono home to Quincy.
He
looked well and talked cheerfully and the
doctors think the injuries to his chest and
lungs not so severe after all. Drake was found
to be very comfortabie at his home on Ash
street last night.
His forehead is cut and his
back pains him, but his physician left him
yesterday morning with the comforting assutance that he shouldn’t need to come again.
The feeling of the college authorities with
regard to the accident cannot be learned.
President Eliot is out of town. Mr. Danforth,
the bursar, who has charge of the college
buildings, and Mr. Knapp, the college carpenter, both went to Plymouth Saturday night
and stayed over Sunday. It appears that the
pile which supported the piazza had canted
out so much that only about two inches of the
beam supporting the floor timbers rested on
the pile, and that a brace, but a very weak
one, had been put in with the idea of strengthening the affair. But the heavy weight of
A
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support.
American Antiquarian Society.
Wobcbsieb, Oct. 22.—The annual meetiDg
of the American Antiquarian Society occurred
here to-day. The old board of officers were
re-elected with Hon. Stephen Salisbury as
President. The principal papers were, oue by
George Bancroft explaining the withdrawal of
Alexander Hamilton from Washington’s military family, and by Prof. Pntnam of P 'abodv
Musenm, on the nature of the pre-historic
mounds in Georgia, Ohio and Wisconsin.
The

NEW YORK.
’rite

Huguenot Society

of

America.

New Yoke, Oct. 22.
The Huguenot Society of America met today, with John Jay in the chair. It was decided to hold three meetings yearly.
The annual meeting will be held on the 13th of April,
which is the date of the promulgation of the
edict of Nantes, granting freedom of worship
to the Huguenots of France.
The summer
meeting will occur on the 24th of August, the
of
the
massacre
of
St. Bartholoanniversary
Ths autumn meeting will be held on
mew.
the 22d of October, the date of the revocation
of the edict of Nantes. A dinner will bo given
by the society during the winter.
Judgment Against a Life Insurance Company.

Muskogan National Bank of
Muskegan,
Mich., to-day recovered judgment against the
Northwestern Mutnai Life Insurance Co. on a
820,000 policy on the life of Edwin G. Comstock, formerly the bank’s cashier.
Defense
was that Comstock was an habitual drunkard
and committed suicide.
Cos* of a Barge and all Hands on Cake
Ontario.
Rochester, N. Y., Oct. 22.—The barge
was
Pacific
picked up by a tug off Charlotte
All hands were saved.
this morning.
There
were four other barges iu charge of tbe
tug
Caribou, and all broke away in the gale.
One
is eu posed to have gone down with all hands.
Brothcrbood of Engineers.
I
22.—The International
Oct.
Buffalo,
Brotherhood of Locomotive Eagineers today
elected P. M. Arthur of Cleveland, Grand
Chief Engineer, and T. S. Iugraham of New
York, First Grand Engineer; E Taylor of
Belleville, Out., Second Grand Engineer, and
A. R. Caveuer of Lacrosse, Wis., Second
Grand Assistant Engineer.

cLl8#£2,t8M8$£|£i

A FEARFUL GALE
Prevail*

on Cape Cod Coast—Great Dnmoge to Shipping—Live* Reported lioal.

Terrible Accident on the Delaware
and Hudson Railroad.

Provincetown, Mass., Oct. 22.—Nothing
has yet been heard from the eight men lost
from schooner Helen M. Crosby.
It is generally thought they have perished. When the
vessel last saw them they had a seine around a
school of mackerel. The vessel shot up to the
boat, but they refused to take the line, there

Three Persons Killed and Many Seriously Wounded.

Fort Edward, N. Y., Oct. 22.—Train No.
78, of the tllens Fails branch of the Delaware
& Hudson railroad, went
the bridge

through

Glens Falls, a feeder to the Champlain
Canal, 80 rods North of Fort Edward. The
engine crossed the bridge, but the baggage and

over

much water in the boat. Their lantern
in the boat went out. Captain
Higgins shouted
was

to them, “Leave the seine and come
| The
vessel drifted
from them

away

conld not be fonnd

Every

cept the

person

on

the train was injured, exEddie White, of Lake

newsboy,

George.

NATIONAL HORSE SHOW.
Opening

Exhibition
Gen. Grnnt
Exhibits His Arabian Ponies.
of the

v.

—

For thoroughbred brood mares first prize was
awarded J. K. Reeves’ Philip, and second to Au-

gustus Schemerhorn's Spirit
First prize for Arabian stallions was given J. B.
Houstan's Leopard; Gen. Grant’s Linden Treo taks

again. Their names are
William Aldrich, James Chase of
Edgar Cahoon of Chatham, Elario
Morphy ofUova Scotia, Louis Rogers, Geerge
Steel* and Fred
Higgins of Orleans. Higgins
was 18 years old and brother of the
captain.
The general opinion is that they conld do nothing but lay by the seine and their boat was
sunk.
A squall struck at 10 o’clock at
night,
when maDy vessels hud seines
oat, and it is
that more liveB were not I081Additional particulars of
Saturday night’s
gale keep coming in. It is reported here this
evening that a Chatham >«usel lest her captain and twelve men out of a
o{
They went out after a school of A..u,bA,Ai Ana
the squall struck them.
ba8 be6n
seen of them since.
The cook ancfu,eman
was left on board.
The squall blew her ,aj]s
all away. A vessel drifted across the bay Ol,
der Marshfield and report says was towed into
Plymouth today by a Gloucester schooner. The
name of the vessel is withheld until
something
more
definite
can
be learned.
VesselB
arrived last night and to-day with sails blown
All reaway, boats lost and other damage.
port a fearful gale for five or six hours.
Sandwich, Mass., Oct. 22.—A dory was
found on Scurton Beach this morning, which
of that lost from
answers the description
schooner Helen M. Crosby on Saturday.
A
diligent search is being made for the missing

V84yia°!fnnaitB

fiftee£

Nothing8
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cond.

The fiist prize, $200, for stallions kept for service
whose get are over 3 years, was taken byThorndale,
owned by Edwin T. orne, Millbrook, N. V.; second
prize, $100, by Alcanbara, owned by Elizur Smith,
of Lee, Mass.
First prize for stallions, 4 years and over, was
awarded Simmons, owned by W. If. Wilson, of

Cynphiana, Hy.

First prize for stallions, 3 years old and under,
was awarded Wm.
Tell, owned by L. M. Payne of
Hinsdale Mass.
Brood mares, second prize, was awarded Flow
owned by Elizur Smith.
Mares, 4 years old and over, 1 st rize, Lady De
Jarnett, owned by W. H. Wilson.
Mares, 3 years old and under 4, first prize, Maggie
Collins, owned by P. C. Collins of New York.

WASHINGTON.

The issue of standard silvar dollar a from

*v.a

States bonds had been redeemed at the Treasury Department as follows: 115th call, $16
217 500; 116th call, $3,222,700; 117th call $25429,450; 118th call, $15,955,050; 119th call, $14841,800: 120th call, $15,007,900; T21st call, $24-

531,200.

Alabama Claims Court.
The Court of Commissioners of Alabama
Claims rendered the following judgments in
New England cases today:
Edward H. Allen, administrator, New Bedford, $188 and interest from January, 1865.
Sarah P. Clifford, executrix, New Bedferd,
$451 and interest from November, 1865.
Joseph Cowell, $2039 and interest from August, 1866.
Rufus H. Butterfield, formerly of
Buxton,
Maine, $555, with interest from October, 1861.
The report that Mr. George Bliss has retired
from the star route cases is not true.

SUNDAY FIGHT IN
One

GEORGIA,

Man

Killed and Two Mortally
Wounded.
Augusta, Ga., Oct. 22.-A bloody and fatal
fight occurred yesterday near McBean church
in Burke county. On Saturday afternoon there
was a difficulty between two
young men
named Syms and Rogers, at the base ball
grounds, when Syms cut Rogers ou the hand.
After church yesterday morning the
difficulty
was renewed.
Thomas H. Syms and his sou.,
Frank and Thomas, were shot by T. B., J. M.
and Warren Rogers, and Rnfus McNorrell and
John T. Cox. Thomas R. Syms was shot five
times and instantly killed; Frank and Thomas
Syms were mortally wounded, and John Rogers was shot in the face by one of his friends
The Syms family, it is reported,were unarmed.
All the parties are respectably connected and
woll-to-do farmers.

a

Wall.
Grand Rapids, Mich., Oot. 22.—The buildings at Middleville owned and occupied by
Capt. Sidney B. Smith were burned yesterday
with their contents consisting of hardware and
Charles Bundy and a boy named Walsh were
killed by a falling wall, another man fatally
and still another man seriously injured.
Loss
$30 000.
Disastrous Blaze at Annapolis, Hd.-Two
Persons Burned to Death.
Annapolis, Md., Oot. 22.—A fire broke out
at 4 o’clock this morning in Basil’s block,
near the market, and will
destroy the whole
block, which contains the largest business
houses in the city. It is thought that two or
three persons were burned to death.
The
mayor has telegraped to Baltimore for aid.

[later.J
The explosion of a kerosene lamp in Lewis
C. Clayton’s grocery started the fire which
has destroyed ten houses and nine moms. Two
lives are lost, Charles Legg and his aged aunt,
whom Legg went back to save.
The estimate
losses aggregate $50,000.
Warehouses in Montreal Burned.
Montreal, Oot. 22.—James McDougall &
Sons’grain and donr warehouse and contents
were burned today and another badly damaged. I,os8 $30,000. The wall of McDougall’s
warehouse fell on the roof of Peck, Berry &
Co’s nail factory, causing a loss of $4000.
Four Stores Burned in St. Louis.
St. Louis, Oct. 22.—Fire today damaged
four stores, causing losses as follows: St. Louis
Quilting Compauy, $37,000; John C. Tremeyer, tobacconist, and Wm. F. O. Bean &
The buildings, owned by
Co., grocers, $5000.
Wm. F. Bean, was damaged $40,000.
Four Buildings at St. John, IV. B., Consumed.

St. John, N B., Oct. 22.—Fire here this
evening destroyed four buildings owned by
John R. Smith and D. Hamilton.
Loss $12,000.

Cured by Prayer and Iloly Water after
Eight Years of Suffering.

Indianapolis, Oct. 21.—Indiana has another
miracle to report. An account from Lafayette
says mat Agues Walter, a young lady residing
at No. 57 Spencer street, in that city, was yes
terday motning Huable to move and was blind;
now she walks and can see.
Eight years ago
she was seized with cereuro-spinal meningitis,
which left her lower limbs paralyzed.
She
had gone to Oldensburg, Ind., to enter a convein, ana was laaeu in me second nay after
she had arrived.
In a few weeks she was
taken home, and for eight years she has been a
constant sufferer.
The best physicians of the
day have treated her and pronounced her incurable.
Dr. S. T. Yount has been her physician for three years.
Sbe was in convulsions
most of the time, and these would continue as
as
two
and
three
weeks. Dr, Yount states
long
that she presented a most terrible appearance.
For weeks at a time she had no nourishment
whatever. Recently a young lady friend, Miss
Kinsman, returned from Europe, and brought
with her some water from the fountain of our
Lady of Lourdes. This Miss Walter has been
A nine days’ season
applying and drinking.
of prayer was begun by herself and other members of the church.* This terminated yesterday morning, when Bhe was removed in au
unconscious condition to the church.
She at
length was revived, took communion, and inShe
stantly she could 6ee and walk unaided.
believes that prayer did it.
Dr. Yount and
others pronounce it a most marvelous case.
Last evening, when the doctor and reporters
called,she walked across the room to show that
she was indeed cured.
Her case seems miraculous, and there are many more besides herst-lf who are familiar with the case who attribute it to the power of prayer.
PROBABLY A CANARD.

Report of

Plot to Assassinate the tlurquis of Imnsdownc.
London, Oct. 22.—Much surprise has been
created here by statements in certain dispatches from Atnerioa that Canadian detectives have unearthed an unmistakable clue to
a plot of
dynamiters to murder Lord Lansdowne, the new Governor General of Canada
when he lands at Quebec.
The Circassian, w th the Marquis and
Marchioness of Lausdowne and suits on board,
was reported at Heath Point, Anticosti
Islaud,
at 8 o’clock yesterday morning.
They will
probably reach Quebec to-morrow moruing.
u

OHIO ELECTION.

LATEB.

Hoadly’s Majority Only 1,383—The Prohibitory Amendment Fails Short 3»,.»33
Votes.

Columbus, O., Oct. 22 —Secretary Newman
furniBhes the following totals of the vote for
governor’as the result of the late election:
Foraker.aav nua
«°ftQ17 -l
359,693
Schumacher.

Je?Vn8

8

.21786

Hoadly’s majority, 1,383.
Majority for the
judicial amendment, 38,413.
The Becond
amendment fell short of a majority by 39,553.
The regulation amendment received 98.050
votes,
Supposed Clue to Charlie Ross,
Pittsburg, Pa., Oct. 22—The telegram
from St. Louis, stating that a new clue had

been found in the Charlie Ross cate, has been
corroborated by a statement made by a gentleman here from
Wyoming Territory, who says
that Henry Mosher, a brother of the Mosher
who admitted the kidnapping of
Charlie, was
lynched near Cheyenne five weeks since.
MoBher begged that his life Bhould be
spared
twenty-four hours, aud said he would give the
world information for which it h»d been seekHe admitted
ing for years past.
having had
in custody a person held for raDsom for more
than a year, and said he had been driven to
the far Weet by the hot pursuit of detectives.
The time was not allowed him and he died
with the secret.
The crime for which Mosher
was lynched was the killing of J. H. Wentzell
and the mnrderous assault on Jim
Knight.
flouoreil by the German
Emperor.
Oct. 22.—In recognition of
the valuable servioes in behalf of the
Imperial
UDiversity and the National Library at Strasburg, in Alsace, destroyed during the FrancoGerman war, rendered
gratuitously for a series
N6*rs by.Col- M. Richards Muckle. of the
Philadelphia Ledger, the Emperor William
has conferred upon him the Order of the Red

Philadelphia,

The Colonial office knows nothing of the ru
mored discovery of the plot in Canada to murder Lord Lansdowne upon his arrival at Quebec.
Quebec, Oct. 22.—News of the alarming
statements published iu New York respecting
ihe reported apprehension of trouble concerning the Marquis of Lansdowne’s arrival has
caused great excitement here tonight. It is
not believed any attempt has been made to
conceal the time of his lauding and the tnaucthpaI

PArAmnniAa

Reiter Very Fast.
Cincinnati, Oct. 22.—Emil Trumpeter, who
killed Autbouy Delau.,, Ooi. 29, 1882, was
tonight Rmud guilty of murder in the first
degree. Last Christmas eve he was convicted,
the jury then making it murder in the second
degree. He obtained a new trial, and the
result is as above.

nurtw

mill

[10.00 p. m.j—The steamer Circassian, with
tbe Marqins of Lansdowne on board, reached
her wharf at 9 o’clock this evening. All tbe
cabinet ministers boarded the vessel, and the
Marquis of Lome presented them to Lord
Lansdowne. He will not land until tomorrow.
No hostile demonstration of any kind occurred
and a large crowd on Levis wharf cheered
lustily as the steamer came to her moorings.
Civil Right*— Protesting Against tbe Recent AJeci»i«n.

■Washington, Oct. 22.—In response to a call
for a meeting to-night to protest against tbe
civil rights decision, an audience of 2,000
assembled.
There was great enthusiasm.
Fred Douglass, Col. Robert Ingersoll,
Judge
Shellabarger, and Rev. Dr. Rankin made

speeches. Resolutions were adopted holding
tbe Republican party to tbe enforcement of its
demand for complete liberty and equalthe
ity in
enjoyment of
civil, political
and
that
public
the
rights ;
Democratic party should be reminded of
the declarations in the national convention
of 1872, that it recognized the equality of all
men before the
law, and that it is the paramount duty of the colored voter to
support
that, party or coalition of parties that will
give force to these pledges.

Cincinnati,

Oct. 22.—A mass meeting of
colored people tilled Zion church
tonight to
express their sentiments on the civil rights decision.
A

of the Wife of Jobu Russell
Young.
Hartford, Oct. 22.—A private cable mesto
the
from
Jewells,
sage
Paris, announces the
death in that city this morning, at 3 o’clock of
the wife of John Russell Young, minister to
China. She was a Miss Colemau of this city,
aud a nieco of the late Gov. Jewell.

I'll a

land about 9 30 tomorrow, and the new Governor-General be sworn in at 10, and the party
leave at noon for Ottawa, by special train.

Eagle

Dentb

Fighting Editor.

Flemingsrueg, Ky., Oct. 32.—On Saturday
night Charles MoCartuey was attacked on the

street by

James T. Fenweli and

Frank

L.

Thompson, who were aggrieved by publications in McCartney’s
newspaper.
McCartuey
drew a revolver ana shot them both.
died yesterday morning and it is

Thompson

is

mortally

haB been arrested.

wounded.

Fenweli
thought that
McCartney

No

*

Church

a

Philadelphia, Oct. 22.—In today’s session
ot the general convention of the Protestant
Episcopal Church, the House of Deputies was
called to order by Rev. Dr. Beardslee.
Dr. Chaplin of Michigan, from the joint

committee on education, presented a report
which stated that the number of schools for
both sexes should be increased. Placed on the
calendar.
The report of the committee on canons recommending to diocesan conventions the im-

portance of requiring that none but communicants shall be ohnrch wardens and that vestrymen shall enforce the discipline of the
church was taken up. The resolutions in the
report

were

adopted.

A resolution providing for holding evening
sessions was adopted.
Resolution No. 14 of the committee on canons relating to amending title 1, canon
10, of
ministers ordained in foreign countries, was
•
then adopted.
A report o( the committee on education telating to the establishment of a school board
with a capital of 8100,000,000 was taken np.
The committee bad reported adversely and the

report was adopted.
The resolutions offered by Rev. Dr. Huntington of Massachusetts were taken up referring to the alterations and additions in the

■-ook of common prayer.
report of the committee of the whole
was
cn-^jdered. The flrBt resolution relative
to the titleot the book of common
prayer was
approved. tv-solutions Nog. 2, 3 and 4 were
adopted with Buffet amendmerits.
A message from ,he House
of Bishops
stated Rev. M B. WalK^,.
(Calvary Chapel,
New iork, had been nomcr,£ted missionary
bishop of North Dakota.

on a Strike at Oswego,
If.—Merlons Trouble Apprehended.
Oswego, N. Y., Oct 22.—Trouble has arisen
between
the ’Longshoremen’s Union and
Messrs. E. W. Rathburn & Co., lumber dealers of this city.
About a week ago Messrs.
Rsthbnrn & Co. bronght a large number of
laborers from Canada to work in their yards,
and, in anticipation of tronble, several of
tneirioremen were appointed special policemen.
On Saturday night one ol these special
policemen was struck in the back with a stone,
and last night shots were tired and stones thrown
at the buildiug in which the Canadian laborers were housed.
Tbe Canadians returned
the fire but no one was injured.
This mornabout
200
ing
’longshoremen waited on the
Canadians aud appealed *o them to quit work.
The Canadians refused to do so, and serious
trouble is apprehended.

’Longshoremen
Fire ia Grand Rapids,
itlieh.—Three Men Killed by a Falling
at

_

mints during the
weekending October 20 was
$519,907. The issue during the corresponding
period in 1882 was $953,000.
Up to the close ol business today United

Convention of the
Philadelphia

FIRES.

A MIRACLE IN INDIANA.
Treasury Nates.
Washington, Oct. 22.—The receipts from
internal revenue today were $703,193, and from
customs $495,432.
The national bank notes received for redemption today amounted to $339,000.
The statement of the United States Treasurer shows gold, silver and United States
notes
in the treasury today as follows: Gold coin aud
bullion, $208,375,071; silver dollars and huliiou
$120,350,394; fractional silver coin, $26,(555,S35; United States notes, $52,276,280; total,
$407,657,380.
Certificates outstanding—Gold,
$54,371,690; silver, $82,614,871; currency, $12,295,000.

•

LABOR AGITATIONS.

Had Disaster

Pnying Off nu Old Scorv.
Oct. 22.—At the afterexhHntiou of Barren’s circus Robert
Br.erly shut Robert Bates twice, killiug him.
leu years ago Bates killed
Brierly's brother at
a dance, arid served six
years in the penitentiary for the crime.

Nashville, Tern.,

noon

Technical Schools.

Gen. Pryor’s Views of O’Pounell’s Case.
London, Oct. 22.—GeD. Pryor, O'Donnell's
American counsel, in sn interview said he
was satisfied that O’Donnell killed
Carey in
self-defence. He say it woold be proved bethat
at
trial
O'Donnell
went
the
yond question
to Africa with no design of killing Carey, and
was nnaware of th9 latter’s
presence on board
the steamer when he emoarked.
Carey, acto
Gen.
cording
Pryor’s theory, finding himself
discovered, provoked a quarrel in order to anticipate the blow which he expected O'DonManuell, as an Irishman, wonld strike.
slaughter, in Gen. Pryor’s opinion, was the
utmost O’Donnell could be found guilty of.
Every effort is being made to bring the witnesses from Cape Town to
EuglaDd. ‘‘I believe,” Mr. Pryor said, "that O’Donnell will
have a fair trial. I find that there is no prejudice against him. I do not expect that I will
take a public part in the trial, bat simply help
the other counsel by consultation and suggestion. 1 shall remain in London nntll the trial
is finished. I have seen O’Donnell and he impresses upe as a simple-minded, ingennous
young Irishman, anything bat an assassin.
The trial will occur in tbe middle of November and last two or three days.”

A Prominent Defect in Our lEducatlonal

____

General

crew.

_

New York, Oct. 22.—The first annual exhibition of the Horse Show Association of
America opened this morning at Madison
Square Garden. The entries numbered in all,
including those horses entered for special
J. R. Keene lias two
premiums, 400 animals.
horses entered in the list of thoroughbreds,
which number nine. Gen. Grant has entered
his pair of grey Arabian ponies presented him
by the Sultan of Turkey.
In the class of trotters there are 39 entries.
Horses are entered here owned by Edward
Thorne and Wm. Rockefeller.
The class of
roadsters number 47 in all.
The exhibitors in
this class are principally New Yorkers.
The exhibition was formally opened by
Mayor Edson.
The first and only prize for thoroughbreds was
awarded James R. Keaves’ Spendthrift.

ing

aboard."
and they

Kelly,
Jvety
Harwich,

passenger cars went down into the water and
were totally wrecked.
About twenty passengers were aboard the train.
The list of killed
and wonnded is as follows:
Killed—Dallas Crinpen, Glens Falls; Mr.
Winoop, Gloversville: and Mrs. Michael Monihin, Glens Falls.
Wonnded—B. Theise, fatally; ThomaB Connors, Glens Falls, legs broken and shoulders
sprained; Patrick Howard,-fireman, badly in-

jured internally; Thomas Bradley, brakeman,
leg broken and internally injured; John Jenkins, condactor, face and head badly cut; Edward Deal, engineer, cut about the head; Mrs.
B. Theise, Fort Edward, arm brokeu and head
badly cut; Mrs. L. M. Howland, Fort Edward,
head and Bide injured; Mrs. Anna Tisdale,
Whitehall! slightly injured about the chest;
Thomas Loomis, baggage man, shoulder
Charles 'Sobaffre,
sprained;
expressman,
shoulder dislocated; Charles Calestrask, font
bruised and head cat; James Loomis, Sandy
Hill, braised and head out; James C. McIntyre, Ttconderoga, leg broken and injured
internally: Abraham Wing, Fort Edward
head and neck cut; Mrs C. W. Carr, Fort
Edward, cut about the head and body bruised;
N. Goldstein, a pack peddler, Glens
Fallsj
badly out about the head; Jacob Goldstein,
slightly injured; John H. Mesick, proprietor
of the Albion Hotel, Saratoga, head and chest
injured; Mrs. Florence Stoddard, Fort Edward
injo.ed about the limbs and head; and John
Cushion, Glens Falls, concussion of the spine.

so

If.

Death of Capt. ITlayne Reid.
London, Oct. 22.—Capt. Mayne Reid, the
woll known novelist, died at his residence in
London last evening, after a short illness,

aged

65.

Capt. Mayne Reid, whose death is announced this morning, was born iu the North
of Ireland in 1818. He was the son of a
Presbyterian minister and was destined for
the church, but being of an adventurous disposition, he came to America in 1838, arriving
at New Orleans, and engaged in trading and

hunting

excursions up the Red and Missouri

rivers, and traveled all over the Union. Subsequently he settled in Philadelphia. He went
the Mexican war as a volunteer in the
United States army, and was wounded at
Chapultspec. In 1849 he embarked for
the
of
intention
volunEurope with
teering in the straggle of the Hungarians
against Austria; but the revolution was suppressed by the time be reached Paris. Then
he settled in London aod made a wide reputation in England and America as a writer of
Dooks for boys. In 1869 he was in New York
again and started a monthly magazine entitled
“Onward,” which, however, had but a brief
existence. He has been a frequent contributor
to periodicals, and was always a popular writer
for youth. His writings are mainly narratives
of adventure, and are distinguished by thrilling incidents aud a spirited style.
to

SPORTING.

Elliott Defeats Weisgerber.
Wheeling. Oct 22.—Wm Elliott, ex-champion of England of England, defeated Weisberger of this city in a three mile race this afternoon by two lengths in 21.35.
Weisgerber
claimed a foul, but it was not allowed.
Rase Ball.

At St. Louis—St. Louis 7, Clevelands 3.
Motv marriages may be Expedited.
Syracuse, N. Y., Oct. 22.—When the accommodation train arrived at Utica yesterday
a middle aged man jumped from the train ano

asked if there was a minister near the station,
Mr. Wayne happened to be shaking hands with
Rev. Mr. Pettiugiil. A few words passed, and
then both entered the car.
It took less than
three minutes to make the traveler and a lady
companion man and wife. The groom said his
name was Chapman, and that he was a widower from Ohio.
The bride is 31, and came from
Northfleld.
They were acquainted in their
younger days, and are now on their way to
Ohio.
Mr, Chapman had three tickets, one of
which, be said, tvas for his new mother-in-law,
who was in the car.
Washington, Pa., Oot, 22.—This morning
James Hauununt, of Highlandtown, O., and
Miss Jennie Stevens, of Antrim, O., were married.
The officiating clergyman, Rev. E. R.
Jones, had an engagement in Pittsburg, and
his train being late in getting to Wheeling, he
was just in time to take the train
for the
smoky city. The conple hung on to him, however, aud finally persuaded him to take tin
cars with them at Wheeling to proceed on his
way by way of this place, which he did. As it
required a license to marry in West Virginia,
the party waited until they had passed over
the line into Pennsylvania.
The ceremony
was performed in the postal car.

Counterfeiters’

Rendezvous

Discovered.

Brattleboro, Vt., Oct. 22.—The police it is

stated have discovered the rendezvous of a
gang of young counterfeiters at Jamaica, the
members of whicu are bound together by most
solemn oaths.
They reside in Londonderry,
Jamaica, Townsend and Ashnelot, N. H.
Moulds it is said have been captured together
with records including the iron clad oath above
mentioned. A young man who was recently
arrested for horse stealing, and who was a
member is credited with having given the information to the police.
Arrest for

Alleged Dealing in Tottery

Resignation

of the French

Ambnsaador nt

Madrid.

The Paris correspondent of the Daily News
reports that the French ambassador at Madrid bas resigned and it is believed that he will
be succeeded by General Billott.j
A Noted

Spanish

Officer Retire* to
Private Life.
Roue, Oct. 22.—Admiral Acton has resigned
the office of minister of marine because, having secured the adoption ol hiA favorite type of
ironclads in the Italian navy, and having reformed the naval administration generally, he
wishes to retire to private life.
Critical Illness of the Bishop of Peterborough.
London, Oct. 22.—The bishop of Peterborough, who was recently convalescent, has had
a serious relapse.
A Royal Retrothal.
Berlin, Oct. 22.—Tbe Princess Victoria,
daughter of the Crown Prince Frederick Wilbeen betrothed to the hereditary
ym, has
"Nice of Anahit.
The New Portuguese Cabinet.
The vqiowiug appointments have been made
in the Pt^tugese cabinet: Senhor
Barjova Freitas, Minisisj. 0f the Interior, vice Senhor Ribeiro da Fousg.a; Senhor Lopo Vaz, Minister
of Justice, vv<0 the
Marquis de Viliena;
Senor Hintz Rtuero; Minister of Finance,
vice Senor de Fottsa: Pereira de Melin. Senor
Barboza Bucage, Minister of Marine, vice
Senhor de Mello loaves; Senhor Penheiro
Chagas, Minister q
Public
Works, vice
SehDor Hintz Ribiero.
The Karlhqui4te in Turkey.
Smyrna, Oct. 22.—Tin people in the earthquake district are afraid'o enter their houses,
although there have been tr> fresh shocks today Two English men-okwar arrived here
today to render assistance to mfferers from the
recent earthquake, and anothtr English vessel
has gone to the Island of Chios
Several foreign gunboats has gone to Chetmeh on the
same charitable mission.
The Mocinilist’s Journal.
St. Petersburg, Oct. 22.- The 9rst number of the Socialist paper; “Will of \he PeoIt
ple,” printed abroad has reached here.
contains a letter from the Nihilist prisoner
Netschajeft to the Czar. Netschajeft was condemned 10 years ago and was supposed to be
dead. The writer complaius of inhupnanity of
the prison officials and terrible treatment to
which he and his fellow prisoners are su'a.
jected: says he has recently been deprived ot
the little light hitherto allowed him.
The
journal adds that the letter was written in
blood on printed paper and that a great porThe letter creation therefore was illegible.
ted much excitement and a sensation among
Nihiiists in St. Petersburg.
A War Cloud in the East.
London, Oct. 22.—A. dispatch from Hong
Kong states that reliable advices from Yuu
Nan confirm the report that the Chiuese are
visiting the Black Flags in Annam, who number 3000 men, exclusive of those in the garrisons at Bach Ninh and Sontay. The viceroy of
Canton objects to foreigners traversing the
streets of the city.
He has 10,000 men concentrated in the vicinity of Canton, ostensibly on
account of anticipating a popular commotion,
but doubtless really in readiness to resist the
The viceroy has
expected French attack.
asked for a loan of 10,000,000 taels, which he
is
needed
for
the
alleges
payment of losses inourred in the receat rioting.
His agents are
also asking for alms.
The latest advices from Tonquin report ail
quiet there.
The people in Yon Nan believe that the
Chinese army is preparing to wage a war of
extermination against all foreigners.
The viceroy of Canton complains of the
withdrawal of the Portuguese gunboat having
on board the | watchman charged with drowning a Chinaman. The viceroy hag demanded
that the watchman be banded over to the
British courts for trial.
The Portuguese oflicials in reply said the prisoner was at Wacoa.
If the Chinese wished they could prosecute
him there. This may lead to trouble with
Portugal.
Naval

Hong Kong, Oct. 22.—Decisive action of
French lorces from Ha Noi against the Black
Flags at Bach Niuh is impending. Admiral
Courbit bas taken command and will immediately begin an active campaign.
The pirates wuo were menacing Hal Phong
were driven from the coast
by French gunboats.
Another Explosion in a mine.
Barnsley, Eng., Oct. 22.—Another explosion oi coal damp occurred in Wharncliffe
Carlton mine while an exploring party were
searching lor bodies of the vicunas oi the explosion of Thursday night. Several explorers
were injured and two killed.

Foreign
A

colliery explosion

Eug., yesterday,

Notes.
at

Stoke-on-Trent,

killed six miners.

Slight earthquake shocks have been felt at

Trieste and Malta.
The French government is opposed to the
expulsion of the Orieauist princes.
Alter a recess the House of Depu ties
adopted resolution No. 8, and pending the consideration of resolution No. 9 adjourned.

THE DOMINION.
Cape Breton Fisheries.
Halifax, N. S., Oct. 22.—Late advices indicate that the fisheries on the Cape Breton
coast have as a whole not proved very
profitable. Along the northern part of the island
considerable success has attended the cod fisheries, but all along the coast the herring fisheries have proved a failure.
Obsequies of Gen. Stedman.
Toledo, O., Oct. 22.—The funeral of the late
Geu, James B. Steadman was held this afternoon, and wad attended by 10,000 persons.
Business was generally suspended, the board
of trade adjourning to attend the funeral in a
body. The public schools also closed.

witnetS'js

testified.

The

court

ordered the

prisoner to be held for trial in the Supreme
Court, and in default of bonds he was committed.

GENERAL. NEWS.
Hon. Elisha Foote, father-in-law of ex-United States Senator Henderson of Missouri and
commission of patents daring the administration of Andrew Johnson, died of heart disease
yesterday morning in St. Louis.
Mrs. Francis Monk, of Melrose, N. Y., committed suicide Sunday afternoon by hanging
herself to a rafter in the attic of her father’s
house. When found life was extinct. Insanity was the cause.
The unfinished race in the 2.38 class was
trotted at Beacon Park yesterday afternoon,
and Earl was accorded both beats; Vision second. Time 2.26i-2.2(Ji.

Gladding,

for 36 years town

clerk

of

Bristol, died at the Rhode Island Hospital, at
Providence, where he was being treated for
his eyes.

Two children, aged 3 and 5 years of William
E. Post of Passaic, N. J., while playing with

matches yesterday, in their mother’s absence
set fire to themselves and the house.
One
child died and the other cannot recover.
The new metropolitan opera house in New
York city was opened last night with Mme.
Nillson in Faust. The structure is said to be
the finest of its class in the world.
Last night two Mexicans went to a house
near Gardner, Cal., where a dance was in
progress and while standing outside fired several
shots into the house, killing two Mexicans and
two other men. one the son of a prominent citiA sheriff with a posse are in hot pursuit
zen.
of the murderers, who if caught will probably
bo lynched.
The Central Trust Company of New York,
in the United States court at Indianapolis,
Ind., yesterday, entered a suit of foreclosure
against the Toledo, Delpbos & Burlington railroad on the main lino from Toledo to Kokomo.
Mrs. Louiso Doherty of New York, 32 years
old last night attempted to kill herself aud her
five year old child by cutting the throat of the
la ter aud severing the arteries of her own
wrists. Tt ev were tike., to the hospital where
their wounds are said to be probably fatal.
Mrs. Doherty was lately separated from her
husband and grtef at the separation is supposed
to have prompted the act.

System.
Mr. William

cDetroit, Oct. 22.—Wheat dull; Nol White fall
cash and November at 1 lti; December 1 03$» ;
January at 1 06; No 2 White at 0a3/sc; No 2 Red
Winter at 1 02.
Wheat—Receipts 2,000 bu; shipments 2,000 bu.
Some Reasonable Words.
The

difficulty with Assistant PcstmasterGeneral Hatton seems to bo that he Is not a republican. If his remarks about reform of the
Civil Service have not been misreported, he is
variancs with the Republican party ou a
vital point of its policy. Tbo last National
platform declared that

at

The Remiblican nartv. axiherirnr tn t.h« nvin/>iivi<xa
affirmed by its last National Convention of reBpect
for the constitutional rules governing appointments
to office, adoptB the declaration of president Hayes
that the reform of the Civil Service should bo thorough, radical aud complete. To this eud it demands the co-operation of the legislative with the
executive departments ot the Government, and that
Congress shall so legislate that fitness, ascertained
by proper practical tests, shall admit to the public
service.

This pledge given to the people was .not mieunderstood by the people, by the President or
by Congress. It was in pursuance of efforts
commenced

during

General Grant’s administo the election
and of efforts repeatedly

tration, of pledges made prior
of President

Hayes,
by him but not adequately seconded by
legislation, ft was well understood by Congress, because the majority chosen at the election of 1880 on this platform just quoted took
the law now in force, and that
by an almost unanimous vote of the Republican members of both houses.
It was understood in the same sense by President Arthur,
who not only signed the act, and promulgated

admirable rales for its enforcement, bnt appointed the author of the bill as the chief of
the Commissiou'empowered by the act to carry
out its provisions. Yet Assistant Postmaster
Gentral Hatton is reported as saying that the
Civil Service reform is a fraud and a humbug,
and as expressing with much freedom his contempt for a policy which the party has adopted
which a Republican Congress embodied in the
act, and which the present Republican President has thus far shown every disposition to
faithfally carry out. Either President Arthur
is a frand and a humbug, or Mr. Hatton does
him gross injustice every hour that he remaius
in his preseut position, applying those terms to
the policy of his official chief. Either the Republican party is a fraud aud a humbug, or
men like Mr. Uattou are at wsr with
it, belong
outside its ranks, and have no business to bold
office
as
its
chief
high
We assume
agents.
of course, that the words attributed to
Mr!
Hatton, without contradiction by him so far as
we know, were
actually used by him. If they
were not, the time has come witeu a
public denial of them by him is demanded.—I
New York

Tribune.

ot

Manchester, Eng.,

to gain a technical education.
The commission was institntsd becanse it was recognized
in England that some advances mast be made
iu technical training if England would retain
her position in the world as purveyor of many
articles which other conntriee hare ceased to

be dependent on her for, and to regain this position and retain it it is necessary to educate
the working people into a still greater skill, derived from a higher intelligence, the demand
for which they cannot now respond to.
Technical schools, in which shall be tsaght, not
trades, bat the science which underiles all mechanical operations, in company with a techniSuch schools have been estabctl training.
lished for some time in many parts ot the Con-

tinent, and it is becanse America is coasideied
be in the lead in mechanical genius md in

to

vention that I have come here to see wbaibas
been accomplished by your universal education. The only thing at present being done ia
England is the work of the science and art
school at Kensington, with certain school**"'
technical education, establ*"1-''1 V* individual
manufacturer- «*• «*« benefit of tbelr apprenwhich, under certaiu conditions, are
tices.
the recipients of pecuniary support from the
These echools are increasing
government.

rapidly.

Of the education in this conntry, it is a misfortune that it tends so much to the literary
The ten.side and so little to the scientific.
dency of teaching in Amerioa lays uncalled for
stress on temporary teaching, the scholars being well grounded in the rudiments, and then
filled with a mass of knowledge which they do
not require and which they soon forget. There
is a lamentable want of means to make pupils
suecessful men either in commercial or industrial pursuits, and it OBiy needs the action of
public men of known reputation to change all
that; wo are now trying to introduce industrial
education or shop instruction in oar elementary suuuuioi
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take this portion of the instruction; it basalready had a wonderful effect upon the lads; It
has brightened them up intellectually, and
the throe hours a week given to it appears to
make them more capable of understanding all
other teaching, and they keep fully np to tho
amount of work in other directions done by
them before this system was introduced. Such
technical schools as there are here are unsurpassed anywhere in Europe, but they are not
for the working oeople; they are only such as
can be attended by those of higher social rank.
There is more money spent here for education, both by private bequest and public appropriation, than anywhere in the world, and
the working classes have nothing to complain
of in regard to education except that there is
not a strong enough relation to the industries
which they are to pursue. One evil is that
the present system in America does not develop any taste for entering occupations which
involve manual labor; there is, rather, a tendency to what we call in England polite occu-

pations.

In answer to a question concerning the present
conditions of the working-people in England,
and trades unions there, Mr. Mather said that
trades unions have become part and parcel of
the English life; they have become accepted
as a necessity, and
by them the workingclasses have become much less violent; their
demauds have become moderated, and when
any demands have been made, they have been
in more moderate language and politer ways.
Both classes have learned by experienced that
none of the interests
of capital are served
which are inimical to labor, and the laboring
classes find that capital has many troubles of
A great deal of
which they know nothing.
information has passed from one to the other,
and strikes, although they may be long, are
never violent.
A simple means, by which
much good has been brought about, is by
lessening the hours of labor from ten to nine a
day, and by endeavoring to show a sympathy
in the social life of all the people.
Mr. Mather described at some length the
social amusements provided in England, and
said that it was found to be of great benefit,
both from a business and humanitarian point
of view. I believe, Said Mr. Mather, that all
of the
Amerioan working-people have a
greater activity and intensity—a greater
nervous energy
than ours, so that they do
more and
can do more work than ours, and
nine hours here with their intensity of diligence are equivalent to more than ten hours of
the work of our people. With our reduced
1__
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necessary on the part of agents and superintendents to get the same amount of work, at
the same wages, and our production remains
as great, or even greater.
There is one thing
that surprises me, and that is the enormoos
amount paid for house-rent, the rates being at
least
double
those
in
England
paid
for the same
degree of comfort. While
giving high praise to the manner of conducting manufactures in this country, Mr.
Mather considered that they had been built up
on an artificial basis—one brought about by the
intensity of life here, and w^ich can only be
corrected by natural means.
Interference by
government cannot

accomplish much, except

in so far as it looks to the preservation of life
and health, the regulation of the hours of labor of women and children and the recognition
of all voluntary efforts to improve the condition of the working-people. The working-public the world over are making progress, and
considerable progress, toward a much belter
condition.
The American
working-man
should look rather to bis own efforts than to
legislative action; you are the best governed
people in the world, and that is your great
blessing, and the working-classes will make a
great mistake if they seek paternal aid from
the government, which need do nothing more
for them than it has already done, but society
should do much for them. In closing, Mr.
Mather said that, except in the ways named,
the American working people had the greatest
privileges, and should be the happiest and
most contented in the world.

Sample Butlerisma.
[From

the Boston

Advertiser.!

The manner in which his

excellency

over-

looks the truth and Btates falsehood has long
been a subject ol remark, but the failing la becoming more noticeable, and the departures
from truth grow wider and more ridiculous as
the canvass progresses.
A list of the errors in
his speeches of Saturday would be very difficult to make, and we shall not attempt it; but
it may be interesting to look at a few of them to
show the ignorance or the mendacity of the
man.

in his Holbrook speech he said: "We have
lost our navigation. We have but two lines of
steamships coming across the sea into Boston,
while more than thirty lines come into New
York, a fact which shows how commerce has
If his excellency will examine
departed.”
the advertising columns of the Advertiser he
may there discover that, beside the occasional
steamships of other lines, there are at Boston
regular arrivals and departures of steamships
of the Cunard, Leyland, Warren, Allau and
On the other hand, he may
Furness lines.
find it extremely difficult to discover thirty
transatlantic lines at New York.
Moreover,
the Governor will doubtless be surprised to
learn that the total foreign commerce of Boston never in any year exceeded by halt a million dollars its value during the fiscal year
which expired last June; and that the imports
were never before so Urge as they were in that
VAar.

Error Dumber two ia so wildly fanny that we
help wondering what his excellency
"There are more spindles spinmeans by it.
west of the Alleghanies than there
cotton
ning
are east."
Against this we offset the statements (1) that more than half the spindles
spinning cotton in the United States, according to the census of 1880, were in the States of
Massachusetts and Rhode Island; (2) that 80
per cent, of all the spindles were in New England at the same time; (3) that New England,
New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland and Delaware, contained 93 per cent, of
all the spindles; and (4) that the State of
Maine alone had at the same time more
spindles than there were in all the other
twenty-seven States not enumerated, and the
ten Territories.
cannot

made

care to enact

Mather,

representative to the United States of the
Royal English Commission on Technical Edo*
cation, appeared before the Senate Labor Committee on Friday. Mr. Mather said:
My visit here Is to ascertain as far as possible
the opportunities afforded working people here
a

The

Tickets.

Dover, N. H., Oct. 22.—Elisha R. Marvin,
claiming New York at his home, was arraigned
for the alleged selling and offering for sale
lottery tickets for the original “Little Havana
(Goulds & Co.) lottery drawing,” to take place
Oct. 26, at Havana, tickets |2 each.
Several
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Black Sea Pirates.
Luring Vessels ou Dangerous Reefs-Implication of Russian Officials and Merchants.
_

Friday night

the Russian poliee at
made an attempt to arrest the chief ol
a baud of pirates whose lucrative
exploits had
caused a sort at panic along the whole northern
coast of the Black Sea.
The chief pirate escaped, bat evidence has fallen into the hands
of the authorities disclosing the
astonishing
fact that not only the great bulk of seafaring
population on the sea of Azof, including the
government bilots, are in active complicity
wub the pirates, bat that several of their boldest operations were directed
by one of the highest functionaries of the Crimea, and suspicion
even points to the
complicity of one of the
consuls resident at Kertch. About twenty Crimean merchants are also compromised in the
affair. The method usually adopted by the
pirates was to exhibit false signals, so as to
lure vessels straight on to dangerous reefs of
the Tauraniau coast.
The crews were then
left to perish on the rocks, or reordered after
the vessel had been pillaged and the pirate*
had helped themselves to what they needed.
The cargos were transferred to other vessels,
placed at the disposal of the pirates by their
silent partner# at Kertch and elsewhere, aud
convoyed to Constantinople, Varna and Odessa, where they were sold in the open market.
Last
Kertch

*
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Queer Doings.
Paul Vandervoort, Commader-in-chief of
the Grand Army of the Republic, has been
recently removed from a clerkship in the
Railway Postal Service. He was employed
by the government to do a certain service
for which he was to receive a certain compensation. Mr. Vandervoort’s idea seems
to have been that while the contract as to
the compensation was binding upon the government, the contract as to the service was
not binding upon him. He admits that during
the last fiscal year he was absent from his
post of duty 265 days, and on those days bis

“personal reports,” previously signed by
blank, were filled out and forwarded
by somebody else. The Post Office Department having ineffectually remonstrated with
aud admonished him, he was dismissed from
him In

the service.
He has published in the newspaper owned
aud controlled by the First Assistant Postmaster-General a card to the public in which
he makes some remarkable statements. It
that he went to

Washington
to be reinstated, and he declares, over his sigthat
nature,
Judge Gresham, the Postmaster-Genes»l, although refusing to restore
him toJls old position, offered him In successi'tt two_other ffices uuder the governn»"*t. He says that Judge Gresham said he
seems

was

and asked

satisfied that be was honest, aud

limh-

f'>l,“ubliuifit‘,iHl him first the position of
Register of a go'verrnrnrm-wd_u0ice ln Da_

kota.

This Mr, Vandervoort declined w.
cause all he desired was a vindication of
his
good character. Then he says that on Saturday, Oct. 18, Judge Gresham notified him
that he had been appointed Special Customs
Agent at Port. TnwnspnH

gave him a final refusal.
This dismissed clerk says that he is ready
to produce witnesses “of unquestioned credibility and the highest official standing” to
prove the correctness of these statements.
He ought to do it at once, if he cau, for they
will hardly he believed until corroborated in
the strongest way. Registers of Land Offices are not subject to the PostmasterGeneral, but to the Secretry of the Interior.
Customs Agents are officers of the Treasury
Department, not of the Post Office DepartIt is

highly improbable that Judge
Gresham has presumed to interfere with
Secretary Teller or Secretary Folger in such
a fashion.
It is quite as improbable that he
would offer a person whom he had dismissed
for gross neglect of duty and insubordination two other offices, if they were in his
gift. There is another improbable thing
which we may mention,—the soldiers of the
Grand Army will not sympathize with the
public whining of an official discharged from
the public service for good cause,as Vandervoort seems to have been.

Program

of the English Radicals.

■

The action of the recent Liberal conferLeeds will make the next session of
the British Parliament an
exceedingly important one. The delegates to the conference
were chiefly from the radical
wing of the
Liberal party, and the program ms mapped
out involves several radical changes ia the
British electoral system. It was resolved in
the first place that it is the duty of the
government at the coming session of the Commons to introduce a bill equalizing the county and the borough franchises. But this is
ence at

a

moderate demand in

comparison

with oth-

that are to follow. When this equality
of the franchise is established the Radicals
propose to require a signal expansion of it
Id the direction of manhood suffrage, and a
redistribution of the seats in the House of
Commons which shall approach, if it does
er*

■ot

completely accomplish, an apportionof Parliamentary representation to
population. In addition to this the conferment

ence resolved that any future measure for
the extension of suffrage should confer the
Parliamentary franchise upon all women fit

to vote.
The

first battle

over

this

programme

will doubtless be fought in the Liberal ranks
themselves. A large portion of the Liberals
are Whigs, who are almost as conservative
as the Tories.
Sueh a radical programme
a* this, if adopted by Gladstone, can hardly
fail to drive them into the opposition ranks,
while on the other hand a refusal to adopt
It will alienate the Radical wing, which undoubtedly largely constitutes the voting
Strength of the party. Up to the present
Mr. Gladstone’s incomparable ability as a
leader has succeeded in holding the two
wings together, but this conference has virtually served notice upon him that at the
next sessiou he must choose Detween them.

Marriage in Boston.
Apropos of the discussion, which we bell*ve originated in Canada, about the propriety of the um of the word “obey” in the
marriage service, a reporter has recently
sought the opinions and practice of Boston
clergymen on the subject: Ho. 1 said: “I
always leave out the word ‘obey’ unless the

^

bride or groom requests it.”
No. 2 said:
“Th« obligation is absolutely equivalent upon both man and wife.
I omit the word
‘obey’ because it has no binding force in
practice.” No. 3: “I generally use the
Words ‘love, honor and cherish,’ but I think
th« prevalence of the terrible evil of divorce
may cause a return to the use of the word
‘obey,’ so that as far as words and forms can
make it the ceremony should be more binding.” No. 4: “I never use the word ‘obey’
and never Intend to use it.
I can see no
Nason why the wife should obey the husband any more than the husband the wife.”
No. 5: “I almost always use the word ‘obev’
but have no especial reason to give for so
doing.” No. 6: “I never use the word, and
think It is not customary in the Protestant
1 have never been
churches of today.
asked to use4he word, but have frequently
been requested to leave it out of the serTiee.” No. 7: “I say ‘obey’ in ‘love,’ which
thereby robs it of all objection. The true
hnsband will not ask his wife to obey except in love, and the 'rue wife is always
ready to do that.” No. 8; ‘‘I would not
pretend to set myself up over the Scripture,
which says plainly that the husband is the

master.”_
The best

way to ascertain where the refor the failure of the Greeley re-

sponsibility
lief expedition should rest is to hold a court
ef inquiry. The statements of Jhe officers
show clearly enough that there was blundering, and a good deal of it, but fail to show
who the blunderers were. It would be ininteresting to know bow it happened that
the “supplementary orders” which have
been so much talked about came to be
in the form of unsigned memoranda without
anything to show that they were to supersede the previous orders. It would be interesting to know also why Lieut. Garlington
after the loss of the Proteus, did not wait
for the arrival of the Yantlc instead of immediately proceeding south. The sending of
the Yantlc to sea with her boilers in such a
condition that it was impossible to arrive at
Littleton Island at the date fixed in the orders, ought to be explained.
Mr. S. A. B. Abbott was nominated ny the
Massachusetts Democratic State Committee
on Saturday as the candidate for Lieutenant
Governor in place of Ex-Mayor Prince. Mr.
Abbott’s position in politics is such that
perhaps he will gain more than he will lose
by the compliment of a nomination for
Xdeutenant Governor with no chance of an

•IlOUdllt

do obeisance to

ic

Extracts from Addresses

a

missal of the Army of the Revolution at

[Fr$m the Address of Senator
How

the sub-

as

to which course will

nothing

make

else.

An organization with the impressive name
of “The National Army of Retribution,” has
been organized in PhiladelDhia for the pur
pose of electing Tilden and Hendricks to the
Presidency and Vice Presidency. It is proposed to establish branches,—or better perhaps garrisons,—throughout the United
States.

justices; every name is lustrous with virtue and
talents; upon the character of none rests tne slightest cloud. Each of these upright and patriotic men
accepted the creed of Burke:
“The principles of true politics are those of morality enlarged;”—and public confidence naturally
followed, ratifying and approving his choice 'l
counsellors. Such men are the proper deposit'1’*08
of public power at all times and under any *^rm of
government; and well is it for a people when such
men occupy their
highest stations.
By such nominations Washinet/'“ was putting in
pramice the precepts he had p*»«n to the governors
of all the states in a circui- fetter, written on June
8th. *783, from thes*headquarters.
“This is the mo-®ut (said he) to give such a tone
to our Eeder*’ government a» will enable it to

vote

31,121

votes to

29,-

090 for Foraker.

Last year the Democratic
majority in this county was 10,689. These
figures show pretty conclusively that the
desertion of the Herman Republicans a vear
ago was

near

Topeka.

The Rev. Dr. James 1- Mason Knox has
accepted the Presidency of Lafayette College. Ex-President fattell will soon sail
for Europe with bis Amity.
The husband of the late Mrs. Fanny
Sprague, of Rhodr Island, mother of the
ex-Governor, wps murdered in 1843, and
John Gorton ws« hanged for participation in
the crime.

Robert Br*wuiug is in excellent health
and spirits snd has been spending the summer at a sscluded retreat in an Alpine
pass
only to be reached by mules. He soon goes
to Venic-*.
President Arthur is credited on the slate
of tbs West Island Club House, Newport,
with having caught a bass weighing eighty
pounds, the largest caught in that vicinity
for years.
Rev. Irenteus Prime, senior editor of the
New York Observer, is the oldest in service
of all the editors of papers, religious or secular, in New York City. His connection
with the Observer began in 1840.
Mr. Gladstone does not always read the
lessons on Sundays in Hawarden Church, of
which Rev. Stephen Gladstone is rector. He
only does so when his assistance is needed,
and strangers coming from a distance are
often disappointed.
Dr. Gustav Oppert, Professor of Sanskrit
at the Presidency College, Madras—who
will soon return to his duties in India—has
been invited by Professors Virchow and
Bastian to deliver at Berlin a lecture on his

system of classification of languages.
Ex- Governor Boutwell has given up his
law office in Boston, and will hereafter live
at Washington.
He gets a salary of about
$5000 a year as counsel for the United
States before the French-American Claims
Commission, and can make perhaps as much

new

Professor J. Lawrence Smith, the savant
who was recently buried at St. Louis,
by his
will forbade any of his friends to act a s
pall
bearers, because two citizens had died from
strains received while bearing a coffin. Six
men from a marble yard attended the funeral in their blouses and bore the coffin.
One of the letters of introduction Mis3
Kate Field brought to Denver was from Sir
Charles Dilke to Judge McCurdy. She sent
a note to the Windsor
Hotel office asking
where the Judge could be found. The answer came back, “Don’t know; he’s been

eight years.”
The Rev. H. Root, a bank president at
Talley Gity, Dakota, sued the Times of that
place for $117,000 damages for charging him
with perjury, embezzlement, and stealing
Sunday school coppers. The jury awarded
dead

him six cents, as the Times failed to prove
the copper-stealing charge as it did all the

others.
Rev. Phillips Brooks allows none of his
photographs to be sold, and it is even said
that there are none in existence. There is a
story that a photographer once obtained a
negative, from which he had printed several
copies, and that Mr. Brooks visited him at d
asked for what he would sell the plate and
the whole collection. The man told him
$100, which the preacher paid and put the
lot out of existence in short order.
Lord Coleridge said at Chicago: “The
one person to whom I owe everything, and
may perhaps pain and trouble people over
and over again by saying that I do so, is the
illustrious person who is now Prime Minister of England.
He was my friend from
early youth, and all that I have in public I
owe to him.
My professional success, such
as it was, I did not owe to him; but all of
public distinction, such as it is, that has

tb-* 011,18 of its institution; or this may be
the jn-f«fed moment for relaxing the power of the
U-ron and annihilating the cement of the oonfeder
♦tion.”
And then he continues in such words of patriotic
answer

only temporary.

Notes About Notable People
Millionaire Flood, of California, is gr>«g
to ship brown stone all the
way frop- New
York for bis San Francisco palace.
Prince Bismarck has large interests in
timber, and still larger in a distillery, which
turns out 00,000 litres of eau de vie monthly.
The society column of the Atchison Globe
announces the return of Mrr. Hattie North,
115 years old, who had bee* visiting friends

I

liminiial

ihatlvnn mil., navn.it

n.a

«a vaaall

jured oountry.”
Even then, standing on the threshold ef a great
future, his patriotic eye discerned the essentials
upon which bis country must rely for its safety and

His counsels wise and true then are
progress.
equally so and as valuable to-uay: and It is well for
us, In considering the safety and well being of the
vast superstructure of population, wealth, and varied human interests which has been built upon the
foundation laid by W sshington and bis assooiaies, a
century ago, to remember from what materials its

strength

was derived and to what principles it owes
its permanence and must depend for its future

safety.

[From the Oration of Hon. William M. Evarts]
The interest, the reverence that we feel as we recall those great transactions, as we stand npon the
spot where they were enacted, center upon Washingtor. Great everywhere and at all times, the
part
played upon this field, was not less conspicuous aor
in
its
complete
greatness than any manifestation of
his life. Had these events closed bis public service,
had he then forever retired from the great theatre
of qction and renown, had he never filled out our
admiration and our gratitude by the eight years of
private life and the eight years of the ohief magistracy which followed the surrender of his military
command—if his great presence in the
fram-

ing of the constitution and in the guidance of the
nation by high statesmanship and pure admiration
—If all this had Deen
wanting to the full splendor
of his fame—if he stood to his countrymen in their
memory, as be stood npon this very spot 100 years
ago, his face would have shown to all this psople
as did the face of |Moees to ,ihe children of Israel
when he delivered the tables of the law.
And now, after 100 years of marvelous fortunes
and crowded experiences, we confront the
days aud
the works and the men of the first age of the republic. Three wars have broken the peace here
proclaimed. The war for neutrality to oomplete our
independence, by establishing our right to be at
other
peaee, though
powers sought to draw us into
their warB. The war for boundary, which pushed
our limits to the Pacific and rounded our
teritory.
The war of the constitution, which establishe t for
this people that, for them and forever, “Liberty and
Union are one and inseparable.”
These rolling
years have shown growth, forever growth, and
strength,
strength, and wealth and numbers ever expanding, while intelligence, freedom,
art, culture and religion have pervaded and ennobled all this material greatness. Wide,
however,
as is our land end vast our
population to-day, these
are not the limits to the name,the
fameggte power of

increasing
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An old schoolmate of the late Wm. Loyd
Garrison, writing to the Rockland Opinion,

recalls the following anecdote of the antislavery war-horse: Garrison had some
trouble with a pompons young lawyer, and
the teacher was a brother of this same lawyer. Tha next day, as his class was reading
a lesson from Pope’s Essay on Man, when
Garrison’s turn came to read the line, “A

learning

is

a

dangerous

thing,”

the bursts of
house.
at

“Prince

laughter

which

filled

the

Bismarck’s medical advisers,”

says the London Globe, “are anything but
elated at the prospect of the renewal of their
arduous work. They would like
im to abstain from all over-exertion, and
especially shun the least cause for nervous
excitement. Dr. Schwenninger, the now
famous medical practitioner in Munich, who
enjoys Prince Bismarck’s unbounded confidence, is known to advocate an almost complete abstention from the Chancellor’s onerr
ous duties, and urges him to make a radical
ch ange in bis mode of liviog, now more or
less influenced by his manifold vocations.
Those who had the privilege of meeting the
Chancel or on his recent passage through
Berlin describe him as being in good health,
but bis looks show that age is telling on him
rapidly. He has unquestionably become
thinner and more agile in his movements,
but his face, encircled by a full white beard,
has a tired expression, which one is only
wont to find in men much older in years
than the Chancellor. Prince Bismarck’s
friends quite openly assert that his stay in
office will only last during the Emperor’s
reign, and that he would resign much earlier if his respect for the venerable monarch
did not prevent him from realizing his intentions.”

Eatlent’s

Au old lady being late at chnrgh, entered as
tl/e congregation were rising for prayer. "La,”
said she, courtaeying, “don't rise on my ac-

count.”
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let his countrymen with one voice accept and cherish this splendid possession and exalt and
.perpetu-

it,

ate

now

and forever.
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| NEW, BEAUTIFUL AND EASY CANTATAS:
Cloth Top Button.
Ladies’ Walking | RLRCppA (65 cents.) By D. F. Hodges. Includes
Boots. Ladies’ Side Lace Boots. Ladies’
IILULulm the charming old Bible story, has fine
pretty oriental costuming aud stage
Front Lace Boots.
Ladies’ Matt Kid, I ana easy music,
and cannot fail to be a great attraction.
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400 pairs of Curacoa Kid Button that
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Boots.
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Treasurer, FRED 8. HAWKES Windham Centre,
No interest
1883

will be allowed after November

8gS3

on

Dividend to Policy Holders on
Premiums Terminating In 1882,

40 PER CENT.
Losses

Paid in Thirty
After roof.

Warerooms of

Days

& M 05

*

oamuei i nursion
(No. 8.)

J. D. JUNES. President,
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice President
W. H. H. MOORE, 2d Viee President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vice President.
J. H. Chapman, Secretary,

MUNCER,

wdJor’s csmpoutoof'^ "iDMir
PIJD^ COD
LIVED|

^OIL

9 S3* I ft Sole Agent for the new Par
Q«J Vb Iter Trap <*u«.Frank Wes■ Ml VP son’s Pocket Rifle*, ana the
celebrated <‘IIolabird,, Hunting Muit*. Suits
made to measure and samples of cloth furnished.
Also, the new composition Target Ball*; better
and cheaper than Glass. English and American Double and Single Guns, together with a general assortment of
B

§f

8 B
m V#

17th*
*

JOSEPH W. BEAD,
) Selectmen
CORNELIUS N. MORRELL,!
of
EDWIN A. BODGE,
I Windham.
FRED S, HAWKES, Treasurer.
Windham, Oct. 18th, 1883. oct20eod&w4w43

Dr. KERIMS
OFFICE,
270 Middle St., open from Not. 5th to
Not. 20th.
tfu
»ng28

M

Mutual
Better than
Which at
terest.

a

pays

about 3% per cent. In-

which gives no insurance, pays about 4
(*r cent.
Interest, from which you may withdraw your deposit at any time, or neglect to make It. It is easier
save

It.

Better than Tontine Policies
other Companies.
aa shown

QSX Middle Street

Results Accomplished.

Orders

G.

L.

BAILEY.
Roller Skate.

sep3

Winter

Resorts

GRAND EXCURSIONS.

Atlas Fine of Mail Steamers.
For BAHAMAS, JAMAICA, HA YTI, PORTO RICO, COLOMBIA, ISTHMUS OF PANAMA and
NICARAGUA- Tourists are invited to avail of
these trips, which they can make on any route taken
by the Company’s Steamers at the extreme low
which Includes all privileges
price of §3 per day,the whole
and living on board
time, or passengers
desiring to change their route may transfer to any
of
the
line
steamer
they mav meet
other passenger
on the voyage. For passage apply to
Pin, IOBWOOD & CO., Agent.,
82,24 State Street, Hew York,
0s«i»d3nt

and State in the Union. In this, the undersigned,
having had that experience as a maker, with a practical knowledge in the various departments, both of
their mechanism and design, which operate to constitute the merits of a musical instrument. is therefore prepared to offer advantages which he regards
an opportunity for special consideration.
Mr. Grover announces to the citizens of Portland that he
has made arrangements to visit their city monthly
and all orders for tuning or other branches included
as may be required, left at W. p. Hastings’ Music
Booms, 144Vi Exchange street, will receive due attention.
octBeodlm
STEPHEN GROVER.

iu

Hnnliir” and Fishing Goods.
Roller and Ice Skates,
Agent lor DuPont’. Powder, Sporting and

Agent for the “Henley’

8. GROVER, of Boston, Practical PianoForte-Maker; who for a period of 15 years
gave his personal attention
application,
the manufacture of the Pi4»o-Fortemechanically and scientifically; in every department; through every phase of their construction;
its nature and
conception; from the beginning to
their final completion; and in fact, made it his
study in all that pertains to them as a musical instrument; but during the past thirteen years, he
has been giving his attention to the wants of the
musical portion of the community, by introducing a
class of Piano-Forte-Wobk (in connection with
his former experience) which has been, and is at the
present day, very much needed in every town, city
with close
directly to

Better than the Savings Bank,
to make money than to

by comparison of results.

THE NORTHWESTERN has paid over *3 3 0
000 matured endowments.
Besides civiua iu
surance these policies have returned
the premiums with 4 to 5% per cent,
compound interest.
THE ASSETS OF THE
NORTHWESTERN, (in
vested in the most productive and solid securties of the country) have earned the
past ten
years above paving all expenses and taxe», %n
average of 4.27 per cent interest.
THE SURPLUS OF THE COMPANY over a 4
per
oent. reserve is §3,022,612«
SINCE 1875 THE NORTHWESTERN has done
better by its policy-holders than
any company
in the country. It needs
only to be known to bo

preferred.

surance in

Its

policy-holders

for

ON

the Northwestern.

Jm88

best on the street.
Kent low.
Stock clean and well bought.
Money required. $16,00<» to $i(*,000
Pro tits the last year
over $7,0oO.
Ony reason for selling, other businew of the owner requires his full attention.
Address B. X., care Box 235, Boston Masj.
OCtlS
42w

LOCATION

Thu above Endowment Poltrtes
(or sale by
«odtf

—

WINTER STREET, BOSTON.

increase their in-

MERRY, STATE AtfEXT.

saieT

TRIMiM STORE,

LIVE AGENTS WANTED.
T. X.

Q

HAOO'FOKTE
Remodeling, Regulating,
Toning and Tuning.

per cent. Government Bond

premium

HT

IOA

dtd

Frank

THEATRE

Curtis.Proprietor

and

Manager.

Under the Management of
MR. FREDERICK A. SCHWAB,

Friday Evening, Oc«. 26th.
PROGRAMME.
poi mori”.Cam pan a
Signor P. Ferranti.
2. —Recitation and Aria, “Di tanti palpiti”. Rossini

1. —“Vedi Napoli

e

Miss Alta Pease.
No. 6.Liszt
Mme. Teresa Carreno.
4.—Recitative and Polacca, “Mignon”.... A Thomas
Miss Clara L* uise Kellogg.
6.—Vidlin Solo, Fantasia on “Othello**.Emit
Mr. J. F. Rhodes.;

3—“Rhapsodic Hongroise,”

6. —Song, “Never Again”.F. Cowen
Miss Alta Pease.
7. —a. “Si Oiaean J’etasia”..Henselt
b. “La Fausse Note” (Etude).Rubinstein
Mme. Teresa Carreno.
8. —a. “Good Bye’’.
Tosti
b. “Waldwanderung”
.Grelg.
Miss Clara Louise Kellogg.

D.—Comic Song, “Beware”.Perring.
Sig. P. Ferranti.
10. —Violin Solo. “Spanish Dance”.,Johann F. Beck
Mr. J. F. Rhodes.
11. —Serenade from “Meflstoiele”.A Boito
Miss KeLogg and Miss Pease.
I Conductor and Accompanist.Mr. Adolph Glose
Seats on said at Box office. Wednesday, Oct. 24,
8.30 a. m. Orchestra, $1.60; Dress Circle and Baloct23dtd
cony $1.00; Second Balcony 76 cents.

"OityECeOl.

Hard Lecture!:!
MONDAYEVENINCSOct. 29.—PARIS.
Noe. 5.—BERLIN &

SANS-SOUCI.

Nov. 12.-MUNICH and VIENNA.

Nov. 19.—CONSTANTIiTOPLE.
Piquant and Eloquent
ur

inAtUj

illusx&ations—The

acknowledged

standatd in quality

and display.

Crowds flock to hear it everywhere.
Cocbse Tickets Reserved Seats, $1.25 and $1.76.
Admission 50c., Reserved Seats 75c.
Course aud
Burditt

Single

Tickets at

Stockbridge’s.
Managers.

& North,

_oct23TThS&M

W altzing.
I shall open

class for Instruction in
MONDAY
EVENING, Oct. 29t.h.
Terms for six
lessons, Gentlemen $3.00. Ladies $1.50.
Assemblies commence Thursday Even*
M. B. GILBERT.
ing, Nov. 1st.

Waltzing

a

mid the German on

oct23

atf

LYCEUM THFATRE.
C. E. Marwick.Proprietor and Manager
Harvey Collins.Bus. and Stage Manage

MON DAY, OCT.

22d,

Entire Change of Bill.

5

—

IEwTaCES

SAM—LANG

—

5

A~SHA^g-DOLLIE

In their absurdity, entitled
“THE

REPORTER,”

Nellie—HOWARD SISTERS-Katie
in

their artistic songs and dances.

J.

O,

Rood.

“Old Time Hocks”

■n

Ills

Bone

Champion

Solon.

On Thursday evening there will be another change
of hill throughout. Prices aa usual.
oct22dlw

Grand.

Opening

SATURDAY EVENING, OCT. 13.
New Skates. Tine Surface. Music
by Chandler.
The Rink will continue open the remainder of the
afternoon and Tuesday, Thursday and
Saturday Evenings. Sessions: Afternoons from 2 to
4.30 o’c ock; Evenings 7 45 to 10.15. Admission:
Afternoons 15 cents; Evenings 25 cents. Skate
season, every

checks lo cents. Package tickets 0 for $ 1.00. Juvenile assemblies every Saturday afternoon, when
children under 12 years will be admitted for 16
cents, including skates. The Elevator will run from
7.30 to 8.30 each evening.
oct8dtf
<4. 11. WIIITN El Manager.

unas. a.

ubKiuJN,

Wotaalt and Retail Dealer

in

Repairing,

life rnrnm </omy.
a4

u

£«"g'

INSURANCE

-TNITHW-

ADD LIME.

Wilbor’* Cod V.iver Oil and Lime-Persons
who have been taking Cod Liver Oil will be pleased
to learn th »t Dr. Wilbor has succeeded, from directions of several professional gentlemen, in combining the pure Oil and Lime in such a manner that it
is pleasant to the taste, and its eifects in Lung complaints are truly wonderful.
Very many persons
whose cases were pronounced hopeless, and who had
taken the clear Oil for a long time without marked
effect, have been entirely cured by using this preparation. Be sure and get the genuine. Manufactured
by A. B. Wilbor, Chemist, Boston.
Sold by all druggists.
octlfieod&wlm

Dot

\m\ms LTuimig, uui. a oo

ROLLER SKATING RINK,
(Storer Bros.’ Block)

®g^"

PORTLAND: 9EXCHANGE 8T.

Opp* Falmouth Hotel.

orders of the

now

prices at

Blasting; Atlas Powder, Caps and Fuse.
from the trade filled at lowest prices.

NOTICE

outstanding
bo paid
will
ALLham

low

only

BY

FORE NfF.EET,
LAND. MAUVE!.

asionishiwrlr

s«oh

I'OBRESPONDENT

hiuds, iu the

410 1VEWIVO.

COVERS,

HALL,

7k lirArlrtii r uani'n/v

05 aj

►ig>H

1,616,844 86

Outstanding
Scrip Paid On and After Feb. 6,1883.

J. W.

LIQUORS

-FOtt SALK

68

S13.17L676.02i
Six Per Cent Interest

m

»„ Wh

1st

ASSETS.====

WILL YOU CALL

eodtf

R. STANLEY & SON,

H

January 1882, to 31st December,

Premiums on Policies not marked off
1st January, 1882...

SHO DEALER

OK1GBNAL

MARINE

1882.$4,412,893

-THE-

of nil

Oi>

OF NEW YORK

Premiums

octlSTuTS&wtf

8 Free St. Block, PORTLAND.

dKUWN,
WINES k

ga
%
ft5«a

ATLANTIC

Total Marine Premiums.$5,929,538 43

Children’s and

Summit

will be a Special Meeting of the B. of L.
F. at their ball corner of Congress and Temple streets TUESDAY EVENING, Oct. 23. Let
every member be present as business of the utmost
Importance will be transacted.
oct22d2t
A. J. REAGAN, Secretary,

I

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Bostot.

A large,nnd|<elcgant assortment

421

gggl
-S

eodtf

—

Fine, Stylish, Cloth Top, Button, Lace
and Congress Boots in all the leading

cnre

Firemen.

Agencies, Portland.

This Company will take risks at their office, New
York, on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and Issue
open policies to merchants, making risks binding as
soon as water-borne.

MEN’S

andalTtroubles arising fromimperfcctcirculation,

Brotherhood of Locomotive

0Ctl3

by Chandler.

Do not miss the next lecture on

Bird songs, &c. All the girls|and boys will like it.
Any book mailed for retail price

«

1

6
Nervous deoility, the curse of'the
American people, immediately yields to
the action of Brown’s Iron Bitters.
Keokuk, Iowa.—Dr. E. E. Fuller, says:
“I have used Brown’s Iron Bitters in my
own family with excellent results.”
Elm Grove, N. C.—Dr. G. N. Robcrsos
snvs: “I prescribe Brown’s Iron Bitters
and find it all it is recommended to be.”

Manager for Me. & N. H.

Given every

FOREST JUBILEE CHOIR. £? S SSSI

CITY

Aki.ut.ii3

a'glimpse

The new opera
where. Price,

LnlMTlLi

-

WPi*®
^ « <4w

business.

RUTH
AND BOAZ.
olaen
and

of

Hi
W

Hsog

book for Singing Classes and
golden opinions from all who ex-

am very much pleased with it indeed,” from a
recent letter, indicates the
feeling.
192 pages. 150 tunes. Good instructive course,
including the new and favorite Manna! Sign*
and other improvements.
75 cents will
you a specimen copy. Liberal
reduction for quantities,

Band Concert

-THE-

new

wins

PORTLAND

J. F. FERRIS,

! SOGERS’ WELCOME
Conventions,

GO
H

Push fob Business.

THE

L.

Children’s and Misses’ Spring Heel
Boots; large sizes a specialty. Take your
children to 421 t'ongress street and have
them properly fitted.

t all

•

•s

The Company is ready to negotiate with, and will
make liberal contracts for good territory with
agents who will energetically

Street.

Seal Sacques, Otter Sacqties at the lowest prices,

of Violin and Cornet, may be found
of W. M. Furbueh & Son,
Block,
Congress St. where ne is prepared to receive beginners and advance 1 pupils.
sep22dtf
Elementary instruction a specialty.

At age 20, the results would be a life annui$144, a cash value of $1,992.50, or a paid:up
for
$4,650.
policy
This plan Is fully and and clearly described in the
Company’s publications, which will be furnished
upon application to the home office, or any of its
agencies. It will be found, upon examination, that
it possesses especially advantageous features, and
covers all desirable forms of insurance, being particularly adapted to meet the precise wants of the individual insurer.
Jg^In the hands of active, energetic, industrious
agents, it cannot fail to be productive of a large and

n.Terry,

E.

dim

at Piano Rooms
TEACHER
543
Brown

ages.
ty of

profitable

EVENING,

PROF. FRANK BURNHAN,

On Table No. 1. at age 20, the premium is $44.86.
Twenty-five premiums entitle the insured to a lifeannuity of $100; a cash value of $1,386.70, or, if
insurable, a paid up life-policy of $3,230.
On Table No. 2, the premium for same age is
$79.43. Twenty-five premiums entitle the injured
to a life-annuity of $200, a cash value of $2,771.40
or a
paid-up for $6,470.
Table No. 3 gives the results of a payment of
twenty-five annual premiums of $60 each, at all

Nobby Still Hats in Brown and Black,
Just out.
A fine line of Buffalo and Wolf Robes just opened, and will be sold low
Carriage Robes, Hor*e Blankets in a large Variety.
Gloves in Buck, Oil Tan, Castor from the Lightest to the Heaviest.
Scotch Driving Caps.
Umbrellas in Silk Serges, Alpacca, Scotch Gingham and Rubber, very
low prices.

Military Ml
BY THE

o’clock,

4 and 5 Free Street Block.

ILLUSTRATIONS.

All the

seven

octlS_

ums.

-OF-

Grand

oct22d3t

SCHOOL

Blank applications for admission may be obtained
of the Janitor at the rooms,

value\.independent entirely or dividend earnings],
or, if insurable, apaid-up policy. These policies
are subject to the Maine Non-forfeiture Law, contain no restrictions upon travel and residence, and,
after three years, none upon employment, and are
incontestable. They are entitled to dividends in reduction of the fifth and subsequent annual premi-

dlawSmTu

Grand Stand

and

—

will be formed in Reading, Penmanship,
Arithmetic, Grammar, Geography and Book-Keeping, and competent teachers have been engaged.

These policies require the payment of twenty-five
annual premiums. At the end of the twenty-fifth
year, the insured is entitled to one of three options,
—an annuity during life, a
definite and stated cash

One Price of Aiissioo, 59 cents to tie Entire Exhibition.

Carriages

PORTLAND

Classes

Residence,

The Union Mutual Non-Forfeiture Investment Plan.

Admission 60 cents.

Fre«___

Admission 50 cts.

the 16th day of October.

COVERING AN AREA OF SEVEN ACRES OF EXHIBITION SPACE.

RACE for $300
Between Watchmaker, Gray Nose and
Black Nell.

octl8

Fraternity

Will open at half-past

All Policies Non-Forfeitable under

EXCEPT THE GRAND CENTENNIAL OF 1876.

THE

TUESDAY

Never Equalled by any other Exhibition In America

IMPORTED

RHEUMATISM of the feet and all kindred
troubles, absolutely prevent Coughs and Colds.
Insoles for Ladies are very thin. Made to fit any
shoe. Sold by Druggists and shoe dealers or sent
by mail post-paid. Price 50 cts. per pair.
WILSONIA MAGNETIC APPLIANCE CO.,
838 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
ocl9
d&w3m

Occupation.

or

Portland

THE MAINE NON-FORFEITURE LAW.

jj31

EVENING
—

Purely Mutual.

No Restrictions Upon Travel,

EVER EXHIBITED UNDER ONE

octl3

the ENTIRE BODY.
a^Prevent Cold Feet**!

THE

Over Six Million Dollars,

or

The Most Elaborate

TELEPHONE
'They Regulate the Circulation of

private! pupils by the subscriber

dtf

Incontestable Policies,

SECRETARY,

of all the pa-

oodlm

to

J. W. COLCORD,

PORTLAND. MAINE.

Assets

Wednesday Afternoon, Oct.24.

To be obtained at 51 High
octl7dtf

Tickets $5 00.

given

Bangor.

Thirty-four ¥eai m Ol

C. B. Norton,

SIGN OF THE GOLD BOOT.

THERE

FAIRBANKS,

»epl8eodlm

The Exhibition of Foreign. Products, Arts and Manufactures,
OPENS IN BOSTON, SEPTEMBER 3rd, 1883.

Specialty.

This flour is made from Selected
Hard Spring Wheat by the miller
who first introduced it to the public, and is without a superior in
the market. Ask your grocer for
it and take no other.
Verify the Brand by the Above Cut.

ThroopN (School,

WEDH SDAYS. at 4 o’clock p.
in., beginning Oct. 31st.

Instruction in I ligllsh and Class,
ical Studies

JOHN E. DcWITT, President.

Men’s

tent flonrs in America.

Mr-*.

nt

on

W. G. CLIFFORD, Special Agt.
SO Exchange Street,
Portland, Hie.

I

Presumpscot Park,

FREDERIC H. GERRIMI, M.D.

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.
<

HORSE TROT,

Montgomery Guards

by

143 Pearl Street.

Men’s, Boys’ and Youths’
Kip Boots.

“ARCHIBALD’S EXTRA”

be delivered

Course
street.

H. N.

Referred seats $1.0r; Admlr«lon76«; Couno tickets $1 75, $2.25, S2.7o -uiue entertainments. For
sale at Stockbridge’s.
octlSdlW

Lectures

[an24

Rubber Boots.

The above cut is an EXACT FAC
SIMILE of

Twenty

properly illuetrated, will

dU

Men’s, Boys’ and Youths’

oct 13

A Course of

Cash and paid Polioy values, inquire of

General Agent,

EMILY WTNANT, Vocall.S,
(of Sew York)
HERR GEORG HE»§CHKI.L,
Conductor.

by

surplus.
For

61

Violin,

of Boston Conservatory of Music, and refers
permission to Julius Eichberg, W. H. Dennett,
Charles Grimmer, and Ira C. Stockbridge.
dl w,teod2ra*
seplO

for the whole term of life, thus
continuing the insurance without limit, or for so
long as it may be desirable,or they may be surrendered at the end of the. term of years for which the
premiums are payable, or of any subsequent period
of five years, for a Guahanteed Cash Value Indorsed on each Policy and made a part of it. They
are based upon a larger reserve than the policies
of any other company of this country, thus giving
Additional Security and Value. They participate in the division of the surplus earned during
They are Non-fortheir entire continuance.
feiting, becoming, in case of lapse after the payment of two or m,>re annual premiums, Paid-up
Policies, without surrender or care on the part of
the Insured, for an amount also Indorsed on each
Policy, and made a part of it, and partic ipating in

Clienele

DAVIS,

L.

Pupil

They are written

Ornaments and Buttons.

styles.

Flour, the pioneer

THE-

LOWEST WET COST.

to exhibit my Fall Novelties in

prepared

ANNE

Teacher of

PERFECT PROTECTION
-AT

Street.

51 Monument Street,

whieli afford

dtf

OI>

—

Limited Premium Life Policies MISS

FALL OPENING TO-DAY.

he

roared out in an unusually loud voice,
“A
little lawyer is a dangerous thing.”
This
produced an explosion throughout the school
room, while Loyd continued reading as if
nothing had happened and looked surprised

This Company has established an
Agency in this city and offers

excellent

Orchestra
Symphony
Performer..

Beginning Oct. 31th, on IVafuraI History by
Dr. t'has D. Mniiih, at 12 m: on Wednesdays.
Beginning Oct. 25th, on the History of Ait by
Kirs. Caswell, at 4 o’clock on Thursdays.
Tickets to either course of twenty lectures $5.00.
may be obtained at
Single tickets 35 cents. Tickets
90 Park street between the hours of two and three
sep29dtNovl
p, m.

__

to

of the boys exclaimed that it was a picture
of his Majesty. The teacher saw at a glance
that he had committed a horrible crime. He
immediately ran away, but in due lime was
taken, tried, and sentenced to imprisonment.

little

488 & 490

ooUO

1840.

JACOB L. GREENE, Fret blent.
JOHN M. TAYLOR, Secretary.

TTTRKTER- BROS.,

fatentes,

fallen to my lot is entirely owing to the
and the undue kindness of Mr,
Gladstone for me.”

in one of the Kobe schools within a year was
troubled by some of his unruly scholars looking at a card and passing it from one to another.
He made several attempts to get
possession of that card, and after he had become somewhat excited he succeeded in
seizing it, and at once tore it in pieces. One

an

by llw BOSTON

d3m

The lectures given at Mrs. Caswell’s school will
be as follows:
Beginning Oct. 15th, in the French Language by Iflous. Bene de Poyen Bellislc, at
4 o clock p. m. on Mondays.
Beginning Oct 9th, in Physiology by Dr.
Sarah File* Palmer, at 9.50 a. in. on Tues-

of expense of management to receipts In
1882, 8.75 per cent.

Ratio

Silk at

XX ill

could be imagined that this nation, rent by disas
trous feuds, Broken i nits unity, Bhould ever present
the miserable spectacle of the undefiled garments of
his fame
among his countrymen, while for
the scan'icss vesture of his virtue they cast lots—if
this unutterable shame, if this immeasurable crime
should overtake this land and this
people, be sure
that no spot in the wide world is inhospitable to his
glory, and no peop e in it but rejoices in the influence, of his power and his virtue.
If the great statesman and orator, Air. Fox, could,
in the British Parliament, exalt the character of
Washington as that “illustrious man, deriving honor less from the splendor of his situation than from
the dignity of his rninj; before whom all borrowed
greatness sinks into insignificance, and all the potentates of Europe become little and
contemptible;’’
if the famous eloquence of Erskine could
speak of
him “as the only human being f r whom he felt an
awful reverence;” if the political philosophy of
Brougham prescribed it as “the duty of the historian and sage of all nations to let no oocasion
pass of
commemorating this illustrious man;“if he asserted
that “until time shall be no more, will a test of the
progress which our race has made in. wisdom and
virtue he derived from the veneration paid to the
immortal name of Washington;” if our own great
statesmen and orators Join in this acclaim,
Nil oiturum alias, nil ortum, tale

persevering

support the
Mikado’s authority in Japan is shown by the
following story: There is a law against defacing any picture of the Mikado. A teacher

neglect tills opportunity to obtain
a mere nominal price.

lo

96 Park

CONN.

24th.

GRAND FESTIVAL CONCERT

PARLOR LECTURES,

1883....$51,602,422.78
Surplus by Connecticut standard
3,724,844.21
Surplus by New York Standard (estimated)
6,860,000.00

1.37 1-2
1.50

m

CECG,

1

ASSETS, January

Wednesday Evening, Oct.

MIS*

__I

ask you to engrave them on
your memories:
•‘Four tilings are essential to the well-being
and existence of the United States as an Independent power:
First. The indissoluble Union of the states nnder
one federal head.
Second. A sacred regard to public justice.
Third. The adoption of a proper peaee establishment.
Fourth.
The prevalence of that pacific and
friendly disposition among the people of the United
States which will induce them to lorget their local
prejudices aud politics, to make those mutual concessions wh'eh are requisite to the
general prosperity, aud, in some instances, to saorifloe their admitted advantages for the interest of the community.
These are pillars on which that glorious fabrie of
our independence and national character must be
supported. Liberty is the basis, and whoever w .uld
dnre to sap the foundation or overthrow the structure, under whatever specious pretext he may attempt it, will merit the bitterest exeoratlon aud severest punishment which can be inflicted by his In-

ever

The extreme effort made

m-

8,

octl

—

Organised.•

ate

of Hamilton county shows

received

£

85c

$1.00

afford]

No one can

Randolph, Attorney General; and Thomas Jefferson. Secretary of State. For the Supreme Court, he
selected John Jay, as the chief justice, and Rutledge, Wilson, Cushing, Blair and Iredell as associ-

Democracy,” he sajs suggestively,
“twenty-five years ago took out a patent for
makiug fools of themselves, and it has never
been infringed upon.”

Hoadly

3j
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PORTLAND, MAINE.
EDUCATIONAL.

INS

UNPRECEDENTED LOW PRICES:
$1.17
NO. I,
65c NO. 5,
1.25
2.
75c
6,

honest precision and models in character! Scan
closely the personal characters of the counsellors
he selected for his cabinet. The first. General Henry Knox, Secretary of War; next, Alexander Hamilton, Secretary of the Treasury; then, Edmund

“Tue

The official

*

H?~<

POLLOW1MO

THE

NO. 194 MIDDLE STREET,
3 Doors West Canal Nat’l Bank.

Connecticut Mutual
m m

Long Branch Silks
AT

STOCK BRIDGE COURSE.
ARETAS^HURTLEFF,
Second Entertainment at City Hall
Banker and Broker,

THE

—

(GENUINE)

PIECES

50

Look to-day at the carefully kept accounts of
Washington’s pt-rsonal expenditures as commanderin-chief of the forces, filed by him at the close of
the war in the Department of State; marvels of

Ex-Senator Eaton of Connecticut is not so
hopeful of the Democratic outlook as some
of his Democratic brethren profess to be.

that

can

*

Sale!

Silk

IJVTE RT AIWHENTS.

I

FINANCIAL.

ANNOUNCEMENT!

TURNER'BROS.

Thomas F. Bayard.]

the influence of the example set by
Washington and his associates be overrated in giving a tone of unselfish devotion and clean hawked
integrity in public service? Do you remember his
words to Congress in his first address as President
of the United State*?—
“When I was flrst'honored with a call into the
service of my country, then on the eve of an ar
duous struggle for its
liberties, the light in which I
contemplated my duty requited that I should renounce every pecuniary
compensation. From this
resolution I have in no instance
departed, and be
ing still under the impression which produced it, I
must decline as inapplicable to
myself any share In
the personal emoluments which may be indispensably included in a permanent provision for the executive department, and must
accordingly pray that
the pecuniary estimates of the station in which 1
am placed may during my continuance In it be limited to such actual expenditure as the
public good
may be thought to require.
How nigh and clearly cut against the
sky of history rises the column of the personal character of
these patriot sires, crowned with strict honesty and
clean handed integrity; not one of whom ever grew
rich in office or attempted to fatten at the public
cost, but mar<y of whom became poor by devoting
themselves to the advancement of their country.
*
*
*

The answer depends on the
the people?”
opinion of a majority of the Democratic repthe most votes, and upon

Black

Newburgr, N. ¥., Oct. 17,1883.

reduction of the tax burdens of

resentatives

Dis-

imtKlitCE.

1HCE1.LA1«10H»'_

_

Delivered at

the Centennial Celebration of the

representatives
sidy sharks and tax-eaters, or will they be
true to the principles of their party and labor for

Example of Washington.

The

The Louisville Courier-Journal rises up
and excitedly asks the congressmen who
“Will the Democratare soon to assemble:

nnint.

rltory, and that he would revoke the order
removing him from the office of Chief Clerk
Im the Railway Postal Service. In
reply
Taudervoort only renewed his n quest for
reinstatement, and the Postmaster-General

ment.

If the story published by the Paris Figaro
be true French troops at the taking of Hu<,
the Annameso capital, covered themselves
with disgrace. The defenceless Annamites
were shot down and bayonetted without mercy and the French soldiers found it rare sport
c Hinting the corpses.
We are not told
whether or not the officers made attempts to
check the horrible excesses of their troops,
but the fact that the correspondent of the
Figaro who reports these thlDgs, and who is
a French offioer, describes them iu jocose
phrases, is significant.

|

COAL.
Domestic Coals
Prims.

a

Specialty,

at

322 Commercial

Lowest

Market

Street,

Brown’s Wharf, Portland
Orders received by Tolephoue, No. 844,
aug7

dtf

PORTLAND FILE WORKS.
HAND-CUT

AVS>

FILES

RASPS.

We manufacture and carry a large stock of good
hand-cut File* and Kn*p«, and ask consumers to
\V«* also Re-cut Files aid
favor us with a trial.
Rasps in th best manner and as cheap as good work
Orders
for
done
be
can
by nnil or otherwire
promptly attedde • to.

L,

BRODiOAN &C9.

499 Pore Stree

PnrtUnd, We
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¥GAR !

HIDALGO

Guaranteed Havana Filled.
The Be?t

Cigar in

the Market for

Fiv >-•
—-

FOR

:\r TS.
SALT

DV

H. I', 8. (lOtlD,
Apothecary,
Cor. Myrtle A. I'ongretsi Sts.
s«p!7

dtf
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Itaiiroad Receipts

PRESS.

Portland, Oct. 22.
Received by Maine Central Railroad, for Portland
37 cars miscellaneous merchandise: for connecting
,.

TUESDAY MORNING, OCT. 23.

roads, 120

A Poem by Emily Bronte.
["Composed

at

twilight,

in the

school-room, when

the leisure of the evening play-hour brought back,
in foil tide, the thoughts of home."—Charlotte
Bronte ]
A little while, a little while,
The weary task is put away;
And I can log, and I can smile
Alike, while I have holiday.
Where wilt thou go, my harnessed heart?
What thought, what scene, invites thee now?
What spot, or near, or far apart,
Has rest for thee, my weary brow?
There is a spot, ’mid barren bills,
Where winter howls and
rain;
But if the dreary tempest cuills
There is a light that warms again.

driving

Best.14 @16ya'
Medium.. .10%®13%'Sattoens.

Stock Hlarket*
The following quotations of stocks are reported
and corrected daily by Woodbury & Moulton, cornel
of Middle and Exchange streets.
BOSTON STOCKS.
A. T.& S. F. 818/g
Boston & Maine
164%
Flint & Pere Marquette common.i27%
Flint & Pere Marquette preferred.101%
L. R. & Ft Smith. 27%
Marquette, Hughton & Ont. common.31 %
Mexican Central 7s.
58%
New York & New Eng. 20%

was

an

sheep.

hour,

.....

NEW YORK STOCKS.
Denver & R. G... 26%
Missouri Pef.
95%
Omaha common. 33%
Wabash preferred. 31%
Omaha preferred
94%
Northern Pactic prefc. ed. 64
sorthern Pacific comuon. 28%
Pacific Mail
36
Louis & Nash.. 47

Even as I stood with raptured eye,
Absorbed in bliss so d-*ep and dear,
My hour of rest had fleeted by,
came

labor, bondage,

care.

...

AGRICULTURAL.

Central Pacific. 63%
Texas Pacific. 20%
Ia a Icilk Cellar.
Oh, your milk cellar is damp and mouldy
is It? Well, you make it damp by airins it
wrong, iresh air is a good thing, but you
have too much of it, as the man said who
raced his cow around his cabbage patch one
stormy night, just as he got out of bed, and
with only his shirt on. You open the windows sometimes in the day time and always
at night don’tyou?I thought so; that makes
a damp cellar. How’s that? Why, this way.
The cellar is cooler than the air, you see.
Then you let in the air on a warm night, or
forget to shut the windows on a hot day,
and the warm air, which is always damp,
comes in and settles like dew on the
walls,
and runs down in little streams.
That
makes it damp, and damp makes mold.
And mold and damp will spoil any cellar for

keeping milk in. Why, I’ve seen the cream
in a damp cellar like this all covered with

spots of blue mold and red

too; but it all
went into the cream crock just the same.
And then it runs all through the cream just
like the white threads in a mushroom bed.
I was in Tom Peters’s cellar once.
It was
about cider time, and Tom was getting the
casks out. They were covered with mold an
inch thick. I wanted some casks, but not
that kind. Then Tom began to growl because some one else got the butter premium
away from him at the Centerville fair. “Oh,

kissln’ goes by my favor,” says Tom, “and
the way prizes is given at the fairs goes the
same way.” Don’t you believe it, Tom. The
butter that got the first prize was made in a
nice clean milk house, where—and just then

in the dark, my feet slipped from under me
and I came down hard and sat in some kind
of slippery stuff which smelled awful, and I
kept slipping about in it until Tom helped
me up. “That’s too bad,” says Tom; “that’s
where we had a lot of cabbages last winter
and I forgot to clean out.” I tell you what
it is, Tom, said I, such a hog-pen of a cellar
as you’ve got isn’t fit to keep milk in—don’t
scrape so hard, Tom, you’ll tear the cloth—
phew! how can you expect to get good butter when there is such a lot of nastiness as
there is here—rotten cabbage and mouldy
barrels, and harness, and bless me! here’s
some fleeces, and not washed either.
If I’m

judge on butter, Tom, this year you bet
your lite you won’t get any prize on yours,
although your wife can make as good butter as any woman can, and did before you
married her. You don’t give her a chance,
Tom; and when the woman don’t get a
chance to do their best, I don’t blame them
for doing just as the men do.
Never mind
aDy more scraping, Tom, said I; if any lolks
ask me where I’ve been, I’ll say in Tom
Peters’s cellar, and sol iett.
And if yon
want to keep a cellar in nice order for milk,
have no cabbages or dirty fleeces in it; nor
any rubbish to gather mold; and have it
a

whitewashed twice a year; and air it on dry
nights and cool dry days; and keep it shut
up in the dry weather; and if it gets the least
damp, put in a barrel of fresh lime in it;
that will keep it as dry as a bone all summer;
for 300 lbs. of of lime will take up 100 lbs.
of water and then he dry, and when it is ail
slaeked down to fine powder it can be used
for whitewashing or put around the apple
trees, or dusted on the cabbages or turnips,
to keep oft the flies and worms.
And then
you won’t have any mold in it and no mildew
and the cream, and your butter will keep the
year round if you want it to.—The Dairy.

*

Wit and Wisdom.
The new counterfeit dollars have

ring than the genuine coin.
er ring made them.

sharper

a

Probably

a

sharp-

DANDRUFF.
Ib Removed by the Use of Cocoaine,
And it stimulates ami promotes the growth of
the hair.
Burnett’s

Flavoring Extracts

are

the best.

New York Stock and money market.
fRv Teleirrfl.nh.1
New York, Oct. 22.—Money at 21/4@31/a on call;
closed at 2. prime mercanile paper at 6 77. Exchange dull at 480% for long and 483% @484 for
short. Governments strong. State bonds dull. Bailroad bonds are firmer.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggreat
ed 565.00O shares.
The following are to-day’s closing quotations on

Government Securities:
United States
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

bonds,
do
do
do
do

3s

100

41/28, reg. 314%
4%s, coup... ..134%

4s, reg .3 2 %
48, coup.121%
Pacific 6s, ’95... 129
The following are the closing quotations Stocks:
Chicago & Alton .130y2
Chicogo & Alton pref.140

Chicago,

Burr &

Quincy.122%
Erie. 25y8
Erie pref... 73
Illinois Central..
126%

Shore.
94%
Michigan Central.. 80 %
New Jersey Central.
8 5%
Northwestern..
.119
Northwestern pref.139
New York Central.114%
Rock Island..119
St. Paul.;.19334
St. Paul pref.
.11534
Union Pacific 8tock.
87%
Western Union Tel. 75%
Adams Ex. Co.130
American Ex. Co. 89
Boston Air Line. 7934
Canada Southern. 60%
Lake

Del. & Hudson Canal Co.103%
Del. & Lackawanna.112%

California Mining blocks.
(By Telegraph.)
San Francisco, Oct. 22.—The following are the
closing official quotations of mining stocks to-day:
Belcher. 1%
Alta
1%
Best & Belcher.. 4
Eureka. 4Y2
Gould & Curry. 2%
Hale & Norcross.
2 Y2
Mexican.
334
.....
Ophir
5%
Savage..>.. iy8
Northern Belle. 4
Sierra Nevada.
Union Con.
Yellow Jacket

4

334
3%

Boston Market.

Boston, Oct. 22.—The following were to-day’s
quotations o Butter, Cheese, Eggs, &c:
Butter—We quote We tern creameries at 28@
30c for choice, 22@27c for fair and good: Northern
creameries at 28@ Oc for choice, 22@27c for fair
and good; New York and Vermont dairies 24@28c
4? ft for choice, 18@23c for fair and good; Western
dairy at 20@21c and Western ladle packed 16@18c

lb. market remains same.
Cheese is steady; 12@12y2C for choice, 10@11 for
fair and good; H@9c for common.
Eggs in demand at 27@28c for Eastern, 26@27c
for New York and Vermont. 26@27c for Nova Scotia and P E Island and 25@26 for Western.
Potatoes—Aroostook Rose at 53@f*5c # bush,
Northern and Eastern Rose 45@53c, Eastern ProUUU5 UUIM-UUU.

Chicago Live Stock Market.
(By Telegraph.}
Chicago, Oct. 22—Hogs—Receipts 12 000 head;
shipments 4300 head; 10c higher jpacking at 4 25®
4 65; packing and shipping" at 4 7Ga 5 20; light
at 4 70@5 20; skips at 3 25@4 25.
Cattle—Receipts 8,500 head; shipments 3 000 lid
strong ;exports 6 40@6 75; good to choice shpping

50@6 10.
Sheep—Receipts

at 5

2400

head; shipments

G50

head;

strong; inferior to fair 2 20®3 00; good 3 9o;choice
4 20.
Domestic Markets.

(By Telegraph.)

NTf.w York, Oct. 22.—Flour market—Receipts
23 476 bbls; exports 4540 bbls; rather more active
and somewhat stronger, without however, decided
change in price, with a moderate export and home
trade demandjsales 18.700 bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 30@3 25; Superfine
Western and State at 3 00@3 55; common to good
extra Western and State 3 70@4 30; good to choice
do at 4 35@7 00; common to choice White Wheat
Western extra at 6 25@7 50; fancy do 7 10@7 25;
common to good extra Ohio at 3 70@6 50: com mo
to choice extra St. Louis at 3 70@7 00: Paten
Minnesota extra good to prime 5 6o@6 50: choic
to double extra do o;80a7 25.
When I— receipts
155,200 bush; exports 63,304 bush; spot lots 1 @2

higher; options opened %@8/sc lower, afterward
ruled stronger, a<tvanced l@2c,closing firm at about
outside rates; moderate export demand and a ve> y
brisk speculative business, saies 6,984,000 bush futures, 225,000 bush on spot; No 3 Red 1 00.@l (>1
No 2 Red at 1 lLal liy2 in elev. 1 10%@ri2%

17';

At a recent political gathering in South
Lambeth a gentleman assured the audience
that “those persons who had lost their lives in
Ireland would certainly say ‘No’ to the question whether or not the Government had been
successful.”
Avoid Fever, Ague and Biliousness by taking Golden’s Liquid Beef tonic. Ask for
Colden’s of druggists.

jf

“Where did the Continental costume originasked a Milton schoolboy; “didn’t they
taae their cue from the Chinese?”

ate?”

afloat and delivered; No 1 Red State 1
White
do at 118. ftt -steady. Cura—spot %@l high;
er; options ODene
%@%c lower, afterwards advanced
closing firm with a moderate export
and fair speculative trade, receipts 329,175 bush,
exports 37,436 bush; sales 1,208,000 bush future
209.000 on the spot. No 3 at 65%@56y2c:|No 2 at
66@56%c in store and elev, 56% (a,57c delivered
No 2 White 66@57y2c. Oms%@%c higher and
fairly active; receipts 157,800 bush; sales 450,000
bush; futures 231,000 bush spot: No 3 at 33. White
at 36%@37c: No 2 at 34 % (a 34% c; White at 38%
No 1 at 34%c: White 45c; No 2 Chicago
5 %c delivered. Mixed Western at 33@35c; White
at 37@44c White State 40@45c. Sugar UDcnanged. refining 6 11-16@6 13-16c: refined weak; C at
G%@6%; Ex C 0%@7%c: White do 7 <*@7%c;
Yellow 6%@6%; off A 7%@7% ; Cubs 8% a.8% ;
standard A at 8%@8%c; powdered 8%@9c;
ulated 8%c: Confectioners A at 88/8C: cut loaf and
crushed at 9%c. Petroleum—united at 1 09
Tallow weak; gales 66,0 0 lbs at 7%@7 9-16c.
Pork steady; sales 425 bbls mess spot at 11 50@
11 76, latter choice: 75 clear back part at 15 76.
Beef quiet. I^ard 6@12 higher, trade quiet,closing
with less strength; sales 60 tes contract grad9 snot
7 85, closing 8 00, 230 city steam 7 G6@7 70; 'refined for continent 8 40; S A 8 70. Buiter weak.
State at 17@29c; Western 10@27c; Penn. Creamery at 28@29c. Cheese firm; State 9@L2c; Western
fiat 10@11%; skims 2@Gc.
v_ Freights to Liverpool
steadyjWheat stm 5d.
Chicago, Oct 22.—Flour quiet. Wheat—reg«:ar
stronger at 91 %c for October; 91 %c for November; 93% @93%c for December; 94% @94%c for
January No 2 Chicago Spring at 91 g,91% c; No 3
at 80c; No 2 Red Winter at 97c Corn stronger at
46%c cash and October; 46%(a'4G%c November
45%@46%c tor December; 45%c for January.
Oats steady 27s/sc for cash and October; 27 %c for
November- 28%c for December. Rye is steady at
64%c. Barley lower at 59 %c. Pork firmer 10 65
75 cash; 1U66@10 70 for October; 10 45@
0 47% for November; 10 42%@lo 45 Decembei";
io uzvs&io 90 lor January.
Lara nrm at 7 95(a
8 00 for cash and October; •? 37Va f‘>r November
8 *7%@7 30 tor December; 8 37% for January.
Bulk Meats in fair demand; shoulders at 4 60; short
rib 6 60; short clear 6 60.
At the closing1 call of the Board this afternoon
Wheat declined y8c for October and advanced Vsc
for December and January. Corn advanced *4c for
October, %c£ for November and declined 3/sc for
January. Oats advanced V4 c for October. Pork in
good demand at 10 63 for November aud December.
Lard 6c lower for October and 2Va for November
and January.

fj388/8c;

"gran-

In the days of adulterated articles of food it
a pleasure to use the Congress Yeast Powder
which is absolutely pure.
is
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Portland l>aily Wholesale Market.
PORTLAND, Oct. 22.
In Grain we notice a firmer market for all kinds,
with little or no change in quotations. Flour is dull
and quiet. Sugar ia fair request with no indications
of any immediate change in prices; refiners stock in
New York is 13,268 tons, against 10,936 tons last
year; and refiners’ stock in Boston is 10,6:2 tons,
against 9132 tons last year; the stock in four ports
in all hands is 87,615.against 99,485 tons last week
and 84,282 tons last year. The movement in Western beef is light owing to large receipts of Eastern,
bnt no chance of consequence is reported: we quote
aides 7V4@9c p lb, hinds 8Vi@llo, fores 6Vi@7c,
rounds 7 Vs @8%c, rumps and loins 10@14c, rihs
7V4®8V4c and rattles 5bb@B1/iC. Pork and Lard
bare gained strength since Friday and Eastern packers demand \4@%c p lb advance on Lard and from
26@60c p bbl on Pork backs and clear. There has
also been a reaction at the West in hog products
and our telegraph markets show a decided improvement. Smoked Halibut advanced to day $1 p cwt.
Grapes are about ic higher. Pea Beans are jobbing at 3 60. Eggs are quoted at 28c. Cheese is
firm. At Liverpool cheese is quoted at 67s. Maine
Central Railroad stock sold in Boston this morning
at 80.
The following are to day’s closing quotations of
Flour, Grain, Provisions, &c.
Uiain.

Floor.
and

I H.M.Corn, car lots.66
grades. .3 60@4 50! Mix Corn,oar lots @64
I Corn, bag lots
X Spring and
@70
XX Spring. .6 00@6 001New Oats, car lots..40%
Patent Spring
Oats, bag lots.45
Wheats ....7 60@8 001 Meal
.67
<CottonSeed,carlots28 00
Michigan Winter etraightsQ 25@5 76 Cottonseed,bag lots30 00
Do roller.... 6 25@6 60' SackedBrau ear lot,
St. Louis Win19 60@20 00
ter straight. 6 00a6 261 do bag lots.23 60
Do roller...6 60@6 76IMids, car lots
Winter Wheat
|
S24Vi@25%
atent*.« 75B7 25
...26 60
do bag lots
Produce.
I
Provisiou*.
Cranberries, p bbl—
I Pork—
Maine.... 11 00@12 00! Backs
16 25@16 76
Cape Cod,12 50®13 50 Clear.16 75®16 00
Pea Beans
601 Mess.18 60^14 00
Mediums.... 3 00a 3 10 Mess Beef. 11 00@11 5o
Germanmed2 35®2 50| Ex Mess..12 00a 12 60
Yellow Eyes
@3 60
Plate.12 76®13 25
Onions pbbl. 2 60@2 76
Ex Plate.13 76014 00
Irish Potatoes
Hams.
13 ya@14c
46@50

Superfine
low

SweetPotaloeeS 00 «3 75 Hams,covered 15
@16c
Eggs p dor.27@28c l^rd—
Turkeys, p lb. 00c I Tub, p lb 8Vs® 8%
Chickens.16@18c| Tierces..
8s/a® 8Va
Fowl.14@16e Pail. 9Vi® 9%

fj/10

Receipts—Flour 16,000 bbls,wheat 109,000 bush,
corn 252.000 bush, oats 141,000 bu, rye 2,000 bu,
barley 90,000 bush.

Shipments—Flour 23,000 bblg,wheat 142 000 bu,
366.000 bush, oats 19,000 bu, rye 4,300 bush,
barley 47,000 bush.
St. Loois, Oct. 22.—Flour easy. Wheat higher;
No 2 Red Fall at 99%c cash; 9934c for October
1 00% for November; 1 02 Va for December;l 03%
for January; No 3 at 94V4@95V«c. Corn is higher
at 45@46%c cash and October; 44c for November,
41%cyear. Oats dull at 26%@27c cash; 26%c
October and November; 27 ^c bid December.
Receipts—Flour 6,000 bbls, wheat, 76,000 bush;
corn 63,000 bush, oats 33,000 bush, rye 3000 bush,

corn

barley 11,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 3,000 bbls, wheat 4,000 bu.
corn 1,000 bush, oats 4,000 bush, rye 0000 bush,

barley 0000 bush.
New Orleans, Oct. 22—Cotton steady; Middling

uplands 10

6-16c.

Mobile, Oct. 22.—Cotton is quiet; Middling uplands 10%c.
Savannah, Oct. 22.—Cotton firm: Middling uplands 9 16-16c.
Charleston,Oct. 22.—Cotton quiet;Middling uplands iuy8c,
Memphis, Oct. 22.—Cotton easier; Middling uplands 10%c.

European Tlarketi.
(By Telegraph.)

Liverpool, Oct. 27—12.3“ P. M—Cotton market
—moderate inquiry and freely
supplied; uplands at
5 16-I6d; Orleans at 6 l-16d. sales 10,000 bales;
peculation and export 1,000 bales.
MARRIARE*.

Hotter.

Creamery.315.3/01

Oct. 22, Capt. Charles B. Staples,
aged
years 17 days.
[Funeral this Tuesday afternoon at 2 o'clock, at
No. 02 Hampshire street. Bnrlal at convenience of
the family.
Oct. 20, James W. Swett, aged 43 years 9 months.
[Funeral this Tuesday afternoon, at 2 o’clk, at
his late residence, Cumberland Mills.
In Falmouth, Oct. 21, Mrs. Mary A.Winning, aged

afternoon,

take
at No.

tiAfll.INtt

MeedM.

Edge Ver... .29 30c Red Top.3 0053 25
Choice.22 a 23c ITimothy..... 1 0551 80
Good.16@l6o Glover.10 @11
Rauinm.
S*ore.12@14oj
Gilt

| Muscatel.190@2 60
Vermont ..10ya513ya London Lay’r 2 10@2 05
N Y Fact’y..l0y2 513V2 OnduraVai 10ya@liya
Appln.
OrnuKCH.
Eating p bbl.. 00(5,360! Valencia
@
Cheese.

this city, Oct. 22, by Rev. a. McKeown, i>. D..
Capt. Wm. E. Thornes and Miss Harriet A. Craw ford
both of Portland.
lu Darnariscotta. Oct 7, Elmer Elliott and Miss
In

Maria Possett. both of Bristol.

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R

Sedentary habits, mental worry, nervous
excitement, excess or imprudence in eating or drinking, and various other causes,
induce Constipation followed by general
derangement of the liver, kidneys, and
stomach, in which the disorder of each

FOR

Arden.New York. .Port Prince. .Oct 23
Jerome .New York.. Para,.Oct 23
Schiedam.New York..Rotterdam....Oct 24
Canwda.New York.. Havre.Oct 24
Pavonia.New York.. Liverpool.Oct 24
British Empire... New York..Havana.Oct 26
City of Montreal.. .New York. .Liverpool. ...Oct 26
Lessing.New York..Hamburg.Oct 25
Britaun.New York I *verpool.Oct 27
Valencia..New York. .Laguayra.Oct 27
City of Rome.New York Liverpool.Oot27
Egypt.New York. .Livorpool... .Oct 27
Devonia.New York..Glasgow.Oct 27
Neclcer.New York. Bremen.Oct 27
Waesland.New /cru. .Antwerp.Oct 27
Wyoming.Now York..Liverpool_Oct 30
Servia.New York..Liverpool.Oct 31
Fulda.New York. .Bremen.Oct 31
St Germain.New York. .Havre.Oct 31
.....

than before.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

“Costiveness, induced by ray sedentary
habits of life, became chronic; Ayer’s Pills
afforded me speedy relief. Their occasional uso
has since kept me all right.” Hermann Bringhopp, Newark, N. iL
“I was induced to try Ayer’s Pills as a
remedy for Indigestion, Constipation, and
Headache, fVom which I had long been a sufferer. I found their action easy, and obtained
prompt relief. They have benefited me more
than all the medicines ever before tried.” M.V.
Watson, 162 State St., Chicago, III.
“They have entirely corrected the costive
habit, and vastly improved my general health.”
Rev. Francis B. Harlowe, Atlanta, Qa.
“The most effective and the easiest physic I
have ever found. One dose will quickly move
my bowels and free my head from pain.” W. L
Page, Richmond, Ya.
“A sufferer from Over Complaint, Dyspepsia, and Neuralgia for the last twenty

MONDAY, Oct, 22.
Arrived.

Steamship Eleanora, Bragg, New York—mdse to
J B Covle, Jr.
Steamer Falmouth, Hall, Boston for Eastport
and St John, NB.
Steamer Louise, from Kennebec for Florida.
Scb Reuben Eastman, Eastman, New York—coal
to G T Railway Co.
Sch R H Colson, Staples, Boston.
Scb Brilliant, Wheeler. Rockland.
Sh Charles, Marshall St George.
Ar 21st-Sch C J Willard, Wallace, Rockland
for Now York, (and sailed.)
Cleared.

Sch Mary Wiley, Williams, Bangor—Kensell &
Tabor.
Sch Orient, Morse, Bangor—Kensell & Tabor.
Sch Sophia Wiley, Turner, Bncksport—S W Thax-

years, Ayer’s Pills nave benefited me more
than any medicine I have ever taken.” P. R.

ter & Co.

Pnn.uc

Thaxter & Co.

AYER’S

verance, and others.

Amboy.
BOOTHBAY,

Oct 20—Ar, sch Exchange, Lewis,
ariscotta for Boston; Willie & Alice Brown.
well
Ruth
S Hodgdon, Andrews, Rockland
Harps
fo. Boston; Carpo, Mitchell. Boston for Harrington;
8 Sawyer, Bryant, Damariscotta for Boston; Geo B
Somes, Bangor for New York.
Dan

LFROM MERCHANTS' EXCHANGE.!
AratNew York 22d, steamer Saratoga, Havana.
Ar at Buenos Ayres Sept 12, barque John E Chase,
Pa>k, Liverpool.
Sld 13th, barque Archer; brig H H Wright.
Ar at Freemautle Oct 21, brig Don Jacinto, Ilarrirnan, Boston.
Ar at Londpn Oct 21, barqe Julia, Jordan, from
Sydney, NSW.
Ar at Surinam Sept 30th, sch Aldine. Dennieon,
Boston, (lost mainsail.)
Sld 1m Demarara Oct 1st, barque Dida E Clark,

Clark, Philadelphia.

MEMORANDA.
Sch Ida L Howard, Dodge, from Perth Amboy for
while lying at her aneliors at Dutch Island Harbor Saturday night, was fouled by schr
Diadem, of Castine, and bad port bow stove, rail
and timbers broken, bowsprit and shrouds carried
away, and cutwaier started, and opened a leak. The
Diadem sustained but little damage.
Sch W B Darling, Pendleton, from New York of
and for Bangor, with coal, went ashore 21st at the
entrance to Portsmouth lower Jiarbor and will be a
total wreck. Crew saved.
Sch Welaka, Carter, from Charleston for Baltimore, returned 21st in distress, having struck on
tbe bar on going to sea.
A dispatch from Rockland states that the sch J W
Scott, Branscomb, from Boston for St John, went
ashore on Hog Island Ledge Saturday night and
came off with loss of rudder.
Docs not leak. The
cutter Woodbury went to her assistance.

Portland,

DOMESTIC PORTS.
FRANCISCO- Sld 13tB, ship El Dorado,
Humphreys, Burrard inlet; Arabia, McLoon, for
Liverpool.
GALVESTON—Ar 20th, sch Carrie A Norton,
Hodgdon, Baltimore.
Ar 19th, sch Rosa Mueller,
MORGAN CITY
M’Clearn, Rockporf, Me, for Apalachicola to load
SAN

—

for New York.
PENSACOLA—Ar 12tb, sch Jennie R Morse, Colcord, Key West.
FERNANDINA -Cld 17th, sch Martinique, Lowell. Fort de France.
Ar 19tb. sch Doia Matthews, Brown, New York.
BRUNSWICK—Ar 15tb, sch W H Card, Crabtree
St Augustine.
TYBEE—Ar 17th, sch St John, Gilmore, Brunsfnr PhilaitAlnliia

Sid 21st, sch Wm Frederick,

18tli,

Jacket, Ginn,

from

GEORGETOWN, DC-Cld 19th, sch Jos M Hayes,
Lansil, Khiuechif.
Cld 20th, sch Emma F Angel, Tripp, Portland.
FORTRESS MONROE—Passed out 20th, sch Geo
M Adams, from Baltimore for Boston: Edw Waite,
Lee, for Portland; barque St Lucie, Erskius, (from

PJsagua)

for Boston.
BALTIMORE—Ar 20th, barque Merceditta, Preston, Portland; scbs Florence Randall, Randall, New
York; A E Newbury, King, Portland; H H Barbour. Barbour, Bangor; Spartan, Hodgdon, Portsrnou b.
Cld 20th, schs Cassie Jameson, Collins, Boston;
Douglass Hovey, Wright, Portland; Lizzie Wilson,
Chadwick, Brunswick.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 20th, schs B R Woodside,
Reed, Bath; Geo E Young, Baker, and J W D ury,
Crowell, Kennebec; Wi* Tice, Paterson, Portland;
Sarah F Bird, Farwe l, St John, NB.
Cld 20th, brig Ellen Maria. Cummings, Bangor.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 20tb, sch James A
Brown, from St Johu. NB for Chester, Pa.
Ar at do 22d, sch Florida, Ferguson, Jacksonville.
NEW YORK—Ar 20th. barque Alice, Kicbards< n,
Muscat; schs W R Chester, Thompson. Nuevitas 14
days. Nellie Shaw, Diusmore, St John. NB; Abbie
H Hodgman, Hart, and Forest Belle, Eaton, Bangor. Cyrus Chamberlain, Holt. Camden; Moreligbt,
Guptili. Calais; J D Ingraham. Brockway, Hallo-

Sold

Yeaton, Rockland.
Ar 21st, barques Will W Chase, Dermott, Rio
Janeiro 52 days; Havana, Rice, Havana 14 days;
schs Francis Coffin, Pomroy, Ellsworth; A K Woodward, Norwood, Providence; Maggie Ellen, LittleGlen Cove.

20th, ship Reporter, Spaulding, Sbangbae;
barque nntomo Sala, Mitchell, Havana; schs John
H Converse, Leighton, Nassau, NP; Fostina, Fhilbrook. Grey town: Albert H Waite, Moore, Wilmington, NC; Heien Tbomps n, Stevens, Boston; Prospect. Rivera, Providence.
Passed the Gate 20th. schs Fanny Butler, Hoboken for Boston; Alfred W Fisk, Elizabethport for
do; Margie, Amboy for Bangor; Canton, do for
Portland; Wm Duren, do for Saco; Isola, do for
Portsmouth.
PERTH AMBOY—Sid 19th, schs Canton, Henley,
Portland. Wm Duren, Gove, Saco.
MYSTIC, CT—Ar 19th, sch Albert Jameson, Candago, New York.
PAWTUCKET— Ar 20th, sch Fannie Mitcnell,
Smith, Calais.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR-Ar 19th, schs Ida
L Howard, Dodge, Perth Amboy for Portland; Diadem, New York tor Boston.
VlNEYARD-HYAEN—Ar 19th, schs Elva E Pettengill, from Port Johnson for Salem; Maggie Todd,
Amboy for Saco; Hyue, do for Gardiner; Maria S,
do for Ea-tport.
Sailed, barques Daisy Reed,* schs Katie Mitchell,
Hattie E King, Carrie M Richardson, Maud, Nellie
Eaton, Fred Gray, Ariadne Ulrica R Smith, Alma,
Frank Herbert, L Holway. B L Eaton, Emma,
ffie
.J Simmons, Senator Grimes, Stella Lee. War Steed,
Star, A Peters, Clara Dinsmore, H ti King. Douglas Haynes, Kate Foster. L B Sargent, Ivy Bell,
Fanuie F Hall, and Sadie Corey.
W YMOUTh—Sid 20th, sch Levi S Andrews,
Cld

20tU, schs Mary E Van Cleaf Small,
Wilmington, NO. 24 (lays; Horace K Sturgis, Spear,
Philadelphia; G L> Perry. Cole, Elizabetbuort: IsaDelia cieweit, tooraDS, amDoy; Clio Chillcott, Fullerton, do; Senator Crimes,‘Smith, and L Holway,
Bryant, Hoboken; Nulato, Small; Edward Stanley,
Sherman, and Decora, Berry, do; Wreath, Dyer,
and Ivy Bell, Loud, Rondout; Xra E Wight, Arey,
and Nellie E Gray, Snow, do: E G Knight,
Blake,
and Emma McAdam, Jones New York.
Ar 21st, sch Elbridge Souther,
Seavev, St Simons;
T N Stone, Hamilton. Phlladelphit;
Chromo, Bank-

Elizabethport;
King,Leighton,
Hoboken; Amazon, Bowden, Castine; S J Lindsay,

Johnson, Portland.
Ar 22d, sclis Geo B Ferguson,Kyau, from Belfast;
Mail. Merrill, Gardiner; Two Brothers, Smith, from

TRUSSES.
500 Dollars worth
of Trusses and Shoulder Braces of all descriptions, sizes &c.,
from the best Manufacturers in America,
to be sold at once at
Wholesale
prices.
Persons in want of
such goods should call
at once, examine our
stock, and secure the
best at bottom prices.
Prices that will astonish you
Do not

forget they must be
sold, as we are closing
out Trusses and Slioul.1_

uer

PORTSMOUTH—Ar 20tli, schs Czar, Jones, Hoboken; Jos Oakes, Gray, Elizabethport; Webster
Bernard, Marshall. Perth Amboy; Elonise, Gray,
do; Mary A Rice, Clay, Hoboken.

Ar at Sourabaya Aug
23, barque Evie Reed, Rairden, Samarang.
Sid fm lioilo Aug 14, ship Frank N
Thayer. Morrison, Now York; 28th, Henrietta. Nichols do29th, barque Belle of Oregon, M.ttbiws do
Ar at Montevideo Oct 15,
barque Mary I Baker,
Sutton, Caraiu.
At Montevideo Sept 9th. barque Blanche How
White, from Boston for Valparaiso dlsg
At Port Spain Oct 8tb, brig Elizabeth
Winslow,1
Oakes, for orders.
Ar at St Pierre Oct 4, brig o C
McCumClary,
ber, Portland.
Ar at St Thomas Oct 7tb. brig Raven Nash Now
lltli sell LavinU F Warren.
York:
Johnson, Antigua (and sailed for As «elbo); 12th, barque Hancock, Richardson, Boston.
tin
Demarara
Oct
Sid
3, sch O M Marrett Wylie
J
*
Jamaica.
Ar at Curasoa Oct 2, sch
ner. Bangor.
Ar ai Cow Bay 20th, brig
Boston.

Emma R Smith, Faulk-

Stockton,

Allen

from

NP(»KKft.
Sept 21, lat 1 N, Ion 30 W. ship Vigilant, Gould

maces,

no

N.
Oval

Evaporated tb 16 ya @18 ya Florida.
@
Dried Apples_9*510 J Messina.
@
...10@loyi Palermo.5 60@Q 00

Sliced

Sagar,
Granulated p lb

....

9

Extra0.By,

LemouH.
Messina.4 6056 00

Palermo

...

..4

60^6

O'*

In this city, Oct, 21, Mrs. Elizabeth 1. Weeks,
aged 88 years 8 months, relict of the late Joshua F.
Weeks.

[Funeral service at No. 9 India street, Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’olook. Burial at convenience
of the family.

POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

This Powder never varies. A marvel © purity
strength and wholesomeness. More economical than
the ordinary kirn's, and cannot be sold in competition with the multitude of low test, short weight
alum or phosphate powders, Sold only in cans.
Royal Baking Powder Co., 106 Wall St., N. Y.
mch6
dlyr

of Dcering,

in the County of
Cnmucrland, for the year 1883.
The following list of taxes on real estate of nonresident owners in the town of Deering, for the year
1882, in hills committed to Daniel D. Cheuery, collector of said town, on the 25th day of
July. 1882,
have been returned tome as remaining unpaid on the
24th day of July, 1883, and now remaining unpaid.

Notice is hereby given, that if the said Taxes and
interest and charges are uot paid into the Treasury
the said town within eighteen months from the
date of the commitment of the said bills, so much f
the real estate taxed as will be sufficient to pay the
amount due therefor, including interest and
charges, will he sold at public auction, at the Selectmen’s office, in said town, on the 28ih day of January, 1884, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon.
Value.
Tax.
Names.
Babb, w. F. unnmsnea nouse ana
lot N. E. side Gray road adjoin.$260.00
$4.00
ing Henrietta Carter
Brewster, Charles E. bouse and
lot north si le Shattuck road_ 260.00
4.00
Bucknam. Charles H. lot No 11
recorded plan Deering Lai>d Co.
cor. Deering and Fessenden St.. 200.00
3.20
Clark, F. W. building and land at
north
side
of
Comer,
Libby’s
Congress St. adjoining Portland
lino.
2300.00
36.80
Campbell, Grace C., house and lot
Woodforda’
side
St.
northerly
a 'joining N. M. Woodman.1800,00
28.80
Colley, James A., lot No. 13
Deering st., bounded southerly
3.20
by Charles R. Bucknam. 200.00
Cleavelaud. John R., lot on east
200.00

erly by Abel Chase. 500.00
Eaton. T. U., bouse and lot on
north side Mechanic St., adjoining H. Green. 60x140.1600.00
Fessenden, J. D. & others, house
and lot on east side Forest Avenue. bounded southerly by J.
N. Winslow. 500.00
Heald, John S., lot of land on
Plains road between Clark St.
and Central Avenue. 1500.00
Horr, Addie B., house, stable and
land northerly side Ocean St.,
bounded south westerly by P. &
R,R. R.2000.00
Haven, Minnie S., lot 23x25 recorded plan Deering Land Co.
north side Williams St.

400.00

3.20

8.00
25.60

3.r0
«24.00

32.00
6.40

Mclntire, .Joseph, house and lot

sou'h side Forest St., adjoining
Peter Lunt’s est. 65x1*2..
Merrill, C. B., house and lot In
rear C. W. Plummer’s est. on
road from Morrill’s to Abbott’s

500.CD

Corner. 600.00

Presumpscot Park Association/
land on west side Plains road
bounded southerly by J. Murphy’s es!. and Samuel Jordan’s
with buildings thereon.9000.00
Purring:on, Geo. W., lot of land
south side Presumpscot Falls
road, bounded easterly by J.
Huston’s est.with farm thereon 900.00
Thomas, Cliarlts E., lots 36, 37,
38 & ol & 52, Files plan on
Clark St.1000.00
lot* 39, 41
Turner, F. C. Mrs
and 43, recorded plan 1 >eering
Land Co. on west side Falmouth
St. with building material
thereon. 1000.00
Woolman, Jennie S., Land on
south side Ocean St., bounded
westerly by H. W. Smith.2100.00
Saw>er, .John R., two houses and
iot east side Deering St. adjoining Samuel Jordan’s est..4000.00
Jackspn, Isaac Fst. lot of land on
south side Pleasant St. adjoining W. P. Ayer, 240x133. 1500.00
Lord, Charles U., house and lot
on J .eland St. adjoining Joeiah
Simpson, 100 ft. fron. 1600.00
Mansfield, T. H., lot on corner of
Deering and Lincoln St. adjoinA. W. Jordan 100x«4...... 600.00

8.00"

9.60

144.00

Boston & Maine

Railroad,

PASNENGERTRAINN WILL LEAVE
PORTLAND for RONTON
6.15, 8 45 a. m., 1.00 and 3 80
i:n
arriving at Boston at 10.45,
=«B—~=S_a. m„ 1.15, 5.10. and 7.15 p. m.
BONTON FOR PORTLAND at 9.00 a. m.
12.30, 3..30, and 7.00 p. m., arriving at Portland
and
m.
8.05
11.00
at
p.
5.00,
1.00,
PORTLAND FOR NCAKBOKO, PINE
POINT AND OI.D ORCHARD BEACH
at 6.16, 8.45, a. m 3.00. 6.45 p. m. (See note.)
FOR SAGO AND HIDDEFORD at 6.15,
8.45 a. m .l.iio, 3 00, 3 30 and 5.45 p.m. FOR
KKNNEBUNK at 6.15, 8 45 a.m., 1.00,3.00
and 6.45 p. m. FOR WELLM at 6.15, 8.45 a.
m. and 3 00 p.m.
(See note) FOR NORTH
BERWICK AND DOVER, at 6.15, 8.45 a.
m., 1.00, 3.00 and 8.30 p. m. FOB NALMON
FAI.I.N and GRE 4T FALLS, at 6.15, 8.45

m., 1.00 and 3.00 p.m. FOR NEWMARKET at 6.15. 8.45 a.m.. 3.80* p.m. FOB EXLAWRENCE
ETER, IHV FRKIlLLj
AND LOWELL at 6.16, 8.45 a. m., 1.00
and 3.30 p. ra. FOR ROCHESTER. FARMIN IS TON. N. H., AND ALTON BAY. at
8.45 a.m., 1.00 and 3.30 p. m.
FOR MANCHESTER AND CONCORD. N. II.. (via
New Market Jet.) at 6.15 a. m., 3.30 p. m.,(via
Lawrence) at 8.45 a. m.

SUNDAY TRAINS.
PORTLAND FOR BOSTON and WAY
STATIONS at 1.00 p, m. BOSTON FOR
PORTLAND at 6.00 p. m.
Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers running between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Eastport, Calais.
St. John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland & Ogdenburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston

THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may be had of M. L. William*. Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at iTniou
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
J. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt.
g .H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
dtf
octll

33.60

NEW ENGLAND

64.00

INSTITUTE FAIR

24.00

TH"

-AND

24.00

EX
FOREIGN held
being:

Wow

Tickets to

ITION
in Boston.

BOSTON and RETURN will be sold

Oct.

TUESDAY,

23,

Scarboro’
Pine Point
Old Orchard

as

m

~

■■

jj

Biddeford

M

_

Kennebunkport

mm

■ w

Wells

J

*'

North Berwick

11
w

$2.35

These Tickets will be good on any Regular Train.
Tra ns leave PORTLAND for BOSTON at 6.16
and S.4i a. m., 1.0 and 3.30 p. m.
Leave BOSTON for PORTLAND at 9.00 a. in.,
12.30, 3.30. and 7.00 p. m.
D. J. FLANDERS,
JAS. T. FORBER
Gen. Superintendent. Gen. Passenger Agent.
octlSdtd
S. H. STEVENS, General Agent.

On and

Alden.
eodtf

sep29

wi

S.

A

OF

D. AMES,
22 liiarket Square,

a

general beverage and accessary

corrective of water rendered impure by

vegetable decomposition
as

or

other causes,

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the

Aromatic

Schnapps

is superior to every

other alcoholic preparation.
saltr of

over

section of

A

new furnace I beg to direct
your
Kohler Hot Air Furnace.
Its superiority over all others I will demonstrate if you
will call at n'y store. The following well known
persons hare the Kohler:

W T. Sargent,
.148 Spring Street.
J. F. vberry,.457 Congress Street.
C. C. Eaton,.23 Pine Street.
J. S. Libby,.150 Park Street.
J. F. Clark.14 Mellen Street,
O. K. Gerrisb,
.212 State Street.
Samuel Rolfe,...98 State Street.
Win. G. Hart.256 State Street.
Thaxter,.74 Doering Street.
Joseph Russell,.31 High street.
Addison Libby,.64 Clark Stieet.
Alfred Staples,..175 Neal Street.
H P. S Gould,.387 Congress
rhos. Edwards, (Berlin Mills Co.) 117 Franklin St.
H. B Brown, (Artist,). 400 Danforth Street.
B. B. Farnsworth,.357 Spring Street.

Deering tYTillo

Y. E. Gilbert,.Canton Steam Mills Co,
J. B. Vance,..... Alfrod, Me.
W. G. Spring,_;.Fryeburg, Me.
J. S. Spring,.Fryeburg, Me.
B. B. Murry,.Pembroke, Me.
F. C. Johnston,....409 Cumberland St.
A. B. Holden, .84 Liucoln Street.
A. L. Merry,.144 Pine Street.
S. W. Thaxter,.22 Deering Street.
F. W. McKenney,. .162 Spring Street.
Mrs. David Keazer.83 State Street.
Zenas Thompson, Jr.124 Pearl Street.
C. E. Snow, .280 Brackett Street.
C. E. Barrett,.6 Deering Street.
Dr. Gardner Ludwig,....... G04 Congres3 Street.
H. T. Blaokstone..Canal Bank.

aie

McMAIN, of the firm of McMaiu & Weston,
• would call the attention of
buyers and smokers
to the New Cigar which they are introducing to this
market. It la a pure cigar, free from flavoring or
coloring or the stock, and absolutely free from poi
son ot any kind.
It is a first-class, clean, and guaranteed to bo of Hie best Havana. Call for J. N.
Weston’s “lender,” strictly hand made. Also, in
connection, a brand called “Oupid” a Five Cent
Cigar. Smokers who value their health should try
the ‘"Leader,” and note the difference between the
pure and the imitation. Address
ItlcMAIW A WESTOIV, Weatfield, Ma
For sale by Geo. C.Frye, Timmons & Hawes, H. P.
S. Gould, B. W. Jones, T. F. B Percy, Falmouth Hotel, E. Dana, Jr., and J. B. Totten.
seplld3m

pnblic

For sale by all Druggist'

and Grocers.

S. Si. Nfil.US.

18 BEAVER

STREET,

NEW YORK-

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND AND BOSTON
a. m., 6.16 p. m.; St. Jolm,
m., 9.00 p.m.; Houltou. 9.30 a.m.,
Mtepbro. 10.16 a. m.,
p. m.; Mi.
9.30 p- tti.; Vanceboro, 1.35 a. m. 1.30
p. m,; ttucicHpori, 6.40 a. m. 1.30 p. m.:
Bangor, 7.16 a. m., 7.45 p. m.; Dexter, 7.00
a.m, 5.10 p. m. HelfaMf, 6.30 a. m., 3.05 p. m.;
Hltowlh icaa, 8.20 a. m. 3.16 p. m.; Waterville, 9.15 a. m. 1.65 and 10.00 p.m.; and on
Mondays at 5.15. a. m. Augn«(a. 6.00 a.
1 u.OO a.
10.65
tl'.
p. m.;
m.f 2.45, and
(Sardioer.. 6.17 a. m., 10.18 a. m., 3.07,
and 11.14 p. in.; Hath. 6.55 a. m.. 11.00 a. m.;
4.00 p. m., and Saturdaye only at 11.55 p. m.
HruiiNvrick, 7.25 and 11.30 a. in., 4,30
p. m. 12.35 e. m., (night.) Rockland,8.15 a.m.,

From

Halifax, 8.10

8.30

a.

8.30

a.m.
LewiNton, 7.20
1.15pm.
_. mt
in.:tt:_

11.10a.m.,
t! ec

CtnrminGton, 8.20 a. m.; U'imhrop, 10.13a.
being due in" Portlaud sa follows .The morning trains from Augusta and Bath 8.35 a. m.
Lewiston, 3.40 a. m. The day trains from
Bangor, and ali intermediate stations and connecting roads at 12.40 and 12.46 p. m. The
iCtevnoon trains from WsterviUo, Augusta, Bath,
The
Rockland and Lewiston at 6.40 p. m.
Night Pull nan Express train at 1.60 a. m.
Limited Tickets ant and second class for
Hr. John and Halifax on s ale at reduced
rates.

PA if SON TUCKER, Gen’l Managor.
E. E. BOOTH BY, Gon’l. Pass. & Ticket Agt.
octl2dtf
Portland. Oot. 12. 1883.

Dlt.

L. C. \\ .5.VI

SJNKUVlS

ANU

Trains leave Portland
‘J a. as. Dally (Night Pullman) for Saeo,
Biddeford. Kennebunk, Conway Junct., Kittery.
Portsmouth. Newburyport. Salem, Lynn and
Boston, arriving at 6.30 a. m.
At H.4.Y a. m. for Oape Elixaboth. Searboro, Saco,
Blddel'ord, Kennebunk, Wells,North and South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conway Division.Kittery, Portsmouth
Newburyport. Salem
Gloucester, Uockport
Lynn, Chelsea and Boston, arriving at 1.16 p. m,
At 1.00 p. ni. for Searboro, Saeo, Biddeford.
Kennebunk. Wells, No. Berwick,
Conway
Junction. Kittery. Portsmouth, Newburyport
Salem. Lynn, and Boston, arriving at 5.10 p in.,
connecting with Sound and Kail Lines for at
At

we will send tbe purcha-er our written
guarantee
to refund theme"if th** treatment does no:. effect
J. O, WE-T
• cur
i’ropriet n
antees
II. II. HAl <fe CU.,
only

COjj

’'rains Leave Boston

o-i-

ness
MENT,ajgnarante- •! s*ec ficfnr Hysteria.,
Convulsions, Fits, Nervous Neuralgia, Headache,
Nervous Prostration caused by the u?e of alcohol
or tobacco, Wakelulness, Mental
Depression, Softof the Brain resulting in Jnsr. city and leading
ening
to misery, decay and death, Premature Old Age,
Jmpotcucv, Weakness in either sex, J v lunt.uy
Losses and Spermatorrhoea caused by ov- -exe:
a
of the brai ', self abuse or over-indulgence. Each
box contains one month’s treatment, gl.abox
6 boxes for $5.t 0; sent by mail prepaid on
receipt of
nr cc. Weguaranv eGbi-xestocireanycasc. V« rh
each order r reeivedf- r 6 boxes acco nip niLd wi:h$5.

through

dl
dly

*

Druggists,

agents, Portland,Me.junction Middle and Free ftts-

7.30, 9.00 a. m„ and arrive in Portland at 11.66
a. m. and 1.00 o. in.
At 12.30 p. m. and arrive
in Portland 5.00 p. ill
At 7.00 p
ni.
Daily,
and arrivo in Portland at 11.00p.m.

land 2.00

a. m.

Throuith Ticket*
Wm.
Oct. 14, 1883
D. W. SANBORN,

Master of
o ctl8dtf

Trans.

to

nil

Point* South and

j

From Ixong Wharf, Boston, 3
m.
From Pine Street Wharf
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
*
Ininrance one-half the rate of
'sailing Teasel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. B. R.. and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Patwage Tea Dollar*. Round Trip 111
Meals and Room included.
For Freight or Passage apply to
R. H. MAM •'NON, Agent,
deSltf
90 Long tVhnrf. lion ton*

p.

CHEAP OCEAN TICKETS.
desiring to nd tor friends In the Old Corns.
try will save money by buying their prepaid
steerage tickets at the General Ocean SteamsMp
Office, So. 22 Exchange Street, (don’t mistake; be
number) at the sigu of the big Locomotive, at pr,
sent reduced rites by tbeCunard and other fast nil.
class mail steamers coming direct across the ocean,
on the warm Golf Stream
route, thus avoiding al
dangers from ice and icebergs. I can sell prepaid
steerage passage tickets from Queenstown, Londo^
derry and Belfast for *21.00; Dublin, *22.00; Lorn
don, Bristol, Card ill and Galway, *24.00; HamManheim, Amsterdam, Ko
burg, Antwerp, Havre,
terilam, Paris, Bremen and liar ugen, *27.00
Copenhagen, Christiana, Ctiristi; wand, Bergen
Trondbjem Ooteborg, Malino, *28 JO; children na
der 12 half fare. Sterling and Scandinavian exJ. L. FARMER, Agent,
change at low rate*.
jan 24dtf
22 Exchange 84.

ALL

BOSTON
—FOB

THE-

FAIRS,
Oct. 23rd.

Tuesday,

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Eastport, Me., Calais, Me., 8b
John, N. B., Halifax, N. 8., Ac.

TICKETS,

SPUING

Portland to Boston anil Batura,

$2.50
Good going

any Train Oct. 23rd, and
Oct. 23rd, 24th, & 2oth.

on

returning

A SPECIAL EXPRESS TRAIN
will leave Portland at C.45 a. m., arriving in
ton at 10.30 a. m.
Regular Trains leave Portland 2.00 a. m.,
a. m. 1.00 p. m. 6.00 p. m.

Bos8.46

RETURNING
BOSTON for PORTLAND 7.30 a, m. 9.00
a. m. 12.30 p. m. 7 p. m.
PAYSON TUCKER,
LUCIUS TUTTLE,
Gen’l Manager.
Gen’l Passenger Agent.
oct20d3t
Leave

Bridgton & Sacytiver Railroad,

ARRANGEMENT.

WINTER

THREE

4,1b?

John, with connections for Calais, Bobbinston, St,
Andrews, Pembroke, Boulton, Woodstock. Grand
Menan, Camnobelle, DIgby, Annapolis, Yarmouth,
Windsor, Halifax, Moueton, Newcastle, Amherst
Picton, Shediae, Bathurst, Dalbensle, Char
lotto town Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and oths*
stations on

the New Brunswick and Canada, Inter*
colonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Conn,
ties, Ball Boads, and Stage Bontns.
IF 'Freight
received up to 4 p. m. and any la*
formation rewarding the same may be had at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf,
For Circulars, with Excursion Bootes, Tleketi
State Booms and farther information apply a
Company’s Office, 40 Exchange St.
T. C. HEbSKY, President, and Manager4
marl
4K

Mild, Bangor, Mt. Desert
And Mach las Steamboat

bnrg

Junction.

Bridgton

Only flrst-elass 2-feet image Railroad in
the World.

Stage connection at Bridgton lor North Bridgton.
Harrison and Waterford.
President.
W1?I. F. PERKY,
lien. Pans. Agi.
J. A. BKNNETT,
P. M.

7.45

*

2.66
3.02

7.52
t8.07
t8.13
t8.17
t8.46

Ingsll’s Hoad,

t3 17
t3.23
t3.27
t3.66

Denmark (Perley’s Mills,)
Sebago (Witham’s,)
Rankin’s,
8.50
4.00
Bridgton Junction—Arrive
10 00
10.45
Portland—Arrive
TRAINS FOR BRIDGTON.
A.M., P. M.
8.25
3.00
Portland—Leave
10.00
4.45
Bridgton Junction—Leave
t4.62
110.17
Rankin's
110.41
15.16
Sebago (Witham’s.)
i 10.47 t6.22
East Denmaik (Perley’s Mills,)
tlO.53
15.28
lngall’s Road,
6.43
11,08
Sandy Creek,
East

•

Bridgton—Arrive
f Flag

11.16

Oct. 2d.

Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND,
Capt. Wm. E. Dennison,will leave

Railroad Wharf, Portland, every
TUESDAY Evening, at 11.1S
o’clock or on arrival of Steamboat Express Trains
from Boston, for Rockland, Castine, Deer Die,
Sedgwick, (Stage from ^edjwiek to Blue Hill on arrival of Steamer), South West and Bar
Harbors,
Milbridge. Will leave san e wharf every FRIDAY

Evening

lor

Macbiasport via

all

landings.

ROCKLAND with Steamer for BLUB
and ELLSWORTH.
At BAR
HARBOR with steamer for GOULDSBORO*. LAMOINE. HANCOCK, SULLIVAN and KLIX.
WORTH each trip.
Also with B. & B. Steamers at Rockland, golnn
East, for River Landings.
RIITt’RrY ■!¥«*, will leave Machiasport at 4.31
a. m. Monday, and Millbridge every
Monday an4
Thursday at 8.00 a. m.f touching at intermediate
landings,and connecting at Portland with Pullmaa
and early morning train for Boston.
Connect with Bostun and Bangor Steamers at
Rockland, (coming West, aud receive passengers
from Bangor and River Landings for PortConnect at

HILL, SURREY

freight

GEORGE L. DAY,
Treas. and General Ticket Agent
E. CUSHING, Genera) Agent
oct2dtf
Portland, Oct. 1, 1883.

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY
.*or Mew Voi'Ur

5.60

Stations.oct2dtf

Rumford Falls & Bucufleld

Steamers leave Franklin
Wharf, on Wednesday*
and Saturdays at 6 p. m.. Returning leave Pier
38,
East River, New York, on Wednesdays and SaturJ. B. COYLE, .JR., Gen’l Ag’t.
days at 4p.m.
sep21
dtf

Fall Arrangement in Effect Oct. 15, ’83.

bontoT

Connections via Gland Trunk Rail;
way leave Portland tor Buck Held and
Oanton, 7.40 a. m., 1.30 p. m.
—-Leave Janton for Portland 4.16 and

9.45

Company.

FALL ARRANGEMENT
Commencing

Connects with Portland & Ogdens-

WEEK.

ON AND AFTER MON.
& DAY, MAY I4lb Firauere
of
this l,in«* will
"issab leave Kailrond Wharf,
foot of State street, every Monday,
Wednesday
and Friday at « p. m., for Eastport and St.

TAKES EFFECT

R. R. at

ARRANGEMENTS.

TRIPs"PER

,«■»»>

October 1st. 1883.

a. m.

teamers!

STAGE CONNECTIONS

with p. m. train for Turner, Chase Mills, West
Sumner, rtritto ’s Mills, Peru. Dixflem Mexico
L. L. LINCOLN, Supt.
and Rumford Falls.

■
FARE $1.00.

dtf

oct!5

Portland &Ogdensbiirg R,R.
ONLY LINE THROUGH THE NOTCH.
—TO—

The elegant new steamer FREMONT and favorite
steamer
FOREST CITY will alternately leave
FRANKLIN WHARt .(Portland, at 7 o’clock p. m.
and INDIA WHARF, Boston, at 6 o’clock p. a.

(Sundays excepted).

Passengers by this line are reminded that they ncomfortable nlgbt’s rest and avoid tbe exinconvenience of arriving In Boston late

cure a

BURLINGTON VT.,
OGDENS BURG, N. V.,
AND MONTREAL.
On and after
Monday Oct. Stli,
1883, until further notice Passenger
Trains leave Portland

pense and
at night.

t3r~Tickets and Staterooms for sal. at D. H.

YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York, via the variou
Sound Lines for sale.

Ball and

Freight taken as usual.
J. B. COYLE, Jr.* General Agent.

dtf

follows:.

ns

8.25 A. M.—For Fabyan’s. Littleton, Lancaster,
and ah points on B. G. M. R. R., St. Johnsbory,
Burlington, OgdenBburg and all points on O. & L,
C. R. R., Newport, Sherbrooke, Montreal and all
points on Southeastern Railroad and branches.
3.00 p.m. For Bartlett and intermediate stations.

PACIFIC MAIL 8. 8. €0.

nrrive in Portland :
10.45 a.m.—from Bartlett and local stations.

Sandwich

Trains

10 00 p.

m.—Express

Ogdensburg

&c.

HEADING R. 1.
Bound Brook Route.
-BETWEEN-

New

York, Trenton & Philadelphia.

STATION IH NEW YORK FOOT LIBERTY ST.
Stations in Philadelphia
NINTH AND GREEN STREETS,
AND THIRD AND BERKS STS.

Fxpress Trains,

Double

Track,

Stone Balias

Drawing Room Cars on all day trains
and Sleeping Cars on night trains.
Be

sure

t» buy tickets (at any railroad orsteamboat office in New England) via

BOUND BROOK ROUTE

New York and Philadelphia,

( Excursion,

4.00.

NEW ENGLAND AGENCY,

Washington Street, Boston.

311

C.G. HANCOCK,

J. K. WOOTTEN,

Gen. Pass. & Tick. Agt.
Gen. Manager.
H. P. BALDWIN. Gen. Eastern Pass. Agt.

Grand Trunk Railway of Canada.
CHANGE

OF

TICKET OFFICES:

and
Foot of India Street.

Exchange Street,

AT~REMJCED

Depot
RATES

—TO—

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee,
Cincinnati, Ml. I.oui*. Omaha Saginaw. Mi, Paul. Salt Unite City,
Denver, •'an Fr>«nci*co
and all points in the

Northwest, West ant! Soiiilmesl.
octlStf

JAPAN, china,
Islands, New

Zealand

and

Steamers sail from New York for A spinwall oa
the 1st, 10th, and 20th of each month,
passengers and freight for all the above named

carrying

porta.

Steamer
cisco.

of 10th does not connect for San Fran-

Steamers sail from San Francisco regularly for
Japan, China and Sandwich Islands, New Zealand
and Australia.
For Freight,

Passage, sailing lists and furthei
information, apply to or address the General Ean
tern Agents,
€. I.. BARTLETT Sc CO.,

115 Slate Street, Cor. Broad St.. Bootou.
or to W. D. LITTLE & CO.,
febSdtf31 Exchange St., Portland.

Harpswcll

Steamboat Co.

Change of’Time.
and after Sept. 17, 1883, the steamer Gordon
ON will leave 1 larpswell daily, Sunday’s excepted

at 8 a. m., arriving at Portland at 10 a. m. Returning leave Custom House Wharf, Portland at 3 p. m.
arriving at Harpswell at 5 p. m.
For Freight or Passage JU>ply on board to
CAPT. SCOTT OLIVER,
seplo
dtf

General Ocean Steamer Ticket Office*
sale of

passage tickets by the White StM.
FOR
Canard. Anchor, State, American, Red Star
North German

Lloyd, Hamburg, American Rottwdam, Amsterdam and Italian lines, all ttrst clan
fast passage steamers, to ami from all
point! la
Europe. Cabin, 2d Cabin and steerage outward and
prepaid ticket* from Portland at lowest rates.
Steerage prepaid ticket* from inland place* in Europe to inland place* in the United States.
Sterling and Scandinavian exchange at lowest rate*
Choice Cumberland and Acadia coal for sale Jiv »h
caom plans,
Circular*, Hailing schemes
&c. a«a other information
apply to J. L. FABMKR
Agent, 22 Exchange St. P. O. Box 979.
Ian 10
ly

265TH EDITION.

PRICE $1

1883,

From Iworlinni, 9.45,8.35 a. in. and 5.15 p. in.
From Chicago, Montreal and <|uebec,
12 35 p. ni.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on night train and
Parlor Cars on day train between Portland and Montreal.

TICKETS S0L1>

lliwil

TIME.

DEPARTURES:
For Auburn nu<l B.ewiston, 7.20 a. in., 1.15
and 5.15 p. m.
For €»oihnm, 7,40 a. m., 4.00 and 5.15 p. m.
For (aorliiiui) Montreal, Quebec nmH hicngo, 1.30 p. m.
ARRIVALS:
From Lewinton anil Auburn, 8.35 a. m.,
3.15 and 5.50 p. m.

74-

TO CALIFORNIA.

Australia.

Montreal, Burlington,

from

J. HAMILTON.Superintendent.
CII AS. II. FOIE, <1. T. A.
oct2
,dtf

At

Pullman Parlor Cars
On Trains leaving Boston 9 a.m., 12.30 and 7.00 p.
m. and Por land'8.45 a.
m., 1,0 > and 6.00 p. tn.
Tliroujfli Pnlln«an bleeping Cars
Dn Trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m.. and Port-

Every Wednesday and Sat*
■rday,
From PHILADELPHIA
Every Tuesday and Friday.

—TO—

in.

Southern cud Western p(.l its
At <1.00 !>. m. (Express), lor Boston and principal
Way Stations, arriving in Boston at 9.30 p .in.,
connecting with Rail Lines for Now York.
Sundays at 2 Oo p. m. Express for Boston ami
principal Way Stations, arriving at Boston 5.3C
P. m., connecting with Fall River Line
for Now
York.

uneqnaled

insured for it the reputation of sainbrity

EXCURSION

—

Direct Steamship Line.|

PAYSOX TUCKER, General Manager.
LUCIUS TUTTLE, General l’assenger Agent.
<12ra

AND

From BO t #5

season.

oct20

—

PHILADELPHIA

continued

be

coining

the

On ami after DlOND tY.OCT. 13th,
Train* will run ns follow* :

by any other alcoholic distillation have
claimed for it.

Brunswick 7.00a.m., £11.15p.m.;
vioumonth,
Winlkrop,
Farmington.
and Worth Anson, 1.25 p.m. Farm.
7.00
a.
via
Brunswick,
mington,
tThe 11.16 p. m. train Is the night express with
sleeping ear attached and runB every night Sundays ineluded but not through to Skowhegan on
Monday mornings or to Bucksport and Dexter or
beyond Bangor on Sunday mornings.

A Pure Havana Cigar,

Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by
>.

1.80 p.m. Auburn nnd Lewisa. m. 1.25 p. m., 6,06 p. m. Lew-

dtf

country of Udolpho Wolfe-a

the medical faculty and

8.15

.....

30 years duration iu every

our

a.m..

Eastern Railroad.

SCHNAPPS

through

Oakland

TO THE PUBLIC,

1

7.00

iston via

MAINE

Charles Goodridge,.
4
LT
/lUKarf

fount) and all
Fredericton, Aroosteoh
stations on B. Jr Piscataquis K. fit., 1.25
1.30
m.;
m.,
£11.16 p.
p.
m.,
p.
1.25
Belfast
and
for
Nkowhegnw
1.30
£11.15
p.
m.;
p.
m.,
m.,
p.
Waterville, 7.00 a. m. 1.25 p.m., 1.30
p. m. 11.16 p.m and on Saturdays at 6.16 p. m.
Augusta, Unllo well,tJardinerandBrnnswich
7,C0 a. in., 1.30
p. m.,
5.16,
£11.15 p. m.; Bath 7.00 a. m. 1.30 p. in., 6.15
p. m. wd on Saturdays only at 11.16 p. m.
Itocklisad, and Knox A Lincoln B. It.,
ton,

If in want of
attention to th

Schiedam Aromatic TF.
As

run

Pm iluuil (or B«ler,
Bangor
and
Vanceboro, Ml John, Halifax
the Provinces, St. Andrews, Ht. Stephen,

sep8

WOLFE’S

Oct.

Leave

Sidney

Successors to Gnppy, Kinsman &

after

MONDAY,
15tl», Passenger Trains will
as follows

REMEMBER THE PLACE.

GUPPY
<fe CO.

Tliesc Trains will

Boston
•

m.

’83

follows:

drafts.^apply

in

BOSTON

arri?iog Portland 11.00

7.00 p. in.,

Sandy Creek,

-TO THE-

Cor. Congress & Preble Sts.

•

arriving

nnd

n. in.

PORTLAND~FOR

Bridgton—Leave

16.00

C. H. GUPPY & CO.

C~¥¥
jle.®

0.30

TRAINS FROM BRIDGTON.

EXCURSION

.Sept 22 | Republic. .Sept. 27
.Oct. 6 | Germanic.
.Oct. 13
For sailing Hits, cabin plans, passage rates and
to J. U FARMER, 22 Exchange St.

3.30 p. in.
The 2.00 a. m. train haa Special Portland and
Boston Sleeping Car which is ready for occupancy
in Portland Station Saturdav at O.UO p. m. Berths
$1.50
Bouton

a.

morning; trains for Portland
LEAVE KENNEHTTNK at 7.25, and DOVER at 8.00 ARRIVING: at PORTLAND
at 8.30 and 10.05.
None—'The 3.30 p. m. train from Portland will
not stop at Scarborough, Pine Point, Old Orchard or
Wells, and the 1.00 p. m. train will stop at these
stations only to take passengers for Boston.
*
Change at Dover and take next train following.
ly-The 1.00 p. m. train from Portland connects with Sound Line Steamer* for New
York and all Rail Lines for the West, and the 3.80
p. m., train with all Rail Line* for New York
and the South and West.
trains.
Seats
Parlor Carp on all through
secured in advance at Depot Ticket Office.

Britannic
Celtio,

BOSTON

ui.,

_

Good returning Oct. 23, 24, and 25,
PORTLAND to Boston & Ret. 1

PORTLAND,

i.OO p.

A. M.

9.60
ELIAS M. JACOBS, Treas. town of Deering.
dlaw3wTu
Deering. Oct. 9th, 1883.

OFFICE

and

On and after Monday, Oct, 15, 1888,

16.0C

ing

Adamson’s Botanic
W.
Cough Balsam

n. in.

14.40

<

Advertising Agent,

_

ME CE STEAL RAILROAD.

from lioilo for New York.

*50 K ASHI
ST.,
KOBTOlt
Connects for Advertisement* In Newspapers in a
Brtl:s and towns of the United .State* >•>.' tbs
efltish Provinces.

jnd

Non-Resident Taxes in (lie Tovtn

side Winslow St. adioining Robert Lucas. 60x100.
Delno, Charles N., lot on north
side Elm St., bounded north-

for

a. m.

B.

B OT AN IO COUGH
BALSASV3 than of all other
Cough Remedies United,

2.00

Close connections made at Westbrook .Inaction with through trains of Me. Central R. R., and
at GrandTrunk
Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk R, R,
Through tickets to all points Sooth and West, at
Depot offices and at Rollins b Adams’ No. 22 Exchange Street.
• Does not stop at Woodford’s.
J. W. PETERS, Snpt.

Kennebnnk

We sell more ADAMSON’S

treiiie'-ouiiieriy route*,avoiding
aU dangers from icebergs. Cabin *60. *80 and 100;
Return tickets *120, $144 and 180; Excursions 12®
and *144; Steerage at low rates.
The sailings mra
as follows;

Shin,

the Name and

has the endorsement of Jas. G
Blaine, Esq. Rev. C. F. Penny,
Col. Thomas Lombard, Rev. E. H.
W. Smith, (all ot Augusta,

to Liverpool Via Queenstown.
Kate* reduce,! for Kail and Win*
ter. TUeaesteamers take tha tm

Railroad.

PORTLAND
nt

R.

not

..

DKATIIM.

m.

For Rochester, Nprlngvnle, Alfred, Waterboronnd Nnco River.7,30 a. m., 1.03
ra., and (mixed) at 0.30 p. m. Returning
,ave Rochester at (mixed) 8.46 a.
m., 11.16
a.m., and 3.S6 p.m.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.40 a. in., 1.26 p. m. and 6.40 p. m.
For Gorham, Snccnrnppn, Cumberland
Westbrook and Woodford’s,
Mills,
st7.30 a. ra., 1.03, 0.30 and (mixed)
•0.30 p. m.
The 1.03 p. u. tialn from Portland connects at
Aye-Juur. with Hoosnc Tunnel Rome for
t leWest, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New fork via Norwich Line, and all rail,
-IsHuringfleld, also with N. Y. A- N. E. R.
K .(“Steamer Maryland Route") for Philnde!Baltimore, Washington, and the
outh and with Boston A Albanv R. R. for
the West. Parlor Cars on train leaving Portland
at 1.06 p.m. and train leaving Worcester at 8.00

Also an
Upright Truss
and Shoulder Brace
Case for Sale.

I'OKKIUN~t>OK

ra.
Sid fm Yokohama Sept 14, ship Normaudy.Tukey
San Francisco.
Cld at Hong Houg Sept 13, barque
Goodell, Hogan New York.
In port Sept 14, ship Robert
Dixon, Smitbwlck
for ban Irancisco;
barque Hannah W Dudlev
Dudley, from Nagasaki, ar let; Sontag, Waldo, for
New York.

tw

C. 8. and Royal Mall Steameis

LEAVE

_

1.03 p.

Place.

SALEM-Ar 20th, sch D B Everett, McLain, Port
Johnson,
PLYMOUTH—Ar l'Jtb, team tugs Wm Kemp, and
Mary Finn, from Portland, with dredge and scows
tow,

in

forget

Viualhaven.

in

by all Druggists.

SHOULDER BRACES,

BOSTON—Ar

er, Amboy; Caroline Knight, Dyer,
J L Newton, Stover, Hoboken; H G

*

TRUSSES,

well; Adrianna, Slowman, Gardiner; Thomas Hix,

john,

PILLS,

Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co., Dowell, Mass.

part, (and sld 22d for Addison.)
WISCASSET. Oct. 19—Ar. sch Lawrence Haines,
Lewis, Salem; Cock of the Walk, Lewis, Boston.
Oct 21—Ar. sch Win F Collins, Higgins, Boothbay
to finish loading for St Domingo.
Sld, sch A L Palmer, Lewis, New York.
KENNEBEC, Oct 22—Ar, seh Fred Gray,Wallace

sch Red

Tn ri

PREPARED BY

OUR CORRESPONDENT.

EAST MAC HI AS,| Oot. 18-Ar, sch CV Minot,
Hathaway, Portland.
Sld, sch Presto, Libby. Boston.
SACO, Oot 20— Ar, sch Olive, Frye, Elizabeth-

NORFOLK—Ar
Rockland.

fin

“For Dyspepsia they are invaluable.” J. T.
Hayes, Mexia, Texas.

Charles, Marshall. St George—N Blake.
Superior, Adams, Wiscasset— N Blake.
SAILED—Schs Mattie J Alles, Bramhall, PerseSch
Sch

CHARLESTON
Ames, Baltimore.

\Taa,

',_'^Porcland

Aver
Jane..
For Clinton,
Fitchburg,
Nashua, Lowell, Wlndhntn, dad Is.
a.
m.
and
7.30
1.03 p. m.
ping at
Far Manchester, Concord and points North at

Ayer’s Pills

by reaction that leaves the organ weaker

Ca§tcrn

m.

Never fail to relieve the bowels and promote their healthful and regular action,

and thu9 cure Dyspepsia. Temporary
palliatives all do permanent harm. The
fitful activity into which, the enfeebled
stomach is spurred by “bitters,” and alcoholic stimulants, is inevitably followed

of Trains.

after Monday, June IN,
Passenger Trains will leave
at 7.30 a. m.,
and
-.ns-zn_|.os
c„ arriving at Worcester
at 2.16 p.m. and 7130 p. m.
Heturnlng leave
Union Depot. Worcester, at 8.00 a. m. and 11.16 a,
m., arriving at Portland at 1.26 p. m. and 6.40 p.

WHITE STAR LINE.

SUNDAY TRAINS

Tjj**???*f,;,*i8lMS3,

Dyspeptics should know that the longer
treatment of their malady is postponed,
the more difficult of cure it becomes.

NEWS.

Perth

HTEAJIERS.

__On and

:'_;,.

rilla.

3SIN1A<P RS ALMANAC.OUTOBE i 23.
Sju SiiQz.6.25 I High water, *p M>.. 6.32
Sm sets.
.6.03 I Moon rises_
morn.

FROM

Arrangement

organ increases the infirmity of the others.
The immediate results are Loss of Appetite, JTausea, Foul Breath, Heartburn, Flatulence, Dizziness, Sick Headaches, failure
of physical and mental vigor, distressing
sense of weight and fullness in the stomach,
and increased Costiveness, all of which are
known trader one head as Dyspepsia.
In every instance wherethls disease does
not originate from scrofulous taint in the
blood, Ayer’s Pills may be confidently
relied upon to effect a cure. Those cases
not amenable to the curative influence of
Ayer’s Pills alone will certainly yield if
the Pills are aided by the powerful bloodpurifying properties of Ayer’s Sarsapa-

DaVM OF STEAlVKIUlPH.

ALA.KPIN PC

KAILROAID9.

Portland andWoreester Line.

DYSPEPSIA.

service of the late Albert
pla e at 3 o’clock this Tuesday
76 Preble street.

FROM

RAILROADS.
_

funeral

Jigp' The

Knight will

MISCELLANEOUS.

MIISCELLA’VEOIJI.

65 years 5 months.
In Kennebunk, Oct. 22, Charles Stevens, aged
about 70 years.
In Ktnnebunkport, Oct. 22, Oliver Davis, aged 94
years 11 months.
Alsot Mrs. Mary Downing, relict
of the late Capt. Joshua Downing, aged 91 years 9
months.

.......

It well had paid a weea of toil;
But truth has banished
fancy's power,
Restraint and heavy task recoil.

And back

m

Cambrics. 5.® 5%
Light. 7 (§9
Denims,best 13y2@16%|Silosias.10% * 18
Ducks. 9 @13ya ,Cotton Flannelr.Brown
"
7«L4ya
Fancy 11%@14 j
Bleached, 8@ 16%
%
Karting.
.8^9@10Sl6Vs@U a;12ya
17@2j
Warps..

And—deepening still the dream-like charm—
Wild moor-sheep feeding everywhere.

lingered but

@32*

..26

10-4

TICKINGS,
Drills. 8@ 9
Corset Jeans. .6% # 8%

Tickings,

heaven so dear, an earth so calm,
So sweet, so soft, so hushed an air;

the scene, I knew it well;
I knew the turfy pathway’s sweep.
That, winding o’er each billowy suell,
Marked out the tracks of wandering

@18
@22%
@26
9-4.22%fc27%

ETC.

little and a. lone green lane.
That opened on a common wide;
A distant, dreary, dim, blue chain
Of mountains circling every 6ide;

e

Dry floods Wholesale market*
The following quotations are wholesale prices of
Woolens and Fancy Goods, corrected daily by Dee r
ing, Milliken & Co., 158 Middle street:
UNBLEACHED COTTONS.
Heavy 36in. 7i @ 8
'Fine 7-4.... 13%©18
Med. 36 in. 6%® 7% Fine 8-4.18©21
Light 36 in. 5ya® 6 T‘Fine 9-4. .22 #27%
Fine 40 in. 7
@ 8% Fine 10-4... .-5 6 (#5 0

Fine

as

Could I hay

and Deacon Skins.26 to 40c each
Rendered Tallow.• •. 7lb

| Fine

A

That

Light

on

I mused, the naked room.
The alien flreligh died away;
And from the midst of cheerless gloom
I passed to bright, unclouded day.

A

Hides autl Tallow.
The following are Portland quotations on Hides
and Tallow:
Ox and Steer Hides over 90 lbs weight.. 7c
lb
Ox and Steer Hides between 80@9U lbs. .6c
-p1 lb
Steer Hides under 90 lbs. r>yacj> lt>
Cow Hides, all weights. 5l/2c4> lb
Bull and Stag Hides, all weights
4e
L) lb
Calfskins.10c ^ lb

Best 4-4....10%®12% I Fine 6-4.16
Med. 4-4.... 7ya §10% Fine 7-4.18
Fine 8-4.20
Light 4-4... 6 ® 7

the stone,
The dark moss dripping from the
wall,
The thorn-tree gaunt, the walks o’ergrown,
I love them—how I love them all!

And,

miscellaneous merchandise.

BLEACHED OOPTONS.

The house is old, the trees are bare.
Moonless above bends twilight’s dome;
But what on earth is half so dear,
So longed for, as the hearth of home?
The mute bird sitting

cars

■—'——— -—

Inthisoity,
40

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
J. STEPHENSON. G. P. A.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent.

“fistulTand

piles

Oured without, the Use of the Knife.

WILLIAM KKAI) (M. D.. Harv.nl, 1842), and
ROBERT M.Ri;im)l.».. Hal,ard, 187<Si> oilier.,
Frau* llou-c. *7.f Treumni *tre* t Blo«iou,
give sped h1 attention to the treatn ent of FI NT I
M. PII.CM *N» fU, III F.-tMKN <?F
TIBE RECTUM, without detection from business. Abundant references given.
Pamphlet sent

PAYSON TUCKER,
on applieatlon.
General Manager.
Office Hour*—11 a.m^Jto 4 p.m.( czccit Surd*}*}#
oLUCIUS TUTTLE,
Gen’l Paee’r Agent I feblO
dly

KNOW THYSELF
4

GREAT

MEDICAL

WORK.

ON MANHOOD.
Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debility, Premature Decline in Man, Errors of Youth,
and the untold miseries resulting from indlscreL
tions or excesses. A book for everv man, young,
mid lie-aged, and old.
It contains 126 prescript
tions for all acute and chronic dise ses, each one of
which is invaluable.
So found by the Author
whose experience for 23 years Is such as probably’
never before fell to the lot of any physician.
300
pages, bound in beautiful French muslin, embossed
covers, full gilt, guarar teed to be a liner work, in
overy sense.—mechanical, literary and professional

—than any other work sold in this country for
or the money will be refunded in every
Price only SI.00 by mail, post-paid.
Illustrative
sample B cents. Send now. Gold medal awarded
the author by the National Medical Association, to
the officers of which he reiers.
This book should be resd by the
young for Instruction, and by the afflicted for relief. It will benefit
all. London Lancet.
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr. W.
H. Parker, No. 4 Bulflncu Street Bo«ton. .Mass
who may be consulted on all d.seases requiring skill
and experience.
Chronic and obstinate dise.ms
that have baffled the skill of all ot' II IP 4 1 e r
physicians a specialty. Such treat-»x re JIM ot

$2.5o!
instance.*

successfully without on

instancer|111 YSE LF
d&wly

may30

CAUTION.
the Forger 0. F. Dkwey, alias Halpert, obtained In an Francisco the follow'.
Ing desorib-d bills of exchange; Daniel Msjar on

WHEREAS,

Berlin.
Win. Rosenh. im A C
Reichi Mark.
60 days’ sight. No. 19!"''. I O' ',000
••
«
No. 1997, 60,1 a 10
«
No. 1999, 48,141.80
The
F.
Albert
Public
of
favor
are
In
A'l
CAUTIONED against negotiating the same as p.vmant
SAMUEL G. ADAMS,
has been stopped.

eotlSeodSt

Supt, of Police, Boston, Maw.

THE

UNDER THE WHEELS.

PRIESS

Charles Geary CruBhed by the Cars at
Woodford'e.

TUESDAY MORNING, OCT. 23.

ANtTviC

CITY

NITY.
Yesterday
TO DAV.

IS KW ADVEBTISBMENTS

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Course of Free Historical Lectures.
at
199
Middle street—J. II. 'Jaubcrt.
Call
Pocket Knives—Owen, Moore 4 Co.

ENTERTAINMENTS.
City Hall—Stoddard Leotures.

Portland Theatre—Miss Clara Louise Kellogg
**'
Waltzing—M. B. Gilbert.
NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS

Dress Flannels—Rines Bros.
Wanted A Person.
For Rent—Beautltul Cottage.

In Insolvency
For Sale—House.
Owen. Moore 4 Co.—2
Not Going to Move-T.

F. Foss 4 Sous.

Robes—Merry.
Fancy Cards-Novelty Co.
Cow for
Sale.

AUCTION SALES.
Fine Woolens, 4c.
A course of Free Historical lectures will be
giveu evenings this week in Union Hill, Free
Street, commencing tonight by Mrs. L. C. McKinstry of Canada. These lectures comprise a
very full history of the Ancient Empires of
Babylon, Medo-Persia, Grecia and Borne, and
the stories of them are told with wonderful accuracy and in a most thrilling manner.
The

following

from the pen of

newspaper corMrs. McKiustry
welt represents the character of these lectures.
He says: “It has been our good fortune t).listen
to many of the world’s great orators, to hear
the burning pathos of Gough, to admire the,

respondent who lis-encd

and many of the foremost men of
the time, but never have we listened to words
so Impressive as those uttered
by this noble
woman.’’
The lectures commence at 7.30, and an early

attendance

is

to

necessary

secure

seats.

Call at 199 Middle street and try the Health
Lift, and see the Pure Pine Hygienic Mattress.
The bealth-lift will do you good, and you will
buy no other hygienic mattress after yon have
seen the one manufactured by .1. H. Gaubeit.
oct23

THE

SYMPHONY CONCERT.
The celebrated Symphony orchestra of Boston will give the second entertainment in
the
Stockbridge course at City Hall. Thursday
evening. Mr. Georg Henscbel will conduct,
and Miss Emily Winant, the favorite contralto, will assist. The orchestra will number
sixty performers. A few good seats may still
be obtained for the evening at Stock
bridge’s.
The following will be the programme:
Overture—Magic Flute
.Mozart
Orchestra.
Aria—Lascia chio pi&uga.Handel
Miss Emily Winant.
Notturno—Midsummer Night’s Dream,
Mendelssohn
Orchestra.

Orchestra.

-----..

O.

The Boston

gress Street.

Brief Jottings.
Fine day yesterday. Mercury 28° at sunrise,
48° at noon, 40® at sunset; wind Northeast and
Southeast.
Mr. J. M. Stevens, received quite a mail, it
is laid, while sojourning at Saybrook, N. H.
The trustees of Evergreen Cemetery have

just finished fencing 7,300 feet of the grounds

Capt. Dbering, of the steamer Lewiston, is
out again.
The committee on fire department has approved the new Silsby steamer, and she has
been paid for.
A Dumber of the members of BoBwortb Post
attended the anniversary of the Auburn post
last night.
The insurance people offer to settle the
steamer Gazelle loss for $8,300 and take the

boat.
There will be a business meeting of all interested in the Unitarian Union to-night, at 7.30,
at Dr. Hill’s residence.
Gen. Lynch has so far recovered from his redoors.
A very

be able to go out of

interesting

harvest festival was comthe Preble Chapel, Sunday eve-

memorated aning, the room being beautifully adorned with
the emblems and fruits of the season.
Altr,

--j

Ik

an

kkaan

naind

T
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A

1

1

m V

Company

of

Cincinnati,

V

and cost

#1,750.
The Portland Smelting and Redaction Company have purchased of Messrs. Jones et als.,
the right to use their patent vapor foel process, and will adapt the works to said process,
under the superintendence of Mr. Jones.
The tickets for the Montgomery Guards’ ball
are

very neat specimens of printing, and they
in great demand by the friends of the company, who propose to crowd the hall Thursday
are

night.

The race at

Presumpscot Park, on Wednesday afternoon, between Watchmaker, Gray
Nose and Black Nell, for #300, if the weather
Is good, should draw a large crowd, for the
contest will be an exciting one.
Miss Lizzie Shirley, of Fryeburg, has been
engaged

the New Jerusalem
church, High street. Miss Shirley is also Latin and mnsic teacher at Mrs. Caswell’s boarding school.
The sixth exhibition of the Portland Society
of Art, Nov. 15tb, will embrace oil and water
as

organist

at

color paintings, works in black and white, architectural drawings, etchings and
sculpture,
Contributions of the above works are solicited
for this exhibition from artists and also from
any person owning such works by any presont
or former artist of this
locality.

Presumpscot Park.
The trot between three Cape Elizabeth
horses at the Park yesterday resulted in the
defeat of the favorite, and the loss of many
dollars by those who backed Spurwink Boy to
win.
The first two heats were taken by Pond Cove
Boy. A new driver behind Pompey D. landed
him a winner in the next heat, but
Spurwink
Boy took the fourth heat. Pompey won the
next two heats and the race,

defeating

all cal-

culations, and oausing much grief to those
who had staked their money on Spurwink Boy.
The summary of the race was as follows:
Pbesumpscot Pabk, Oct. 22.—Purse #76 and
money to the winner. Best 3 in 5 to harness.
oward Dyer, ns. Pompey I)
....2 3 1 2 11
O. F. Hannaford. ns Pond Cove Boy 1 1 3 3 3 3
J. S. Jordan, ns Spurwink Boy.3 2 2 1 2 2
Time—2.66, 2.66, 2.67, 2.62, 2.5(i, 2.66.

Kite

silver wedding.
Mr, and Mrs. E. P. Brooks celebrated their
silver wedding at their residence ou Green
street last evening. There was a large
gathering of their friends and there were many presents made appropriate to the occasion, several
The couple were remarried
of much value.
by Rev. C. H. Daniels, their son and daughter
noting as groomsman and bridesmaid. There
were several of their friends present who at-

pleasant.

12.30, 3.30 and 7.00 p. m.
The Eastern railroad will run a special train
to Boaton te-day, leaving here at 0.45 a. m.
and making bnt four stops between Portland
and Boston. Tickets will be sold at low rates,
also on any regular train
to return until Thursday.'

to-day,

Charles B. Staples.
Charles B. Staples, an old and respected
shipmaster of Portland, died at his residence
on Hampshire street yesterday. He had been
ill some six months, and his vessel—the brig
George Burnham—was probably lost in the
late gale off the Magdalene Islands. Capt.
Staples was a member of Maine Lodge and

Pythias, and

was

a

member of the Marine

on” in

strongest cards
ters

were

seen here.
The Howard Sis“just immense” and fully susta'ned

their established reputation. J. O.
Reed, “Old
Time Rocks,” was warmly welcomed and his
bone solo called a vigorous encore.
The other
features were all good and the
evening closed
with a bright performance of “The Enamelled
Face.”

produce

at

comeuy
that haa been produced in New York for two
seasons.
It is Daly’s adaptation of Schonthau a “7-20.8” which was brought oat at Daly’s Theatre and made a tremendous hit.
Pique had its first production this season at
the Globe Theatre last evening, Mr. Stetson
having purchased the sole right of this famous
play from Mr. Augustin Dalv, has selected a
brilliant company of artists for the dramatic
illustration of this interesting story of
to-day.
The play was presented with new and
appropriate scenery by Jos. Schell (artist of the
Park Theatre), realistic effects and an
important cast. Miss Sara Jewett (late of the
Union
Square Theatre) appeared as Mabel Renfrew,
foroieily played by her with great success:
Mr. Herbert Kelcey
(formerly of Wallack’s
Theatre) as Capt. Arthur Standish; Miss Annie Russell (the original Esmeralda of the
Madison Square Theatre) as Mary Standish
Mr. John .Jack as Dr.
Gossitt; Mr. George
Parkes as Raymond Lessing; Mr. Walter
Reynolds as Ragmoney Jim, (an artist who has
acbievea considerable fame in the
prominent
Australian and Californian
theatres); Mr J
McDonald as T bora by Gyle; Mr.
Harry Brown
(the famous comedian and opera bonffe artist)
as Sammy Dymple; Miss
Georgia Taylor as
Lucille Renfrew; Miss May Sylvie as Aunt
Dorothy; Miss Lizzie McCall as Raitch' Mrs
Jane Russell as Mother Thames;
Sylvie, Miss
Marion Russell; Little Arthur. Master
Tommy
Russell; Mr. N. D. Jones as Padder; Picker
Bob by Mr. J. H. Redding,
his cast afforded
a representation
of the play never before
equaled m Boston. The entire production
was characterized
by a strict attention to detail and an effort to make the
play one of the
principal dramatic features of the season.
The Journal, speaking of
Irving’s arrival,
says: Mr. Irving, who is a tali, spare man,
wore a short blue
pilot cloth overcoat and a
broad-brimmid soft felt hat, which overshadowed a peculiarly striking face. His
long gray
hair was thrown
carelessly back behind his
ears.
He was clean shaven, features remarkable for their delicate
refinement, and with
the suggestion of virile force.”
Mr. Irving
said: “w hat can I say about this
long-lookedlor ward-to visit of mine to
your country^ I
can
only say that I have the most pleasurable
of anticipations, and I
may say the most hopeful also. I do not look
upon America as a
foreign country, for we are one in language
and almost in sentiment.
Whenever one of
your actors comes to us he is received with
open arms aad judged on his merits alone, his
nationality, I assure you, not being taken into
account iu any way. I
feel,on the other hand,
that the same treatment will be
accorded to
me at your hands.”
Mrs. McKee Rankin have mortgaged
their Third Avenue Theatre to A. J. Dana
ol
the Union Square Hotel, N.
Y., for 815,000,
says the New York Sun.
“The Beggar Student” in
German, with
Geistinger in the title role, made a hit Friday
night at the New York Thalia. The Sun notes
with satisfaction, after
commending the star’s
performance, ihqt in “The Beggar Student”
Zell and Geuee fortunately do not offer one of
those intricate plots which it seems the
delight
of a Teutonic librettist to evolve and of a Teutonic audience to unravel. The
story is clearly toid, and the Thalia performances can easily
be followed by persons not conversant with
eujoyaiue

auo

f“d

Bowdoin College.

Everything is going on quietly and harmoniously under the new system of government at

A Pleasant Time.
a

Woodbury farm, Duck Pond, where, after a
cordial reception, a luscious supper was served,
provided hv Mrs MnSaA_
Woodbury, to which full justice was done.
After supper the evening was
pleasantly spent
with games, music, etc., and at a late hour the
party returned much pleased with their even•
ing s entertainment.

-uu

fonr gold watches, and made good his escape
with the property in the darkness.

I

(

Foss's Furniture Store.
Mr. Foss, of the late firm of Hooper & Foss,
Federal and Ezchange streets, remains at the
old store, and will be pleased to receive the
patronage of his old friends.

uiu

93 Exchange Sl.
oet20

all this

week.

Hosiery, Inderwear, Gloves, Buttons,

In larger variety than we ever had

to

room

Woodford’e.
The Young People’s Seciety of Christian
Workers connected with the Woodford’s Congregational Church, held their first anniverThe secretary,
Sunday evening.
Georgia M. Blackstone, read a statement concerning the progress of the past year, and the
president, Fred V. Matthews, and Messrs. Dalton and W. Chapman spoke.
Addresses were

sary on

Special Sale of Fine Rubber Circulars at $2.50
These

are

F. SHAW & BROS.

Arranging for the Appointment of a CoTruetee—The Necessity for Prompt Cooperation.
On account of the great number and the
scattered location of the creditors of F. Shaw
& Bros the committee experiences some difficulty in securing as promptly as is desired signatures to the application for the
appointment
of a co-trustee. Circulars have just been sent
ont by the committee in which it is set forth:
“It is absolutely necessary that your committee should have your signature in order to secure the appointment of a co-trustee with Mr.
Wyman. You will at once see the vital importance of doing this; but it caunot be done
without your signature, which must be had before Saturday next. No claim is too small to
count, as numbers prevail, and there are necessarily a number of small creditors who can-

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

oetas

BROS.,

site number fail to sign, the management of
the property would remain in Mr. Wyman’s
exclusive control. The necessity for prompt
action, therefore, is apparent to all creditors
who desire to have associated with Mr.
Wyman one of their own number.

JAPANESE

Plush

Sunday School Convention.

following is the programme of the Maine
Sunday School Convention, which begins at
BaDgor to-day,

Fine

10.36— First address onprimary teaching, “Ainmi’
Mrs. Lizzie C. Roath. of Worcester, Mass.
11.16—Address, ‘^How to Reach the Children,”
Hon. Nelson Kingsbury of Hartford, ConD.
11.36— Discussion of our State Sunday School

dtf

MR. FOSS, of the late Hooper, Foss & Co., haring
entire stock of the old tirni, will continue to carry on a
of general house furnishings, such as

the
line

In fact everything to famish

F. FOSS

T.

to $10.00.

Lined, Extra Size,

Tlie Matter
237 [MIDDLE
OCt23

Dourt of

TATl.tf

In Insolvency.
Insolvency for the County of Cumberland.

State of Maine.
Oct. 20th, A. D. 1883.
ease of JOSEPH P. YATES, Insolvent Debtor.
is to give notice, That on the twentieth day
of October, A. D. 1883, a Warrant in Insolvency was issu d by Henry C. Peabody, Judge of
the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland, against the estate of said
In

THIS

&

YATES, of Raymond,
ui judged to be an insolvent debtor, on
petition of Bald debtor, which petition was Hied on the
twentieth day of October, A D. 1883, to which date
interest on claims is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said debtjr, and the transfer and delivery of any property
by him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the creditors of said debtor, to
trove their debts and choose one or more
assignees
>f his estate, will be held at a Court of Insolvency
io be holden at
Probate Court
Room In said
Portland, on the fifth day of November, A. D.
1883, at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above written.
H. R. SARGENT,
Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.

Deputy Sheriff,

as

OCt23&29

FOR

SONS.

REITi

FURNISHED

j og of ten
1

ired.

or

Address “R,”

tah, Ga.

(

be purchased if deMorning News Office, Savan-

twelve acres,

can

Cow for sale.
rhis Office.

oct23d3t

Inquire

oc23

■

at

dtf

Wanted.
accustomed to cutting

A PERSON
cm. or Buits. Also, a young
Lddress PRESS OFFICE.

man to

purchased from

pply to E.
oct23

■

Ladies’ coats
learn cutting.

oct28d3t

TKOWRRfDGE, 21 Mechanic Sr.
dtf

/v LOVELY Sets, new, beautiful,fancy cards by
2 dimes.
NOVELTY CO., Salem,
oct23dlt*

LU mail,
lass.

Wanted

| YOUNG LADIES ami 75 gentlemen to learn
v
Telegraphy, a business that affords unequal
ed opportunities for steady and paying employment.
Salaries to competent operators are from $46 to
$125 monthly and there is a great and continuous
demand for our graduates. Over 600 ti llug paying
situations. We are the oldest institution in New
England and our facilities and equipments are unexcelled.
For particulars call or address with
stamp Boston Telegraph Institute and Metropolitan
Telegraph Co. 230 Washington St., Boston.

pZf

Wanted.
installEagle Wringers
ments. Good salary
CANVASSERS
commidion paid. Also
to sell
Patent Button.
to sell

CHAMBEBUNJt

We are now ready o display the finest
assortment of Fall and Winter Dress
Goods that we have ever kept, and we
call special attention to the varions
styles we are selling at $1.00 per yard
They are very choice goods for that

price.

We also call attention to our line of
Plain and Brocade Velvets, both black
and colors.
Oar Brocade Velvets in colors, at $2.25
per yard, are great bargains.
An elegant line of Black Dress Goods
constantly on hand.

dSm

If you want Watches, Clocks,
or Silverware go to

McKENNEY THE JEWELER
And he will sell you at bottom

prices.

Watches cleaned and warranted
for one year only $1.00
Mainspring, the best only $1.00,
for one year.

All work strictly flrst-class.

MCKENNEY 1HE
5*7 CONGRESS

HEREIN 4 HOISTED,
451
■ep29

Congress Street.

dtf

utdec26

C. 0. HUDSON

store

CAPITAL

d3m*

TO

—

$200,000.

A

Wednesday, Oct. 24.
Please call and examine our stock
to purwhether wishl
chase or not.

chasT day.

dRt

steam pipes
—

Reetl’s Sectional Covering.
Any

one

71

can

put

Cheap.

it

on.

Fireproof, Light

Call and see Samples at

and

Union
Street,
JARVIS ENGINEERING CO.

00U6

UU

—

Great Variety of Other First*
clas
Confectionery.

GIVE Him A CALL !
my30

dtf

FALL AND WINTER OPENING
—

OF

a

—

fine line of

Post Office where all the larg.

the

BELOW

Wholesale Jobbing Houses are located, in dry
goods, Fancy and other Classes of goods. Fitted up
with two Counting rooms. Brick and Iron Safe, Elevator. Counters, Tables, (las and Water, with light
and airy basement all in perfect repair. Heated by
a furnace.
Inquire of H. E, 1H0MP80N 16*
Brackett St. where the keys mayibe found.
dtl

Mechanic Hall To Let.
and Casco street?, haring
COR.beenCONGRESS
put in thorough repair is
offered to
for

public
Lectures, Concerts and Dancing. For
terms, apply to the Agent, R. B. SWIFT. 613
Congress street.
oct4eodlm
FOR MALE.

For Sale.
AINS In houses, lots and lands. Property
in all parts of the city and in Deering. Purchasers will find it for their interest to call and examine our large list ot desirable properties. Money
loaued on mortgages. N. S. GARDINER, real estate broker. 93 Exchange Street.
octl9dtf

BARG

For Sale.
Cumberland Mills, near the depot, the two
and half story house, lately occupied by Mrs.

1UUU MIUIU 0<lUC»il*I)
UB1UC9,
pa VO
Portland. Contains 10 rooms with ample closet
in
A
room,
good repair.
pleasant sunny house in
desirable
neighborhood, Sebago water on both
floors, perfect drainage, lot of land 5t’xl5l>. For
sale at a bargain, immediato possession
given.
Terms easy, inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER,
oct9d3w
93 Exchange St., Portland.
1 U1UDUS3

Treasurer:

EATON,

Gen’l Ft. Agt. Maine Central B. B.

PAYSON TUCKER, Gen’l Manager Eastern and Maine Central R. R’s.
CHAS. S. MORRILL, of the firm of Burnham & Morrill.
W. J. KING, of the firm of Geo, W. True
& Co.
W. S. EATON, Gen’l Ft. Agt. Maine Central R. R.
CLARK H. BARKER, of the firm or Geo.
W. True & Co.

property of the Company consists of 2,600
cattle, houses, six ranches, controlling
twenty miles of river front, which controls 200,000 acres of land, houses, corrals and other buildings necessary to conduct the business, located in
Tonto Basin, centre part of Arizona Territory.
It has long been known that the raisingfif Cattle
in Texas, NewMexico, Arizona and other States and
Territories of the great west is, and for many years
has been Immensely profitable and the fame of the
Cattle King’s is world wide. Starting with small
means, these men within a comparatively short
time, attained positions in the World of business
and finance rivalling the famous Bonanza Kings of
the Pacific Coast. Their success shows the results
of intelligent and persevering efforts, and the short
time which has been necessary for the achievement
of that success proves conclusively that investment
made in the cattle business rarely fails of
returning
a ratio of profit fairly astonishing to those not familiar with the resources of the great west.
And
the almost absolute certainty with which the profit
can be relied upon, will at once commend this class
of investment to anyone who will take the trouble
to study the history of Stock in the western portions
of the United States, and more particularly Texas,
New Mexico and Arizona. Capital invested in cattle
vxrill rgat'llrn

a

11rcrar

rusr nontusa af

Inlaeast

tl,..

_

returned by any other legitimate investment, and at
the same time be free from the risks and uncertainties usually attending a highly remunerative or
speculative business.
No safer investment oould be offered.
The management of the Company’s aff airs is in
the hands of parties whose long experiences renders
them familiar with all details and are eminently fitted to conduct the enterprise with success.
Prom the earnings eaoh year after payment of
expenses, the holders of the preferred stock are to
receive a dividend of seven per cent, three per cent
to be placed In the contingent fund and the balance
to be divided among the holders of the common
stock.
4000 shares of the preferred stpck, par value 825,
is now ottered for subscription at par. Each four
shares subscribed for entitles the subscriber to two
(2) shares of the common stock. Subscription book
will be opened Monday, Oct. 22d, and remain open
till Saturday, Dec. 8,1883, at the office of Woodbury & Moulton, Bankers, cor. Middle & Exohange

streets, Portland.
Subscriptions will be called for Monday, Nov. 26.
Send to Woodbury & Moulton, or W. S. Eaton,
for prospectus giving tuli information. Those wishing to subscribe who reside out of the city can do so
by addressing Woodbury & Moulton.
0ct22dlm4p

OUR VARIETY

UIJ

HUliU

FOR bALE.
desirable real estate
Middle street, for
sale at
VERY
great bargain. The lot being 90
Middle
on

a

feet

street, by 120, containing about

on

11,000 square, on the corner of Middle and Chatham streets. A 2Va story brick
building, with
and tenement over stores. This lot is 86 feet
by»82, next on Middle street, three wooden stores
and stable in rear, this lot is 60 feet
by 120. A 2V»
story brtok house on Chatham street. No. 0, lot 86
by 40. This property is sute to increase In value
as it is in the center of the city and can be used for
houses or stores;
This property will be sold at a
bargain, as the owner is about to leave the
Cats.
Terms to suit purchaser. Inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTOR,
sep3eod3m
No. 03 Exchange Street.
stores

nil the new and desirable shades.
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 31.

Mrs.

jr.
Drydon,
465 CONGRESS ST.
d3t

SEE

HERE!

show any
in want of
nice
CAN
great bargains at Gorham Village.
One 2
one

residence

a

story house, “L," and stable, acre of laud,
oO fruit trees, nice water.
Ono 2 story house, new, never has been occupied, very nice lot 60x116, fruit treee, currants
&«., nice water. Send for plans and descrlptloua to
G. D. WEEKS, Auc. and Real Estate Agent.
Gorham, Me.
By House lots for Sa
jy31dtf

DIAMOND ISLAND.
lots bougnt and sold by
W. J* WALDitON, 180 Middle St.

Building

aug21__dtf
At

FOR same:
BARGrAIN,
desirable two
house in

A

Avery

the weststory
ern part of
the city; tirst class location;
frescoed throughout in oil; in perfect repair: a gem
of a home, large new furnace, hot and cold water
upon both floors; ten rooms with bath room. For
full
apply at the house, 120 Emery st. or
to N. S. GARDENER, 93
Exchange St. sep26dtf

particulars

Farm For Sale

To Let.

or

of

the best farms in the County of Cumber
ONE
land, situated In Cape Elizabeth, known tbe
"Brooks Farm"
m

will be sold at a great bargain. 8.
L. CARLETON, Att’y at Law, 180 Middle StTPortand, Me.
mar8dtf

FINE ARTS.
My Fall stock of Parlor Easels
is nearly completed.
1 have all the new and desirable

styles.

In Artists’ Materials I have

a

large and complete line.
Pottery and everything new for
decorating.
Hammered Vases, Placqnes, Metal Card Receivers, etc., etc.
Fine Gold and Rronze Framing
done in

an

artistic

J. T.
400
oolO

manner.

STUBBS,
Congress St.

dtf

BOOTS.
French Goat Button, mat kid top.
Straight Goat Button, Dongoia top, tip
toe.
Pebble Goat Button, common sense last.
Pebble Goat Hutton, tiand made (Burt’s)
French Calf Button, cork sole.
GEKUIJiE DONGOLA Button.
Curacoa Kid Button, patent leather top.
Curacoa Kid Button, common sense.
Curacoa Kid
utton, cloth top.
Straight Goat Front Lace, mat kid top.
Curacoa Kid Front Lace, mat kid top.
Curacoa Kid Front Lace, cloth top.

DRESS

BOOTS

French

and Mat Kid, and Patent
Leather; also all the Latest Styles
in Evening Slippers.

M. G. PALMER,
lo. 230
Ct)U3

Photographer
Fine

Portraits

a

opocialiy,

OPPOSITE FALMOUTH HOTEL

A FILL LIKE OF

in

Fancy Goods, Laces, real and imitation, Ribbons and Feathers in

00t22

—

Store Nos. 117&119 Middle St.

AT

of the firm of QSo. W. True & Co.

Pattern Hats, Bonnets and
Millinery Novelties.
Also

OR

TO LET*

CLARK H. BARKER

LADIES’ WALKING

Tablets,

AND

LET,

House >To. 175 State Street,
FEBNlsnED
OR
ENFERItlltBED,
The room, will be reeled separately
This house is in complete order throughout and is
one of the best in the city, and can not he
surpassed
as regards location.
Inquire of L. 1). M. S-cat, 226
Middle or 103 Spring St.
octtidtf

President:

(DAILY)

Fine ChocolateiDrops
—

MART IS, Manager,
35 Temple Street.

OIKLS WASTED^
Portland Star Match Co., Wnt
Commercial Street.
myl2-dtf

MAINE.

-OP-

Lime Juice

Apply

TO LET.

Divided into 8,000 Shares, of the
par value of $25 each.
1,000
Shares
($100,000) preferred,
with Seven per cent interest.
1,000 Shares ($100,000) common stock.

SQ.,

Caramels,

(Formerly occupied by RINES BROS.,)

WITH

—

MANUFACTURER

NOS. 241 & 243 MIDDLE ST.

—

AT

13 MARKET

We respectfully announce to our
numerous friends and patrons the opening: of

“coyer your

STREET,

•ctS

OPENING!
new

JEWELER,

Next above Brown’s New Block.

—

B. B.

augSOdtl_

St.,

The

Jewelry

warranted

on

Wildes,

head of

DRESS GOODS. DO IT HESITATE!
HOISTED.

oct4dtf

Immediately.

freat

•

oct22

House For Sale.
No. 79 Franklin St., (cor. Federal.! EsFor particulars,
of Mrs. Sarah Tukey.

tate
HOUSE
H.

Place, Portland, Maine.

or

Arizona Cattle Co.

dtf

dtf

onr

throughout and carpeted, a beautiful cottage house in the village of Vernon
>urg on the Vernon river (salt water) within an
lour's drive of the city of Savannah,Georgia, over a
ricturesque and smooth shell road. House contains 11 rooms, finished in Georgia pine, oded and
famished, with dados, handsomely carved stair
:ase, French grates and marble inautles; water up
md down stairs; kitchen attached. The climate is
nild and balmy in winter, the air being soft and
try. Trout fishing; oysters fine. The p ace, oonsist-

Skowhegan,

Gives perfect fit.
French Dart and Adjustable
Sleeve learned easily.
Dress cutting ana fitting
MDLLE. E. E. WOOD, No. 2 Tolman
specialty.

a

Agents

out of business

JOSEPH P.

Captain A. W. Calden of the steamer Nahant, died suddenly on Saturday evening at
his residence in Mansfield, Mass., of
paralysis
in

STREET,

Sign of the Gold Hat.

noi'uw

Law.

OUTLAYD, MAINE,

WOODMAN S.

a New York importer
Hearly one hundred dozen
flue Pocket Knives, qualities which usually sell at
$1.00 to $1.50 each. According to our usual custom, when we secure a bargain of this kind, we
are g ing to sell them TUESDAY at 50 cents
each. Samples in window.

going

wolf,

MERRY

9.00— Promise and praise service, led by Rev. G.
W. Hinckley, Bangor.
9.20— Unfinished business.
10.00— Resolutions and discussion.
10.45 -Address, “The Sunday School a Preventive ef Scepticism,” speaker to be announced.
11.30— Short address and consecration service.

x

-AND-

from the kitchen to the parlor.

Old Post Office, opp. W. L. Wilson & Co.

We have

Goods sent C. O. D. with
privilege to examine.

MOBNING.

Rd

a

now

all kinds.

housekeepers

a retail grocery
He must be active and ex-

city.

the

Fixtures, Mirrors, Crockery, Glass, Tin,
Wood and Silver Plated Ware,
Mattresses, Feathers, Pillows

Bedding of

store in this

perience l in the b siness. Address with referenoca
octl6dtf
“GROCER,” Press Office, Portland.

oot2

purchased
complete

Furniture of all kinds, Carpets, Shades and

and

FIRST-CLASS Salesman in

Directors:

Street Use, $1.00 to $6.50

8.30— Addresses by pastors and snperintendents.

eodly

Organized Under the Laws
of Maine.

NOT GOING TO MOVE.

oo23

HORSE BLANKETS,

Snow, Biddeford.

at

octl7

Stable Use, 85c to $2.50.

WEDNESDAY EVENING.
7.30— Praise service; chorus of children.
7.46— Address, “Some Encouraging Features of
Our Work,” Rev. A. S. Ladd, Bath.
8.10—C. L. S. C. Recognition Service, Rev. B. P.

W

A

PORTLAND

ocm

suc-

Wanted.

S'rRKKT,

256 Brackett

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON.

2.00— Specimen Teaching Exercise, Rev, H. W.
Tilden, Augusta.
2.40—Conference, “Difficulties Encountered and
How to Overcome Them,” led by Rev. R. L. Howard, Bangor.
3.20— Second Address on Primary Teaching
•‘Methods,” Mrs. L. C: Roath, Worcester, Mass.
3.00—Address, “The Use of Illustration in Teaching,” Rev. C. F. Penney, Augusta.

1’REE

a nnm v

Moore & Co.

had

to call

PORTLAND

HORSE BLANKETS,

work.

ex-

I. 0.SAWYER,MJ.

We have now in stock a very choice
assortment of stylish, closefitting, tailor cut Garments
for Children and
Misses. For small or medium sized
Ladies the larger sizes are a perfect fit,
and please all who see them.

o«23

field.

A

PORTLAND, ME.

1

has

on

Wanted

31 Exchange Street,

Moore & Co.
Blankets. Owen,

service.
8.30—Permanent organization.
9.46— Reports of officers and reports from the

11

One who

preferred. A permanent
situation w th good pay to the right man. Address
with reference and previous experienee, BOX 676,
oot20d3t*
Portland, Maine.

can

TEMPI.E STREET.

99

steady, energetio man,

a

experience

and examine the Franco AmeriLADIES
Form, perfect Instrument and system
MULIIALL, for
Dress cutting and fitting. Patented July 1883.

Connsellors

Blankets,

9.00— Devotional

born

M. T.

Salesman Wanted.
travel

In the West,
25 to 36.
TO aged from
cesfnl
road

C. S. AUSTIN.
J. NAYLOR.
Churches, Halls and Private Dwellings Decorated
In a tirst-class manner, snd at short notice. Repairing old frescoing a specialty.
my30eodtf

Garments.

Owen,

‘"W

o. W.

A Partner with $5,000, in the Picture
Frame manufacturing, and Art Moods,
Engravings, Ac., &c. An old established
business ulready. Best of references given and
expected. Address BOX 2665,
Boston P. 0., Mass.

BURROWES,

and Lettering of Erery Description,
ecuted in an Artistic Manner
and at short notice.

Jy27

$12.00 to $15.00.

WEDNESDAY MOBNING,

SalwMsn 18 Eicl tags 8k

BAILBT,

W. o.

oct221w

Has removed to the corner of Preble and Kennebec street, direotly opposite the Portland and Koch
ester Depot.
au4*itf

STREETS.

WOLF,

Lined, $8.00

Fine Plush

TUESDAY EVENING.
7.30— Service of praise by a chorus of children.
Address of welcome, Rev. Theodore
Gerrish, Bangor. Response, Rev. C. F. Penney, Augusta.
Appointment of committees.
8.20 Address, “Relation of the Sunday School
to the Public Welfare,” by G. D. B. Pepper, D. D..
of Colby University, waterville.

was

TELEPHONE 113.

BRADBURY & BRADBURY,

The

Ha

No. 37 Plum Street.

NO.

CASCO

dtf

$7.00, $7.50, $8.00.

Japanese

F. ©. BAILEY Ac CO.,
luctloDeers and Commission Merchant

jul2dtf

AUSTIN & H JYLOR,
Fresco Painters,

Robes. POCKET KNIVES.

Saturday

<131

»ct28

WAITED.

Rian Tli»

Robes,
Robes,

A majority in amonut of the creditors have
already signed the application and a majority
in numbers is now needed. Should the
requi-

F. o. BAILEY <V CO„ Auctioneers,

Patents promptly and

STEPHEN BERRY.
Book, Card and Job Printer.

jan5

&

shall

salts,
sell
pieces
overcoats, &c. Also at same time an Invoice of
&c.,
Ac.,
trousers,
clothing, suits, overcoats,

»—1■—w————————————

COR. FEDERAL AND EXCHANGE STS.

Some creditors may have left the meeting of
Thursday lasc under the impression that their
written approval of the committee’s recommendation to seek the appointment of Mr.
James B. Forgan would not be needed uDtil
the adjourned meeting of Novetnbdf 1. The
three months' limit named in the assignment,
during which a co-trustee can be appointed,
expires on the 28tb inst., and no signatare to

to

SIGN PAINTING

Underwear Sale i-iniliinns all Tliis Week.
COR. CONGRESS

2.30

we

Regular
Furniture and Genera Merehaa.
dise every Saturday, commenolng at 10 o’clock a.
m.
Consignments solicited
oct3dtf

in all sizes and would sell at $4.00.

RINES

and

sale of

regarded

Chandler, conductor, was passing down, about
5 o'clock, the train broke apart at the Steam
Mill crossing in Hallowed.
The break was
not discovered until the
Farmingdale station
was reached.
Then the train was stopped and
backed up to recover the rear end which had
broken loose. It had proceeded but a short
distance when the cars which had been lost
were met coming
quite rapidly on a down
grade, the impetus to their motiou when the
break had occurred at Hallowell
having been
enough to forge them ahead. A collision ensued near the Knickerbocker ice house. The
ends of several cars were ttove iu and the
shackling apparatus generally demolished.
Fortunately none of the cars left the track,
for if they had, they would quite
likely have
rolled down the embankment into the river.
No one was injured.
When the 0 o’clock
train for Portland came along it was
obliged
to push the cars before it to Gardiner before
the road could be cleared.

Exchange St, Portland, Me.

B3T*All business relating
faithfully executed.

BUILDER,

■

bers more than 60.

of the heart.

No. 93

a. m.

m

OF—

American A Foreign Patents,

WM.

L«DIES’ GOSSAMERS.

Collision on the Maine Central.
There was a fortunate but narrow
escape
from a serious accident on the Maine Central
Railroad, between Augusta and Gardiner, Saturday morning.
As a special freight train,

also made by W. H. Pennell and J. W. Stevenson of Portland.
The society has grown
from 19, its original number, until now it num-

Maine, in 1818. In 1846 be was appointed
chief engineer of the steamer Admiral, running between Boston and St. John, N. B.,
which position he held for a number of
years
afterward becoming captain and joint
owner,
with Capt. Charles Spear, superintendent of
the Boston and Hiugham Steamboat
company
of the steamer Neliie Baker, at that time runbetween
Boston
and
Nahant.
ning
During the
civil war this steamer was used as a transport
between Fort Monroe, Washington, and other
points In that section. At the conclusion of
the rebellion Captain Calden returned to New
England, and was appointed master of the
steamer Eastern City, running from Boston to
points on the Kennebec river, Maine. He finally returned to steamboating on his old route,
Boston and Nabaut, commanding the steamers Ulysses and Meta, and ever since has been
closely Identified with that ronte.

—

keep before removal.

ana wear

with great favor. It has diminished the habit
of "cutting” recitation. And “sickness” as an
excuse has greatly fallen off in
consequence.
As one of the boys said, they are now
taking
the measure of the thing; after the results
appear at the end of the term they can find out
about what latitude is allowed them and make
their plans accord.ngly.
The new steam heating apparatus which the
papers reported as put in the chapel has been
It was found that the
put in the library also.
coal dust and gas from the furnaces were injuring the bindings of the books but steam
heating has remedied this. The papers which
announced the completion of the new card
catalogue were a little premature. The work
will probably be finished by next commencement.
This is no small job when we take into
account the fifty thousand books the library
contains.

_

THURSDAY

Herbert G. Briggs,

Oct. 26th at 10

THURSDAY,
at salesroom, 18 Exchange St.,
ONabout
p.
of woolens, suitabte for
16c

WANTS.

Ladies’ and Children’s Winter Garments,
DRESS GOODS, CASHMERES, SILKS AND SHAWLS,

tent into the hands of the students, a
step in
advance has doubtless beeu taken.
Among
the students generally the
is

Portland, Oct. 22, ’83.
To the Editor of the Press:
I would like an opportunity through the celumns of your caper to express
my thanks to
my fellow employes on the Maine Central for
the beautiful and valuable present ‘they have
been pleased to make me.
They may rest assured that the kind feelingB toward me that
prompted their generous gift will not soon be
forgotten. I thank them again, one and all,
most heartily.
E. A. Hall,
Train Despatches M. C. R. R.

Portland. Me.
d&wtfdd j

...

F1IEWOOLEIS, dec.

gossamers,

The old system accomplished its
purpose
in its day, but the time is ripe now for a
better
system. In adopting this new plan of
putting
the government of the college to a certain ex-

change

Attorney.
BLOCK,

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR

oat.

Card of Thanks.

the papers will be of value later than

kiuw

imuga

II

FINE, HEAVY SACKINGS

Bowdoin. In regard, to the ohange one of the
professors says that the old system bad its
good points and its bad points as well,the latter

party of twentv-three
Chase’s barge for the

Buure is ior tne

Bold Burglary.
About 0.30 o’clock last night, some bold rascal threw a stone through the front Bhow window of Coolidge’s jewelry store, corner of Union and Fore streets, and then thrust an arm
through tho hole made by the stone, seized

•Machigonne Encampment,

Society.

Lang and Sharpe “caught
great shape and proved one of the

pants thrown out. Both escaped with braises.
Thomas W. Burnham, a cabinet-maker residing at 23 Mechanic street, and In the employ of Walter Corey & Co., 28 Free street,
caught one band in some machinery yesterday
afternooD, and had bis thumb and two fingers
badly crashed.

and good

Odd Fellows, the
Odd Fellows' Mutual Relief, and Odd Fellows’
Relief of Maine. He was also, we believe, a
member of Ancient
Landmark Lodge of
Masons, and Pine Tr4e Lodge, Knights of

A Game that Didn't Work.
A man took a cart to a certain blacksmith
shop on Fore street to have some repairs made
on it.
The cost was to be $5, and tbe man to
have all the time he wanted in which to make
the payment.
When the man went for his
cart the blaoksmitb refused to let him have it
till he paid.
He went out, raised the $5, and
demauded the cart.
He was then told the bill
was $10, and he could not take the oart
until it
was paid.
The owner of the vehicle then invoked the aid of tbe police, who
compelled the
blacksmith to return It to its owner.

most part not
RAILWAY NOTES.
than fairly interesting, bat the hearer is
now and then suddenly carried above
this level
of respectability. There is a pretty mazurka i
rue central Vermont.
in which the Beggar Student describes the
many charms of Poland's ladies, a dashing
Polish drinking song, brilliantly
sung by FrauThe Montreal Star of Saturday last publein Seebold, an ardent love duet, given with
lished the following items concerning the Cenpassion and ferver by Herf Schutz and Ftaulein FrieBe, whose apnearance added a touch
tral Vermont’s connection with the Grand
of grace and beauty to the stage
piciure, some Trunk:
couplets on a Dresden slang phrase for Herr
“A director of the Central Vermont Bailway
Friese, and a waltz which describes in slow
who was in the city yesterday afternoon,
and voluptuous measures tho feelings of the
stated to a Star reporter that the rumors at
governor while kissing the fair, soft shoulder
of Laura. The gem of the score,
in circulation regarding the leasing of
however, is a present
that road by the Grand Trunk were utterly dePolish love song for the Beggar Student. It is
void of truth. ‘There is,’ he said, 'no exista brief episode, but the hearer carries
it away
with him as.as a thing of beauty to be reing law or legislation which can possibly permit of such a thing.
membered.
The Central Vermont
Railroad Company are at present ia the hands
Miss Lillian Norton (Mrs. Gower) will
sing
of trustees and cannot be taken from them.’
at the symphony concert in Boston
on the
If there is any change contemplated it will
evening of November 3d.
probably be the leasing of the B< ston and Lowell Bailway by the Grand Trunk and Central
Accidents.
Vermont jointly, and the opinion prevails
that Mr. Hickson’s visit to Boston in company
As Mr. and Mrs. Blackstone were driving at
with Mr. Bell and President Smith of the
Woodfords yesterday, Mr. Blackstone tamed
Central Vermont Railroad is in this connechis horse to avoid a heavy team.
A wheel of
tion.”
his carriage caught in the railway track and
An Old Maine Steamboat Captain.
was torn off, the carriage upset, and the occu-

Excursions to Boston.
To-day the Boston & Maine railroad will
sell excursion tickets from Portland to Boston
and return for two dollars and fifty cents.
These tickets will be good to return on
any train to-day, to-morrow or Thursday.
Trains leave Portland at 0.15, 8.45 a. m. and
1.00 and 3.30 p. m. Leave Boston at 9.00 a. m.,

good

Co’. Merrill reports a new
janitor employed
at Centre street.
The subject of ventilation and
hygiene in
the schools was referred to Dr. Files to consider and report upon.

more

excellent collation was served and the evening
*« delightfully passed.
All wished their
host and hostess the compliment that their
be as

The following order, offered by Dr. Files,
considered and unanimously passed:
Ordered, That pupils in the Grammar
schools be not required hereafter to purchase
Wentworth’s Problems.
was

Miss

numerous.

vjuimau.

tended tbeir marriage ceremony, among them
their bridesmaids.
Among the presents
were a handsome silver service,
ice pitcher,
goblets, etc. Also a silk quilt of 42 squares. An

golden wedding might

long years before the late war
Peter J. Williams was granted a large tract of wild lands
by the State. Abont the same time Georgia
distributed hundreds of thousands of acres of
her public domain by lottery, the tickets
selling for a song, and the lucky holders numberof Per30D9
all classes. Most of
's
“£“dreds
the Williams estate, and a
large fraction of the
lands won in the lottery
finally came by successive conveyances into the
possession of Colby, Chase and Crocker.
present holders of the property, the
Georgia Land and Lumber Company, in which
uoage and Eastman were once the leading
spirits, claim to have acquired the land by
porohase, from Colby, Chase and Crocker, and
other holders, bnt the plaintiffs in the
present
suit claim the title to the property never
passed
out of the hands of the three New
Englanders mentioned, and that the corporation now
in possession illegally usurped the lands, which
were allowed at that time to run wild.
To-day
they are worth several millions, and their value will be
greatly enhanced evary successive
year, until the new-born Southern boom reaches maturity. The representatives of the
plaintiffs are already offering the lands for sale or
lease, for farming, timber or turpentine purposes, aud announce that they will sue for all
trespass and damage to the inheritance.
The counsel for the plaintiffs are Col. H.
G.
Sleeper of Massachusetts, and Col. L. A. Hall
P'•B-m., of Eastman. The suit will
involve the interests of several hundred
small
planters who are distributed over the estate,
and will be
watched
with keen interest,
throughout the entire South. The defendants
of course, ridicule the claims of the
nlaiutiffs'
lbe lands were once in the
possession of the
State of Indiana.

LYCEUM THEATRE.

Rehan’s Combination will soon

the Baker House, Yarmouth, with the largest
Newfoundland dot. in the State.
The new Bate for the City Treasurer’s office'
arrived Saturday. It was made by Hall’s Safe
Lock

of

The third week at this oozy little honse
opened to a crowd before the box office, and
when the curtain rose the theatre was
packed.
The performance was capital and encores

.........

1UUUUJ
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Advertiser, speaking

NOTES.

The Argus says Mr. Charles Bartlett Rogers
Ilia

oauui

with Buch simplicity and
earnestness; she bad
studied so well to memorize her
music, and she
played with such prompt correctness, that it
seems ungracious to say that she is not
yet ripe
for the concert-room, nor for the
great masters.
And yet that is the truth.
The undulation of
her hands is wasteful of
strength and militates
against an agreeable tone, the constant sinking
of the wrist below the key-board
destroying
the equilibrium of tone, and the successive
raisings of it altering the bearing of the fingers.
As a consequence, her tone is often hard without strength, or light without life.
She should
sit lower, and keep her hand more
evenly in
its natural plane.
It is only fair, however, to
say that this fault, although
exaggerated, she
has caught from her teacher.
Her execution
is fluent, and her fingers
but she
independent,
has not grown up to such music
yet, and when
a thought or a
phrase passed from one pianoforte to the other,the
discrepancy in her power
of reading it, whether she had the first
or the
second part, was only too noticeable.”

were

to

.xx.

Mary O’Brion’s playing at the Symphony concert in that city, says: “We shrink from
speaking in critical fashion, for she went to her task

Bazar.—This beautiful weekly
a welcome visitor to the
parlor
circle. The number for the ensuing week has
been received by N. G. Fessenden, 481 Con-

as

Stephen

school, and that there is now sufficient room to
accommodate all the children of the district in
this school.

in

Pension

Auction Sale of

Special

CENTENNIAL

SPECIAL BARGAIIS

Samuel E. Crocker of Maine, and Abraham
Colby of New Hampshire. The tract comprises
1,500 lots, lying In Dodge, Laurens, Montgcgnery, Pulaski and Telfair counties.
Dodge
county was named after the late William E.
Dodge of New York, and Eastman, its principal place, after his long time confidential business associate, William Pitt Eastman.
Both
gentlemen held large interests in this section

the purpose of approving bills last evening.
Pay rolls and bills amounting in all to
$7,361.91 were read and approved.
Voted, That the Superintendent of Schools
be allowed leave of absence to attend the
annual meeting of New
England Superintendents soon to be held in Boston.
Mr. Briggs reports Miss
Looney transferred
from tbe Primary to the Grammar department in the North
School, and that Miss
Lillie D, Nutter has been
employed temporarily in the Primary department of that school.
This action was approved.
Dr. Files reports the
opening of a new room
for a portion of the sixth class in Casco street

Saturday evening

Z. K. HARMON.

Legal proceedings, involving the title to
300,000 acres of land, have been instituted in
Southeast Georgia'in the interests of all the
heirs at law of the late
Chase and

AUCTION N4LEM.

BUSINESS UABBS.

Dress Flannels.

Georgia Involved.

Messrs. Briggs and Files were added temporarily to the committee on expenditures for

persons embarked

__ADTEBTIgBBBJrrS.

The Title to a Large Tract of Land in

A PORTLAND PIANIST.

Harper’s

illness

..

Orchestra.

publication is

severe

Windsor.Nicolai

Harp Solo by Alex. Freygang.
Overture—William Tell.Rossini

baffled the greatest medical skill of the age.
All examinations tree of charge.
oc22d6t

cent

of

Orchestra.
Aria—Voi che sapete.Mozart
Miss Emily Winant.
Funeral March of a Marionette.Gounod
Orchestra.

Fitzgerald, Nature’s Wonderful
Physician and Surgeon, will be at Falmouth
Hotel, Friday and Saturday, Oct. 26th and
27th, when be will examine all who may call
on him, and illustrate the
deep and marvelous
insight into the human system which has

and

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

Overture—Merry Wives

If yon want the best Cigarettes, try “Swee
can net fail to please.

9

Bunce.

AN IMPORTANT LAND SUIT.

....

Bonqnet.” They

A

Corone'r George H. Bailey was summoned
and took charge of the body, which was afterwards brought to the city by Morse &

Fantasy—I Capuletti.
Parish-Alvaro
Harp Solo by Alex. Freygang.
March from the “Lenore”
symphony.Raff

dtf

Owen, Moore & Co., will make a special
sale on pocket knives of a tine qaality, commencing at 8 o’clock this morning. See advertisement and their window.

Dr.

master at

a

jumped for the check rope bnt could not stop
the train before every car had passed over the
unfortunate man's body. When the body was
reached by the bystanders the man was dead.
The
head
was
the
nearly cut
off,
backbone broken, and the hands and feet
were terribly mangled.
The body was afterwards recognized as that of Charles Geary,
who had been employed in the Maine Central
freight depot His father works on the Portland and Ogdensburg Railroad and resides at
No. 8 Cary lane. Geary has been
insane, it iB
said, and has been accustomed to wander
about aimlessly.

a

Beechej

depot

young man banging
about the station and thought he was a
tramp.
Just before Conductor Bragdon’s train over
the Maine Central came
along, at noon, the
man crossed to the
opposite side of the track
from the depot. When the train started np
the depot master heard a
crashing sound under the wheels and
instantly suspected that
the unknown man was under the train. He

to

eloquence of Wilson, Tilton, Douglass, Frve,

forenoon the

Woodford’s noticed

School Committee.
Tbe regular monthly meeting of tbe School
Board was held last evening. In the absence
of tbe Mayor, Col. Merrill was chosen chairman pro tern.
Present: Messrs. Files, Merrill, Bradley and Briggs.
Records of the meetings of the past month
were read and approved.
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Newspaper Advertising Ageuejr,

WANHINOTON NT.,
RONTON
,or every PM*'
r?celTe<l
Brltibh Province* at the Lowes
Prices. Any iaformali-ni cheerfully gist a
t^ntract
»nd estlmafes
'■

‘©Of the

promntlv fnmi«hod.
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t

for
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sir.

Estimates furnished.
bend for Circular
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